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Abstract 
This dissertation presents a comprehensive and systematic investigation into some 
fundamental issues relating to creating an autonomous wheeled mobile robot (WMR). 
The forms of WMRs with various structures developed in the past are first classified into 
four groups according to the method of steering and powering. The four groups are: a. 
ordinary car-like robots (including passenger cars, single unit trucks, single unit buses and 
articulated trucks); b. dual drive robots (dual drive motors with various casters); c. 
synchro drive and steering robots; and d. omnidirectional robots. 
The concepts .of inverse and direct kinematics widely used in non-mobile. manipulators 
are, for the first time, introduced to WMRs, and a unified treatment of the kinematics for 
the four kinds of WMRs is presented. A motion feasibility and smoothness analysis for 
each of them is carried out, revealing the motion characteristics resulting from each of the 
different mechanical structures. This provides a better understanding of their motion 
characteristics and forms the basis for discussing the path planning problem. The concept 
of deviation angle interval is defined and used to explain the strange phenomenon of a 
pirouette. The conditions and formula for pure translation, pure rotation, straight line 
motion and circular motion are developed. In order to verify the correctness and to 
illustrate the advantages of the developed kinematic model, the simulation results from the 
present model are compared with the existing standards from other kinematic models. 
Path planning is essential for creating an autonomous robot. Various methods for dealing 
with the find-path problem have been developed in the past. Based on the motion. analysis 
of the four kinds of WMRs, a critical review of the presently available algorithms for 
moving a WMR among known static obstacles from a givenstart location to a given goal 
location is presented, and the suitability of the existing algorithms to each of the four kinds 
of WMRs is examined. The study shows that most of these algorithms suffer from the 
fundamental drawback that kinematics of the robot has not been taken into account, and 
thus there is no guarantee that the paths generated by these algorithms are always 
in 
collision-free and executable. Finally, a formal formulation of the findpath problem for the 
most widely used car-like and the dual drive robots is given and then a robust, efficient 
and reliable algorithm, taking into account nonholonomic constraint and steering angle 
limit, is developed. Some important criteria for the avoidance of collisions and steering 
angle saturations are derived. 
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A robot is a versatile mechanical device equipped with actuators and sensors under the 
control of a computer system. It operates in a workspace within the real world. This 
workspace is populated by physical objects and subject to the laws of nature. The robot 
performs tasks by executing motions in the workspace. 
Robots take a bewildering variety of forms: arms of all shapes, vehicles with all possible 
arrangements of wheels and legs, and devices which although clearly robotic are neither 
vehicles nor arms. 
Arms are one kind of mechanical device widely adopted in Robotics. They are made of 
several moving objects (called links) connected by joints, e.g. revolute joints (hinges) and 
prismatic joints (sliding joints). Each joint constraints the relative movements of the two 
objects it connects. A typical example of such a device is a robot arm (manipulator). 
The first robotic systems to find widespread success in industrial applications were those 
commonly referred to as manipulators. When compared with the dedicated machines and 
conveyors that they replaced, these robots appear quite versatile. They can be easily 
reprogrammed to perform a variety of functions, and they have a far wider field of 
possible actions than the dedicated hardware systems. Which is to say that they are usually 
associated with a higher degree of control intelligence, and that this intelligence has more 
manipulative operations as a result of the flexible hardware structure. 
1.2 Need for wheeled mobile robots 
Despite the strong advantages of manipulators, they have some serious limitations. Most 
of these limitations come as a direct result of their immobility. A robot arm can only 
manipulate objects that it can reach. As most industrial manipulators are fixed in place, 
their workspace is limited by the maximum extension of their linkages. Components have 
to be brought to the robot and taken away again by conveyors and other mechanical feed 
devices. To overcome the problems caused by the limited reach of robot arms, two 
approaches are under investigation. 
One is the flexible manufacturing cell, where the manipulator is fixed in place and the 
machines that it services are placed around it. As the manipulator can reach several 
machines, it can service one while the others are performing their tasks, and it can transfer 
components, from one machine to the next. This approach works best when the machines 
are small enough to fit close to the robot. This approach, however, has a shortcoming. If a 
fixed manipulator fails, it usually becomes a liability. Since manipulators are not mobile, 
and they tend to be mounted in locations central to the flow of the product, when a failure 
occurs, the disabled robot may block, or partially block the flow of productions. 
Additionally, the personnel and equipment required to repair or replace the robot may 
cause further congestion. 
A second approach is to mobilize the manipulator by, for example, mounting it on .a 
wheeled robot, so that it can move from one machine to another. Before a general purpose 
mobile robot can move freely in a factory, home, farm or military environment, we have to 
achieve an "intelligent" connection between perception (sensing and understanding the 
environment), planning (trajectory generation and path planning) and action (control of 
robot motion within the environment). This is the emphasis of most of the research into 
Autonomous Land Vehicles (ALVs). 
In the past, a manufacturer set up his plant on the basis of an expected long product run. 
Such a factory changed little from day to day and in order to achieve continuous 
throughput, the manufacturer kept large stOcks of raw materials and parts. With the advent 
of computer-aided design for manufacturing and computer-controlled inventory systems, 
all this has changed. Now, customers expect a variety of operations and fast delivery. The 
rising cost of keeping large inventories has stimulated the development of just-in-time 
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manufacturing. One of the most serious problems in this environment is the transport of 
parts and subassemblies between manufacturing cells. Often industrial parts must be 
quickly transferred from one cell to another to keep production going. Automated Guided 
Vehicles (AGVs) are the most commonly used transport systems at present in industry. In 
the car manufacturing industry, for example, manipulator arms are fixed in place in a work 
cell (for welding, painting, gluing, sealing, and so on), and the car chassis is moved from 
cell to cell using an AGV. 
The shortcoming of AGV systems is that they lack flexibility. The motion of these 
vehicles is restricted to certain predefined paths. Once the guidance mechanism is 
installed, it is expensive to alter. In some environment, traditional AGVs are too 
cumbersome and inflexible. Smaller and more flexible mobile robots are needed. 
The need for mobile robots in factories can also be observed from the fact that changing a 
plant with a large number of manipulators from one product or process to a significantly 
different one may require a considerable expenditure of time and money. Much of this 
expenditure is the result of the fixed manipulators and the conveyor systems that are 
typically associated with the robots. 
As a result, it is inevitable that mobile robots will find increased popularity in 
manufacturing applications. The combination of manipulators and mobile robots will be 
very powerful. 
In addition to the needs in manufacturing industry, mobile robots will find applications in 
several other fields. Todd [205] gives a detailed discussion of the potential applications of. 
the mobile robots. They include mining in the high health risks environment, deep-sea 
operation, space exploration, nuclear and explosive materials handling, security industry, 
agriculture, military, publicity entertainment, and domestic service. 
Among the popularly developed mobile robots are wheeled mobile robots, tracked mobile 
robots, and legged mobile robots. Most mobile robots so far, like land vehicles in general, 
have used wheels since this is the simplest method of locomotion. Wheels are abandoned 
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only when there is a pressing reason. Tracks are intended as a sort of portable railway, a 
temporary smooth road for a wheeled robot, which spreads the load on soft ground and 
bridge gaps. Legged robots may be chosen as another alternative to wheeled robots only in 
the cases where transport occurs on harder environment, such as a rough ground, or in 
buildings (in particular, on stairs). In this thesis, attention is focused on wheeled robots. 
Some special types of mobile robots have been reported recently, but they are still in the 
process of development and research. Koshiyama et.al  [95] described a new type of 
mobile robot that has a spherical wheel, an arched body, and motion controlling 
mechanisms installed inside the wheel. Shan et.al  [176] at the University of Michigan 
reported the design and motion planning for a mechanical snake robot which is designed 
mainly for the places that are too dangerous and too small for people to enter. The 
structure of this robot enables it to move without the traditional wheels. 
1.3 Evolution of wheeled mobile robots 
Autonomous wheeled mobile robots (AWMR5) are in the process of extensive 
development. The natürç and the structure of AWMRs should be judged upon their 
evolution. 
One of the first serious wheeled mobile robots (Shakey, Fig. 1.1) was developed at 
Stanford Research Institute (SRI). This project was ambitious for its time (1966-1972), 
especially as there were no small computers and so Shakey had to be controlled by a fixed 
computer (a PDP-10 in the final version) over a radio link. However, it was able to solve 
very simple problems of perception, motion planning and control. 
The project's goals were to develop techniques and concepts in Artificial Intelligence (Al) 
to enable a robot to function autonomously in a realistic environment. The main thrust of 
the research was in the area of planning actions, solving problems, recovering from 
mistakes and learning in the sense of storing and re-using plans. The main sensors were a 
TV camera (with motorized pan, tilt, focus and aperture control), mechanically tough 
sensors, driving wheel shaft encodes and a rangefinder. Although the project was not 
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directly concerned with computer vision, some computer vision software had to be 
provided and integrated with the rest of the system. This was some of the earliest work in 
operational machine vision. At this time, it was appreciated that machine vision was a 
fundamental problem for further research. 
Fig. 1.1 Stanford Research Institute's Shakey 
Shakey was driven by two large stepper motors. As well as the two driving wheels there 
were two load-bearing castors. The robot moved in an environment consisting of several 
rooms connected by doors and containing a few large irregular objects such as cubes and 
wedges. Because it moved in a highly irregular and jerky manner, it was given the name 
Shakey. 
The robot's position in the world was determined by so-called "dead reckoning", i.e., by 
keeping track of the actual motion. However, actual motion was judged upon the 
information of wheel rotation, and error due to slippage caused the system to miscalculate 
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Shakey's position. Thus the vision system was unable to incorporate objects correctly into 
the grid model. Because of this, it was noted that effective reorientation techniques would 
be an important area for future study. 
In the early 70's NASA, in cooperation with Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), initiated a 
program oriented to reduce ground support requirements, provide real-time control, 
improve reliability and performance in support of space exploration, space assembly, 
automation of manufacturing facilities, and achieve the autonomous goal-directed 
coordination of location, manipulation, perception and cognition in a close-to-reality 
environment. 
The basic hardware configuration used in the JPL robot consisted of a mobile vehicle 
equipped with a manipulator and some sensors (laser range-finder, stereo TV cameras, 
tactile sensors and proximity sensors). The navigation system was based on a 
gyrocompass and optical encoders on the wheels for dead-reckoning. The system of 
perception-motion coordination was based on the results of the hand-eye SRI project. 
The robot was able to analyze a scene for evaluating traversabiity in a simplified 
environment, for example, a laboratory with a limited number of obstacles and proper 
illumination, and had to plan a path to the goal and follow that path. The model of the 
world used in this project was still a grid model. 
From 1973 to 1981, work was done at the Al Laboratory, Stanford University by Hans 
Moravec on developing a remote controlled TV equipped mobile robot. This robot used 
stereo imaging to locate objects and to deduce its own motion. 
This system underwent further development and modernization later at the Robotic 
Institute of Carnegie-Mellon University. The new Moravec's robot was cylindrical, about 
a meter tall and 30 cm in diameter. It had three individually steerable wheel assemblies 
which gave it a full three degrees of freedom of mobility. 
At this time (1979), CNRS Research Center in France developed its own concept of a 
simplified wheeled mobile robot system named Hilare. The structure of this vehicle is 
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similar to that used in Shakey. The difference between them is that Hilare was equipped 
with a 3D vision system together with a video camera. Ultrasonic devices were utilized as 
proximity detectors for close-in obstacle detection and for following the wall. Infrared 
beacons were mounted in the corners of the room to give the absolute positioning 
information. 
A relatively autonomous mobile robot system with an ultrasonic system and obstacle 
avoidance capabilities was developed by the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory of 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) in Japan. This robot was designed to 
serve as a guide dog for blind people. The robot obeys spoken commands. 
Communication between man and the robot is over a flexible wire link. Control 
commands such as LEFT, RIGHT, STRAIGHT and STOP, are transmitted by control. 
switches on the harness. Alarms from the robot to man signalling danger are transmitted 
over the link in the form of mild shocks to the blind person's hand. Ultrasonic transducers 
are used in a feedback system between man and the robot, so they can walk fast or slow, 
but a distance of one meter between the two is always maintained. 
Robart-I was probably one of the first robots to be totally autonomous and exhibiting a 
high level of sophistication. It was built at the Naval Postgraduate School, USA, to serve 
as a feasibility demonstration for an autonomous robot. Robart was supposed to patrol a 
site in a random manner sensing fire, smoke, flooding, toxic gas, intrusion. etc., and take 
appropriate warning action if any of these conditions was found. This is a mobile warning 
system, whose motion is random wandering rather than goal oriented. 
A motion routine is randomly chosen from a preprogrammed set of sixteen routines that. 
filled in the gaps. Some of these routines would move the robot to a new vantage point, 
where it might elect to stop and re-enter the surveillance mode. Motion under these 
situations usually involved moving straight ahead, unless it saw an object, in which case it 
would swerve to one side or the other as appropriate. 
Comparatively speaking, the early stage of the mobile robots focused more on the high- 
level intelligent control, computer vision, and navigation and little attention to low-level 
problems such as the kinematics and motion feasibility was paid. The main contribution of 
this stage lies in the fact that they developed some techniques and concepts in Al and 
discovered some fundamental issues that must be solved before a commercial autonomous 
robot can be constructed. Among them, machine vision, path planning and representation 
of the world, and reasoning are some examples which became major fields of further 
research. 
1.4 Types of wheeled mobile robots 
A wheeled mobile robot is a wheeled vehicle which executes the commands from 
computers rather than from a driver. Therefore, from the viewpoint of structures, we don't 
distinguish clearly mobile robots from vehicles. For convenience, we use wheeled mobile 
robots to represent a wide class of devices which move on wheels. The research on 
wheeled mobile robots can contribute insights to the problems related to man-driven 
vehicles and the problems associated with intelligent and autonomous robots. 
The development of mechanical structure for wheeled vehicles has a very long history. 
The forms of the vehicles can be classified according to the steering and powering of the 
vehicle. 
1.4.1 Ordinary car-like robots 
The most widely used type of wheeled mobile robots today is called the ordinary car-like 
robots, as shown in Fig. 1.2. From the viewpoint of steering and power, this type of robots 
includes 1) front wheel steering (four-wheel or three-wheel) and rear wheel differential 
powering, as shown in Fig. 1.2 (a) and (b); 2) front wheel steering and powering 
(especially for the three wheel car-like vehicle), as shown in Fig. 1.2 (c). 
1.4.2 Dual drive robots 
The basic dual-motor four-wheel robot design has been widely adopted for use on 
experimental mobile robots (Fig. 1.3 (a)). This design has also been popular with hobby 
and publicity robot designers. This popularity is due to its simplicity of construction and 
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Fig. 1.2 (a) 4-wheel car-like vehicle with front wheel steering and rear wheel powering 
3-wheel car-like vehicle with front wheel steering and rear wheel powering 
3-wheel car-like vehicle with front wheel steering and powering 
=SN 
Motor 1 • W Caster 1 
Motor 2 Caster 2 
(a) 
Caster 1 Caster 2 
Motor 2 




Motor 2 	am 
.2. Caster 
(c) 
Fig. 1.3 Dual drive systems (a) two front casters (b) four casters (c) one caster 
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low cost. There are many variations on the fundamental configuration. Fig. 1.3 (b) and (c) 
show two variations. One is the dual-motor six-wheel design and the other is the dual-
motor three-wheel design. Although these systems have different caster numbers, they use 
two independent drive motors to power and steer the robots. The driven wheels are fixed 
parallel to each other, while the other wheel or wheels are free to pivot. Steering is 











(B) lop view 
Fig. 1.4 Synchro drive and steering using chain coupling 
Relatively, tight turns may be accomplished by powering one wheel in a forward direction 
and the other in a reverse direction. In this thesis, those with two independent drive motors 
are referred to as dual drive systems. 
1.4.3 Synchro drive and steering robots 
The synchro drive and steering system shown in Fig. 1.4 features three or more wheels (in 
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this case four) that are mechanically synchronized to each other for both steering and 
power [69]. Synchronization can be accomplished by the use of chains (as shown) or by 
gears. Each wheeled "foot" assembly contains a 900  mitre gear arrangement as shown in 
Fig. 1.5. The housing of the "foot" is driven by the steering chain, while the inner shaft is 





Fig. 1.5 Steering action of the synchro drive and steering foot assembly 
In this thesis, we will prove that the system can offer some interesting characteristics, 
which can make the path planning problem for this kind of robots quite simple. When it is 
F 
Fig. 1.6 Schematic for the synchro drive and steering (4-wheel) 
driven along any path, since the wheels steer together, the base does not change its 
T 
rotational orientation. For this reason, it may play a very important role in the designing of 
an autonomous robot system. Fig. 1.6 shows the schematic for the synchro drive and 
steering system. 
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Fig. 1.7 (a) CNU Rover (b) The CMU Rover wheel drive assembly (cross section) 
Fig. 1.7 shows the structure of the CMU Rover constructed at Carnegie Mellon University 
by Dr. Hans Moravec [69].  The purpose of this design is to improve the flexibility of the 
robot. The feature of this robot is that each "foot" is totally independent for both steering 
and power. The "feet" also have a wheel on each side, powered through a differential. 
Each "foot" assembly contains an encoder for both steering and power, allowing the drive 
computer to precisely control it. For its degrees of freedom, its control is of course more 
complex than the other systems. An alternative structure which is also called 
omnidirectional robot HERMIES-ifi (Hostile Environment Robotic Machine Intelligence 
Experiment Series) has been developed by the researchers at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory, USA [159]. The chassis has two steerable powered drive wheels A, B, and 
four corner caster wheels, as shown in Fig. 1.8. Four motors are used to separately steer 
and power the two wheels. The common feature of these two robots is that they can carry 
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out omnidirectional motion through independent steering and powering although their 
structures (the number of the motors used and the number of the casters) are different. 
4 yl 
•E 
Caster 1 0 1 (P) Caster 2 
Caster 3 Caster 4 
Fig. 1. 8 Structure of the omnidirectional HERMIES-ifi robot 
1.5 Aims of the research 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the issues relating to creating an autonomous robot. 
A unified treatment of the four kinds of robots will be given. The problems investigated 
include: 
1.5.1 Inverse and direct kinematics 
Kinematics is the science of motion which treats motion without regard to the forces 
which cause it. Within the science of kinematics one studies the position, velocity, 
acceleration, and all higher order derivatives of the position variables (with respect to time 
or other variables). Kinematics forms the basis for a feasibility analysis of the mechanism, 
motion feasibility, dynamics and control, trajectory planning, and more complicated 
problems for an autonomous intelligent robot, such as path planning. As discussed above, 
there are several different types of mobile robot structure which result in different 
kinematic constraints. The aim of chapter 2 is to develop the inverse and the direct 
kinematics for each of the four kinds of wheeled robots. 
1.5.2 Motion smoothness and feasibility 
xl 
No 
The location of a mobile robot moving on a plane can be uniquely described by three 
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parameters, i.e. the position (xv, y)  of a reference point P and the orientation angle 0 of 
the robot. If we know the configuration (x e. y,,, 0) of a robot and their time derivatives, 
then we can find the location of any other point (x, y) on the robot as well as their 
derivatives. There exists a nonholonomic kinematic constraint for a car-like robot and the 
dual drive robot, which restricts some motion of the robot. In addition to this, for a car-like 
robot, there is a steerng angle limit, which also makes some motion infeasible. All of 
these make the analysis of motion feasibility challenging. 
Generally speaking, robot motion should be as smooth as possible to reduce vibration, 
noise and wear effects. The degree of smoothness will depend on the degree of continuity 
of the reference path, therefore, smoothness is directly associated with the continuity of 
the curves. In order to reach a smooth and feasible motion, we will in chapter 3 investigate 
the factors which have effects on a smooth and feasible motion for the four kinds of 
robots. The conclusions drawn in this chapter will be used in the following chapters. 
1.5.3 Applications of kinematics in geometric design for highway and street 
A driver can manipulate a car or a long articulated lorry around a corner easily. This is 
because the geometric standards for highway and street have been adopted to design curbs 
at corners using design vehicles [232]. 
Sustained increases in truck weights and dimensions have occurred over the past decade in 
North America and other parts of the world [232]. The principal stimulus behind these 
changes is the reduction in unit transportation costs with increasing payload. The 
substantial increase in gross vehicle mass (GYM) and the length required to achieve these 
increases in productivity have important implications for the criteria used for the design of 
various components of highway infrastructure. Hutchinson [75] has discussed in detail the 
impacts caused by this trend, and pointed out that current standards used for the geometric 
design and capacity analysis of urban roads are based mainly on the properties of 
automobiles, with some allowance for truck characteristics. The models used were 
adequate when the weights, dimensions and performance characteristics of trucks were 
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not dramatically different from those of passenger car. A conclusion made by him is that 
the many design procedures used for infrastructure, including the design of intersection of 
urban streets, should be revised to incorporate this new change. 
The low-speed cornering of large trucks on urban streets and intersections is a major 
problem in terms of public safety and traffic congestion. These problems can be alleviated 
in two manners: (1) modify the roadway dimensions to allow large vehicles to pass more 
easily; or (2) modify the size or maneuverability of the large trucks. Both of them depend 
on a correct low-speed kinematic model which can describe the transient motion of the 
truck when its reference point follows a prespecifled path. 
In chapter 4, the simulation results from the kinematics developed in chapters 2 and 3 will 
be compared with the stands available for the following purposes: 
To verify the correctness of the model. 
To illustrate that the model can offer a perfect solution to any dimension of vehicle and 
vehicle combination. 
To understand that a kinematic model is essential for determining the swept volume of a 
vehicle ant therefore can not be ignored in the path planning problem for mobile robots. 
1.5.5 Path planning 
One of the ultimate goals in Robotics is to create autonomous robots. Such robots will 
accept high-level descriptions of the tasks and execute them without further human 
intervention. The input descriptions will specify what the user wants the robots to do 
rather than how to do it. Based on the input descriptions, the robots must be able to 
automatically plan the actions needed to reach the goals and then traverse the paths 
through its environment. 
To achieve this, one central theme is path planning. The simplest path planning problem 
can be described as: Given a start position S and orientation of the wheeled robot, a goal 
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position G and orientation, and the positions of the obstacles, find a safe path from S to G 
which is collision-free and satisfies the goal orientation (the start orientation is naturally 
satisfactory). 
It is important to recognize the difference between path planning problem and path 
generation problem. The former attempts to find a collision-free path among a set of 
obstacles while the latter is designed to find a path without taking the obstacles into 
consideration. 
During the past two decades, various methods for dealing with the basic findpath problem 
and its various extensions have been developed. However, a fundamental problem of these 
researches is the ignorance of the kinematic characteristics of the different kinds of 
wheeled mobile robots. 
In chapter 5, we first give a critical review of the path planning algorithms presently 
available for wheeled robots and then discuss their suitability for different kinds of 
wheeled robots. 
In chapter 6, we first give a formal formulation for the findpath problem for the most 
widely used car-like robots and the dual drive robots based on the conclusions made from 
previous chapters, and then develop a robust, efficient, and reliable algorithm for a car-like 
robot, taking nonholonomic constraint and steering angle limit into account. This 
algorithm may also apply to a dual drive robot. 
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the main contributions made in this thesis and suggests 
avenues for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
Inverse and direct kinematics for four kinds 
of wheeled mobile robots 
2.1 Introduction 
Before the development of kinematics for the four kinds of robots, it seems helpful to 
briefly introduce the concepts used in the analysis of a manipulator, reveal why these 
concepts are used, and then discuss the meaning of inverse and direct kinematics for 
wheeled robots. After a brief review of the related research on robot kinematics, we will 
establish the kinematics for each of the four kinds of robots and discuss the advantages of 
the model established in this chapter. 
2.1.1 Inverse and direct kinematics for manipulators 
A kinematic analysis of manipulators always distinguishes the direct kinematics from the 
inverse kinematics. The direct kinematics consists of computing the position and 
orientation of the end-effector of the manipulator given a set of joint angles, whereas the 
inverse kinematics involves finding all possible sets of the joint angles for a given position 
and orientation of the end-effector. Of these two, the direct kinematic analysis is simpler, 
with a straightforward solution for the unique position and orientation of the end-effector 
corresponding to the given set of joint angles. On the other hand, the feasibility of an 
inverse kinematic solution is quite dependent on the manipulator structure. For certain 
manipulator designs, the inverse kinematics can not be solved at all in analytic form. The 
questions of existence of a solution and of multiple solutions to the inverse kinematics, 
arise. The difficulty of the inverse kinematic solution has had practical effects on the 
trajectory planning and control of a manipulator. 
The existence or nonexistence of an inverse kinematic solution defines the workspace of a 
given manipulator. The lack of a solution means that the manipulator cannot attain the 
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desired position and orientation because it lies outside of the manipulator's workspace. 
2.1.2 Jacobian: Velocities, singularities and static forces 
The direct and inverse problems of kinematics of a manipulator mainly deal with static 
positioning problem. One may wish to analyze manipulators in motion. In perfonning 
velocity analysis of a manipulator, a matrix quantity called the Jacobian of the manipulator 
is used. The Jacobian specifies a mapping from velocities in joint space to velocities in 
Cartesian space. The nature of this mapping changes as the configuration of the 
manipulator varies. At certain points, called Singularities, this mapping is not invertible. 
This results in joint rates approaching infinity as the singularity is approached. An 
understanding of the phenomenon is important to designers and users of manipulators. 
The Jacobian matrix can also find application in dealing with the contact force between a 
manipulator and its contact surface. Manipulators do not always move through space; 
sometimes they are also required to contact a workpiece or work surface. In this case the 
problem arises: given a desired contact force and moment, what set of joint torques are 
required to generate them? Once again, the Jacobian matrix of the manipulator arises quite 
naturally in the solution of this problem. 
2.1.3 Dynamics 
There are two problems related to the dynamics of a manipulator that we wish to solve. 
The first problem is to find the required vector of joint torques given the joint's position, 
velocity, and acceleration. This formulation of dynamics is useful for the problem of 
controlling the manipulator. The second problem is to calculate how the mechanism will 
move under application of a set of joint torques. That is, given a torque vector, calculate 
the joint's position, velocity, and acceleration. This is useful for simulating the motion of a 
manipulator. 
2.1.4 Inverse and direct kinematics for wheeled mobile robots 
The description of position and orientation of a manipulator is always given in Cartesian 
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Space whereas the execution of the motion of a manipulator is realized by actuating the 
joints in Joint Space. Thus, the calculation of the transformation between Cartesian Space 
and Joint Space, including position, velocity and acceleration, is necessary. The 
establishment of the concepts of inverse and direct kinematics and jacobian is to make the 
calculation of the translation easier. Similarly, a relationship between location description 
and execution of a wheeled mobile robot must be established. For a wheeled mobile robot, 
it is useful to introduce the concept of the joint variables and the Cartesian variables. For 
the structure difference of the four kinds of robots, we generally define the joint variables 
as the powering and steering variables and the Cartesian variables as the position of the 
reference point, the orientation angle and their derivatives. Essentially, the inverse and 
direct kinematics describes the mapping between the description variables of the robot and 
the execution variables. 
Note that the concept of inverse and direct kinematics we used here for a wheeled mobile 
robot involves not only relationships among the static position, orientation, and the 
steering angle of the robot and so on, but also their time derivatives. This is different from 
the case of a manipulator. In this thesis, the concept of Jacobian is not used, although other 
researchers have used it [108, 109, 1311, because the working principles of a manipulator 
and a wheeled robot are totally different. 
2.1.5 Related research on kinematics for wheeled mobile robots 
It is well-known that the kinematics of a manipulator form the basis of its dynamics, 
control, trajectory planning, and path planning. At the beginning of research on 
manipulators, kinematics was developed and now it is widely accepted. Similarly, the 
kinematics of a wheeled mobile robot is of central importance for its dynamics, control, 
trajectory planning, and path planning. However, although research on wheeled robots has 
been conducted for twenty years, there does not exist an established kinematics for them. 
This can be observed from two facts. First, when a large drawbar truck turns left and the 
front right wheel's path is given as a circle, how to precisely determine the locus of other 
dangerous points on the truck is still an open issue in research for highway design [16, 57, 
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75]. Second, for lack of a complete description of the motion for a vehicle, the effects of 
kinematics on the trajectory generation, path planning and control problems have not been 
sufficiently investigated [210--215]. For example, for the purpose of control of a wheeled 
mobile robot such as a car-like robot, whether autonomous or not, the problem of 
determining the needed steering angle for tracking a specified path must be answered. 
However, a general solution to this problem has not been given. Following is a brief 
review of the study of kinematics carried out by researchers from different fields. 
A driving hazard problem was proposed by Baylis [12] and revisited by Bender [14]. The 
problem can be described as follows: when making a right turn at a crossroad on British 
roadways, one moves to the right as far as possible on one's side of the roadway and then 
turns. Unfortunately, the rear of the vehicle swings leftward as the right turn is begun - 
toward the unsuspecting driver passing on the left (Fig. 2.1). This can be quite noticeable 
if the turning vehicle is a long bus. Hence, the problem - just how far to the left will the 
back corner of the bus (P in Fig. 2.1) swing towards the left as the bus driver negotiates the 
right turn - was proposed. 
A 
V 
Fig. 2.1. A driving hazard problem 
Another similar problem, studied by Freedman and Riemenschneider [58], is how to 
determine the path of the rear wheels of a bus while the front wheel of the bus tracks a 
given path. The solution to this problem is useful for highway design and for the 
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placement of curbs at intersections. 
A third problem, which is related to the previous ones but a little more complicated, arises 
from the motion of a trailer-truck and was dealt with by Fossum and Lewis [55] and 
Alexander [3].  A comprehensive discussion of the maneuvering of vehicles such as buses 
or articulated trucks was carried out by Alexander and Maddocks [4, 5].  In their work, 
attention was focused on intrinsic properties of rigid-body trajectories, such as curvature 
and centers of rotation. They derived a relation between the radius of rotation of the body 
and the radii of curvatures of the trajectories of the wheels. Based on that relation, the 
problems of circular steering, offtracking, and optimal steering were considered. 
In addition to the aforementioned researchers. from the mathematical field, many others 
[60, 65-67, 84-86, 194] have focused their attentions on kinematics of mobile robots, and 
different methods have been developed. Muir and Newman [131, 132] formulated the 
kinematics for omnidirectional wheeled mobile robots. Their development parallels the 
development of kinematics for manipulator arms and draws heavily upon the concepts of 
manipulator kinematics. However, the kinematic modelling of wheeled robots differs from 
the modelling of manipulators because the wheels are always in contact with the ground. 
Their formulation does not grasp the essential requirement of a wheeled vehicle and 
makes the kinematic description more complicated. The kinematics developed by 
Alexander and Maddocks [5] has been adopted by Kyriakopoulos and Saridis [98]. 
However, the problem of this formulation is that the constraint equation is not given and 
orientation angle is assumed to be independent of the path. 
The motion problems of wheeled vehicles have also attracted the interest of many 
researchers devoted to road design for vehicles, especially large vehicles [16, 64, 173, 
189]. As stated in reference [64],  the formula used in references [64, 235] may break down 
for long units on short-radius curve. 
Obviously, establishment of kinematics for each of the four kinds of wheeled robots is of 
importance not only for robotics but also for highway design. In this chapter, a different 
method, called the constraint satisfaction, will be developed. Compared with the other 
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available models, it has the following advantages: 
• The mathematical model is general in the sense that the reference point can be chosen 
at any point on the vehicle, not only on the mid-point of the rear axle (used by most of 
the researchers in robotics), on the front left wheel (defined in highway and street 
design standards), or on the vertex of the robot body (chosen by most path planning 
algorithms). 
• The model can apply to any dimension of rigid vehicle or vehicle combination, not only 
to small vehicles, because it gives a transient description of the motion for a vehicle. 
• The steering angle needed for a reference point to trace a specified path can be given, 
which is essential for automatically controlling a mobile robot by computers and useful 
for highway design to detennine the minimum turning radius when the steering angle 
limit is taken into consideration. 
• The model is applicable to any kinds of path, for example, a straight line, a circle, or a 
more general curve y=f(x). 
The analytic solutions to straight line motion and circular motion can be developed, 
which make the computation of the swept space by the vehicle more efficient and accu-
rate. 
The model distinguishes the inverse kinematics from the direct kinematics. 
2.2 Motion description of rigid robot body and ideal rolling 
condition for each wheel 
In this section, we first develop the motion description of robot rigid body and then discuss 
the ideal rolling condition which each wheel mounted on the rigid body must satisfy. 
2.2.1 Global and local reference coordinate frames 
Fig. 2.2 is a plan view of a general robot model investigated. From the point of view of the 
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operating function, wheels used in the robot can be categorized into two types: rotatable 
wheels and fixed wheels. If a wheel can rotate about a vertical axle, it is defined as a 
rotatable wheel; otherwise, it is defined as a fixed wheel. Based on this definition, the front 
steered wheels of a car-like robot are rotatable wheels and its two rear wheels on the fixed 
axle are fixed wheels. However, when they are described by a mathematical model, a fixed 
wheel may be regarded as a special rotatable wheel. Therefore, in Fig. 2.2, all the wheels 
are given in the form of rotatable wheels. A global reference coordinate frame (Oxy) is 
introduced to describe the motion of the robot in terms of the position of the reference 




Fig. 2.2 Global (Oxy) and local (0 1 x 1 y1) reference coordinate frames 
reference point P coincides with 01 
coordinate frame (0 1 x 1 y 1 ), whose origin is placed at the reference point P of the robot 
with y 1 -axis parallel to the rear axle BC of the robot. We use M to represent any point in 
the rigid robot body when discussing the motion of the rigid robot body, and also use it to 
represent a wheel connected to the corresponding point when discussing steering angle. 
The coordinates of point M are denoted by M (x,y) in terms of the global reference 
frame and M (Xml,Yml)  in terms of the local reference frame. Therefore, the coordinates of 
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the central point of a wheel are constants with respect to the local reference frame. 
2.2.2 Motion description of robot body 
The coordinates of point M in the global frame are related to the coordinates of point M 
measured in the local frame by the transformation: 
[Xml = [Xm 1COSO — Ym iSiflo+Xi;l 
[y,j 	[x,nisinO+y,nicosO+yp] 	
(2.1) 
In this thesis, when x and y are functions of time t, we use x and I to denote 	and 
respectively. Differentiating (2.1) with respect to time, we have 
	
= [(_ x, 1 sinO - y,, 1 cosO) 0+ 	 (2.2) 
yin 	[(Xrn icosO_Ym isinO)O+)pj 
where 1m' )m ip , and are the absolute velocity components of point M and reference 
point P along the x and y-axes in terms of the global reference frame; and 0 is the absolute 
angular velocity of the robot body. Differentiating (2.2) again, we have the absolute 
acceleration expressions: 
ly~
'n] = [(_xm icosO +YmiSinO) 	(—x, 1 sinO Ymic050) 	 (2.3) 
(Xm iSinO —y, 1 cosO)O + (x,n icosO Ym i5mO)O+Yp 
Eqs. (2.1)--(2.3) give the mathematical description of any point on the robot body in terms 
of the reference point position, velocity, acceleration, and the orientation angle, as well as 
their derivatives. 
2.2.3 Ideal rolling condition and motion description of each wheel 
The angle 4 (m = a, b, and c) is defined as that between the vertical plane of the wheel M 
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and the positive x axis; and O n is measured from the vertical plane of the wheel M to the 
positive x1 axis (Fig. 2.2). It is noted that m'  0, and are all in the range from —180 
to + 180 and their relation can be written as 
rn = 4 m 1+O 
	
(2.4) 
For any type of wheeled robots, the general requirement for the mechanical design is that 
all the wheels connected to the rigid body should roll without any side-slip. When the 
whole robot is considered, the following ideal rolling conditions must be satisfied: 
The direction of every wheel rolling forward or backward, whether steered or not, must 
coincide with the tangent to the robot body trajectory through the corresponding wheel 
center. 
• The velocity of every wheel center point must equal to the product of wheel rotating 
angular velocity about its own horizontal axle and its radius. 
Mathematically, the foregoing conditions can be expressed as 
- 	d 	 )rn tan (4rn) - (y,) = 	
(2.5) 
d (Xm)  
and 
vrn = ro, 	 (2.6) 
where o (m = a, b, and c) represents the angular velocity of wheels A, B, and C 
respectively; Vm  the velocity of the center point of wheels A, B, and C; and r the radius of 
every wheel. Here, v,), is equal to the vector sum of t in and Ym 
(v,) 2=  (i)2+ ()2 
	
(2.7) 
From (2.4) and (2.5) we can obtain 4 m 1' the relative angle to the robot orientation line, 
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which is the steering angle for the steering wheel 
m1 = arc tan 	—0 	 (2.8) 
urn) 
2.3 Mathematical model for car-like robots 
For a car-like robot, in order to make it move along a path, steering is necessary. Steering 
is normally affected by changing the heading of the front steering mechanism. In order to 
change its speed, the velocity from the motor must be adjusted. So two problems, one 
being the inverse of the other, are investigated. The first of these is to determine the 
location of the robot and its higher derivatives when the steering angle, its derivatives and 
the driven velocity from the motor are given. This is referred to as the direct or forward 
problem. The second problem, which is referred to as the inverse problem, is given a 
desired path of the reference point and its derivatives, to calculate the required steering 
angle, its derivatives, and the driven velocities. The inverse problem is clearly relevant to 
the control of the robot. 
2.3.1 General constraint equation 
As defined, when the wheels are fixed wheels, their relative angles to the robot orientation 
line are constants. For a car-like robot, the rear wheels B and C are fixed wheels. If we 
choose y1 axis parallel to the rear axle BC, then b1 = 	= 0. From (2.8), the 
following constraints are imposed: 








Substituting (2.2) into (2.9) and (2.10) respectively and simplifying, we obtain 
	
XblO = xsin0—ycos0 	 (2.11) 
x1O = x.,,sinO—y.,,cosO 	 (2.12) 
As defined above, Yi  axis is parallel to the robot's rear axle, so that xbl = x 1 = S. Eqs. 
(2.11) and (2.12) become the same one: 
so = ip sinO_yp coso 	 (2.13) 
Eq. (2.13) is what we need to solve for the robot's orientation angle 0 when the reference 
point velocity components xand )iare specified. Due to the fact that this equation 
describes the general relationship among the reference point's position relative to the rear 
axle, its velocity, and the robot's orientation angle as well as its first derivative when the 
reference point is chosen at any point on the robot, it is called the general constraint 
equation. 
It can be noted that Yb!  and yc I are not included in (2.13), which illustrates the fact that 
only x has effects on a robot's orientation angle. 
Eq. (2.13) indicates that 
• If a robot has more than one fixed horizontal axle, two constraint equations are 
imposed. It is obvious that the two equations conflict with one another, then the robot 
cannot move properly. Therefore, ideally, in a rigid robot the number of the fixed hori-
zontal axles cannot exceed one. 
• When different fixed wheels in a robot have the same x-coordinates in terms of the 
local reference frame, that means they are mounted on the same fixed horizontal axle, 
and only one constraint is imposed. 
Differentiating (2.13), we can obtain the expression of rotational angular acceleration of 
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the robot 
= I,,sinO —y 1,cosO + (xcosO +ysinO) 0 	 (2.14) 
2.3.2 Mechanical design for front wheels 
Steering angle limit, an inherent characteristic of a car-like robot, results from the 
mechanical design of the steering mechanism. We will here introduce the concept of the 
Jeantaud condition which is used to guide the mechanical design of the front steering 
wheels so that the front steering wheels satisfy the ideal rolling condition, and meanwhile, 
add only one constraint to the motion of a vehicle. Fig. 2.3 shows a vehicle cornering 
without any side-slip of the wheels. At low speeds, there is a simple relation between the 
position of the steering linkage and the steering wheel angle, and the turning behavior 
x l 
Fig. 2.3 Vehicle cornering with unique center of rotation 
mainly depends on the geometry of the steering linkage. The prime consideration in the 
design of the steering system geometry is to satisfy this relation for minimum tire scrub 
during cornering. This requires that during the turn all tires should be in pure rolling 
without lateral sliding. Let us assume for simplicity that the planes of all four wheels, two 
front wheels (D, E) and two rear wheels (B, C), are vertical. Then the condition to be 
satisfied is this: the perpendicular to the planes of the front wheels, drawn through their 
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centers, must meet at a projected point on the back axle. This establishes the proper 
relationship between the steering angle of the inside front wheel 4e1  and that of the 
outside front wheel d1'  When the local right hand coordinate frame 0 1 x 1 y 1 is 
introduced, as shown in Fig. 2.3, it is evident that Od , and 0,, are negative angles. 
Therefore, in Fig. 2.3, it can be seen readily that 4ei  and 4d1  should satisfy the following 
relationship: 
- w 
cotdlcot4el - (2.15) 
where W is the track and L is the wheelbase of the vehicle, respectively. Eq. (2.15) is 
usually referred to as the Jeantaud condition, which must be fulfilled in the mechanical 
design if tire wear is to be kept to a minimum [219]. 
A mechanism that might be used in the steering of a four-wheeled vehicle with 
theoretically perfect satisfaction of the Jeantaud condition has been designed using 
suitably shaped oval wheels (or cams), which engage without slipping [200]. In practice, 
the Ackermann layout [68] has sufficient approximation to the Jeantaud condition and is 
widely used, although it does not completely achieve the Jeantaud condition and is only 
accurate in three positions; straight-ahead, and one position in each lock. Since pneumatic 
tires are used, any slight inaccuracy can be overcome by the deflection of the tires. 
It is obvious that the steering angle of the inside front wheel, Oel
, 
is greater than that of the 
outside front wheel, d1'  when a vehicle turns. In our study of the motion of the car-like 
four-wheel vehicle, to gain simplicity without losing generality, we introduce a virtual 
steering angle 4a1  when we discuss the steering angle needed to follow a prespecifled path, 
where a1  is the angle between the path of the midpoint of the two front wheels and the 
center line of the vehicle (Fig. 2.3). 
2.3.3 Satisfaction of the Jeantaud condition 
In the following, we prove that the kinematical model established in the foregoing satisfies 
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Jeantaud condition (2.15). Suppose that the coordinates of the outside front wheel D, the 
inside front wheel E, and the two rear wheels B and C are denoted by D(xd!, ydi), E(Xe i, 
ye!) ,  B(xbl, Yb1) and C(xi, yci), respectively in terms of the local reference frame. Then 
we have the following equations (see Fig. 2.3): 




Xe = [Xdj 	 (2.17) 
'e!i 	[Y 
Xdl - Xb1 = X e ! - X1 = 
	








(2.19) ot(4 1) m 	
Ymmtan 
Substituting (2.2) into (2.19) gives 
Ym10 +xcosO + ),srnO 
cot(4, 1 ) = 	. 	 (2.20) 
X m lO +YP COSO —x,sinO 
When choosing M to be D and E, respectively, and taking (2.13), (2.1 6)--(2. 18) into 
account, we have 
6 (Y e 1Yd!) 	w 
cot(4d 1 ) — cot(4 1) = • 	 = -- 	 (2.21) 
O(xdl—xbl) 	L 
Eq. (2.21) illustrates that our mathematical model satisfies the Jeantaud condition, and 
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therefore its correctness is verified. 
2.3.4 Procedure for solving inverse kinematics 
The inverse kinematics means that given the position of a reference point on the robot and 
its first and second derivatives, find the needed steering angle, the driving velocity, and the 
acceleration of the middle point of the rear axle (this is due to the fact that a rear 
differential driving system is used for car-like robot). It can be seen that to solve the 
inverse kinematic problem, the key problem is to solve the general constraint equation 
(2.13). Once 0 and 0 are known, the position and absolute velocity of any point can be 
determined by (2.1) and (2.2) and the steering angle can be solved from (2.8). The 
simulation result and analysis in more detail will be given in chapter 3. 
2.3.5 Curvature, radius of instantaneous rotation, and their relationship 
The expressions for the curvature and the radius of instantaneous rotation of any point in 
the robot will be given in this subsection by using the basic kinematic description 
developed previously with respect to the position of the reference point, the robot 
orientation angle, and their derivatives. Some conclusions will also be made. 
xy  As 	= 	/ 	= , while 	= 	= 4() 	= 	Therefore, for 
dx dt dt X 	dx2 dx x 	dt x dx 
any point M in the robot, the curvature Km  can be expressed by the following formula: 
d2Y m  
d(x,) 2 
K- 	
dy, 2 3/2 =  
(1 
+ ( a X__M ) 
X mYm - 
2 + cm) 2) 3/2 
(2.22) 
Let R, be the radius of instantaneous rotation of point M in the robot. Then R. is defined 
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as the ratio of v, to 0 
V 
R =4= in 
((Xm ) 2 + m ) 2 ) hI2 
O 
(2.23) 
Taking (2.8) into consideration, we obtain the relationship between 	and R. 
R, Km = 








 ) 3/2 	 0 
(2.24) 
Eq. (2.24) reaches the same result as proposition 2 obtained by Alexander and Macidocks 
[4], which results in the following conclusion: 
If a point lies in the fixed axle, then dmi = 0, and the center of instantaneous rotation 
of a point in the robot and its center of curvature do coincide, otherwise, these two 
points do not necessarily coincide. 
This proposition is useful for avoiding the common misunderstanding that the center of 
instantaneous rotation of any point in the robot and its center of curvature always coincide. 
2.3.6 Direct kinematics for car-like robots 
Given a steering angle 4 a 1 and a velocity u (t) of the middle point Z of the rear axle as 
well as their derivatives, the direct kinematics consists of computing the position of the 
reference point P. and the orientation angle of the robot, as well as their first and second 
derivatives. Although we can derive the direct kinematics from the inverse kinematics, it 
is more straightforward to use a geometrical method. As shown in Fig. 2.4, the velocity o 
can be decomposed into the velocity components along the x and y axes. We have 
= ucosO 	 (2.25) 
= osinO 	 (2.26) 
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The rotational speed of the robot can be expressed as follows: 




We can integrate and differentiate these equations, respectively, to obtain 
Fig. 2. 4 Geometry for direct kinematics 
0 (t) = 0 (0) 
+ 	 L 	
} 
dt 	 (2.28) 
x (t) = x (0) + f ' I u (t) cos (0(t)) } dt 	 (2.29) 
y(t) = y(°) +f {u(t) sin(0(t)) )dt 	 (2.30) 
(t) 	 • 	o(t) 
(t) = 	(sec(4)ai))24a1+ L tan(4)ai(t)) 	
(2.31) 
L 
(t) = i (t) cos (0) - o (t) sin (0) 0 	 (2.32) 
Y (1) = t (t) sin (0) + u (t) cos (0) 0 	 (2.33) 
After solving (2.28) to (2.33), we can obtain the position of the reference point P and its 
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first and second derivatives using (2.1)--(2.3). 
2.3.7 Mathematical model for combined vehicles 
In the previous sections, a mathematical model for dealing with the motion of a rigid 
vehicle has been developed. Before studying the motion of a combined vehicle, it is useful 
to distinguish a vehicle unit from a combined vehicle. A vehicle unit is composed of: (1) a 
rigid body; (2) a fixed axle on which some wheels are mounted; and (3) some steering 
wheels or a hitch point. In this sense, a rigid vehicle is a single-unit vehicle with two front 
steering wheels like that shown in Fig. 2.3, while a combined vehicle, such as an 
articulated vehicle or a drawbar vehicle, can be regarded as a combination of two or more 
vehicle units linked in series at their hitch points (Fig. 2.5). 
Vi 	 V 
L 
Fig. 2.5 A schematic for an articulated vehicle 
It is worthy of note that from a motion analysis standpoint, multiple axles of an axle group 
operating together within a single suspension system which is simplified as a rigid body, 
are treated as though they were a single axle located at the geometric center of the group 
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[64]. 
Fig. 2.5 shows a combined vehicle model. The first vehicle unit is one with two steering 
wheels, while the second has a hitch point instead of two steering wheels. Two local 
reference coordinate frames (0 1 x 1 y 1) and (02x2y2) are put on the two vehicle units, 
respectively. For convenience, the origin of the second frame coincides with the hitch 
point. We know that for the first vehicle unit, if the position and velocity of the reference 
point 01(P1) are given, then the orientation angle of vehicle unit 1 can be obtained by 
solving the general constraint differential equation (2.13), and then the position and 
velocity of the hitch point 02(P2) which is a point in the vehicle unit 1 can be calculated 
using (2.1) and (2.2). This means that the position and velocity of the second vehicle unit's 
reference point 02 have been obtained. Consequently, by means of the identical procedure 
used in the calculations for vehicle unit one, the position and velocity and other interesting 
parameters of all the points in the second vehicle unit can be calculated. If more than two 
vehicle units are serially linked, the procedure for dealing with the motion problem of the 
complicated vehicle is analogous to the above one. In every step, a numerical method 
must be used to solve a simple first-order differential equation (2.13). 
2.4 Mathematical model for dual drive robots 
2.4.1 Inverse kinematics for dual drive robots 
The steering and powering of the dual drive robot is accomplished by changing the 
velocity of two rear wheels B and C. Therefore, the purpose of the inverse kinematics is to 
solve the needed velocities and u c  when and are given. Since the dual drive robot 
ME BE  EW 
Motor 1 	Caster 1 
Motor 2 	Caster 2 
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Fig. 2.6 Dual drive system with two front casters 
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still has two fixed wheels B and C which are parallel, as shown in Fig. 2.6, there is no need 
to repeat the derivation for the general constraint equation and other equations describing 
the motion of the rigid body. In deriving the inverse kinematics of the car-like robot, we 
have in fact established the inverse kinematics for the dual drive robot. That is, (2.13), 
(2.14) and (2.2) can also be used to solve for the orientation angle, angular rate of rotation, 
and the driving velocities v b and vC. The only difference in analyzing the inverse 
kinematics from a car-like robot is that we do not need to consider the steering angle limit. 
2.4.2 Direct kinematics for dual drive robots 
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Fig. 2.7 illustration of instantaneous rotation center (IRC) 
= (W+X)O 	 (2.34) 
= XO 	 (2.35) 
where X is the distance from wheel C to the centre of instantaneous rotation; W is the 
wheelbase. From (2.34) and (2.35), we get 
0 = ( b—C)/W 	 (2.36) 
Thus, the orientation angle can be obtained by integrating the above equation. 
0 = 0 +((Db - o) 1W) di 	 (2.37) 
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The position of wheel B is 
Xb = Xb (0) + 1 (u 1, cosO) dt 	 (2.38) 
Yb = Yb (0) + (, sin 0) dt 	 (2.39) 
Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3) also apply to solve the position of the reference point and its derivatives. 
2.4.3 Motion of casters 
Offset 
Hit 
Fig. 2.8 Top view of a caster 
The function of casters is to support a robot. They add no constraints to the whole robot, 
and their motion always follows the robot body. Each caster can be regarded as a small 
robot unit which has a fixed wheel, as shown in Fig. 2.8. Once the motion of the robot 
body is solved (it may be solved by either inverse kinematics or direct kinematics in 
different circumstance), then the motion of the hitch point (through which point, the caster 
is connected to the rigid body) can be obtained. If we treat a caster as a robot unit like that 
discussed in the previous section, the motion of the caster can be solved using the inverse 
kinematics. 
2.5 Mathematical model for synchro drive and steering robots 
2.5.1 Inverse kinematics 
As stated in chapter 1, the wheels of the synchro drive and steering system are 
mechanically synchronized to each other for both steering and power. Figure 2.9 
illustrates the functional diagram of its steering and power. As the synchronization is 
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accomplished by the use of chains or by gears, the mechanism requires that each wheel of 
A, B, C and D must have the identical steering angle and the identical velocity at any 
moment. Therefore, mathematically, the constraint imposed by the synchro steering is 
d?al_4)bl_4)cl_4)dl_4)(t) 	 (2.40) 
and the constraint imposed by the synchro power is 
Xa_Xbtc••Xd 	 (2.41) 
Ya = Yb = Yc = Yd 	 (2.42) 
For all wheeled robots, the wheels on the rigid body should satisfy the ideal rolling 
y 	 VI 
x 
Fig. 2.9 Functional schematic for the synchro drive carriage system 
conditions described by (2.5) and (2.6). In addition, (2.1) to (2.3) that describe the motion 
of the rigid body and (2.8) describing the steering angle, also apply to the synchro drive 
and steering system. Thus, from (2.2), (2.8), and (2.40), we have 
(xm icosO — y,n isinO)O+)p 
tan(O+4) = 	 ,m = a,b,c,d 	(2.43) 
(—xm isinO — y,n icosO) O+.t,, 
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The only solution to the foregoing set of equations is 
6=0=0=0 	 (2.44) 
This is the general constraint equation for a synchro drive and steering robot. It is clear 
that the motion of the rigid body for this kind of robot is always a translation. 
The general constraint equation (2.44) generated from the synchro steering requirement 
must also satisfy (2.41) and (2.42) resulting from the synchro drive requirement. It is 
straightforward to verify that this is true. This indicates that the design of the synchro 
drive and steering system is valid. Eqs. (2.41) and (2.42) become 
I = ly~P]m = a,b,c,d 	 (2.45) 
The expressions for the steering angle and the rotating angular rate of all the wheels are 
= arctan(y /i) — 60 = arctan(f'(x)) —00 	 (2.46) 
0) = (AJ+))/r 
	
(2.47) 
2.5.2 Direct kinematics 
In the following we give the direct kinematics using the geometrical method (see Fig. 2.9). 
Suppose (1) and o (t) are given, then 
x, = o(t)cos(4+0) 	 (2.48) 
= u (t) sin (4 + 0) 	 (2.49) 
0 = 00 	 (2.50) 
xp =xp (0)+ :,{'U(t)cos(4+0)]dt 	 (2.51) 
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y,, = v(0) +I'o{u(t)sin(4)+O))dt 	 (2.52) 
	
= 1.)(()cos(4)+O) —u(t)sin(4)+O)4 	 (2.53) .VP 
yp = u(t) sin (4)+0) +u(t)cos(4)+O)4) 	 (2.54) 
where u (t) represents the translation velocity of the rigid body; 4) the steering angle; P is 
the reference point which may be chosen at any point. 
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Fig. 2.10 Illustration of a parallel parking for four kinds of robots 
2.6 Mathematical model for omnidirectional robots 
2.6.1 Implication of omnidirectional robots 
Before developing the kinematics of an omnidirectional robot for HERMIES-ifi, we will 
discuss the meaning of omnidirectional. In the past, although a few researchers used this 
term, in fact nobody clarified its meaning using the expressions of the reference path and 
the orientation angle. For example, the synchro drive and steering robot was thought to be 
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an onmidirectional robot [137], although it is not correct to think of the synchro-drive and 
steering robot as an omnidirectional one. We begin by considering the motivation for 
designing such a mobile robot with steerable wheels. 
Generally speaking, the motivation to design an omnidirectional robot is to provide it with 
more flexible maneuverability than the conventional robots like the car-like or dual drive 
types. Maneuverability is still a portmanteau, meaning different things in different 
circumstances. In the present context, the two most important aspects of maneuverability 
are: 
• The ability to turn sharply, and 
• The ability to keep within a narrow path when turning. 
The most familiar example of the maneuvering required by a robot is a parallel parking, as 
shown in Fig. 2.10. The goal is to move the robot into a space (location 3) between two 
parked cars 1 and 2 (they may be two other obstacles). It is straightforward to prove using 
the general constraint equation (2.13) that for the robots subject to the constraint equation 
(2.13), it is impossible to move the robot directly from location 2 into location 3 without 
changing the orientation. For a car-like robot, the strategy adopted for such a parallel 
parking is to move the robot to location 2, stop, and then the following manipulations are 
performed: turning the steering wheels to the left limit, backing, straightening the wheels, 
backing, turning the wheels to the other limit, backing, and straightening the wheels 
(several iterations may be required by an unskilled driver). The optimum path is arc-line-
arc. Of course, this path can also be traced by the dual driving robot although the needed 
operations are different. However, if the location 1 is occupied by obstacles, it is difficult 
for them to maneuver into location 3 in this way. 
If the robot is synchro drive and steering, such a requirement of maneuvering from 
location 2 to 3 can be met. This example illustrates the advantage of a synchro drive and 
steering robot over a car-like or a dual drive robot. In another example of turning a corner 
shown in Fig. 11, however, the car-like robot and the dual drive robot may succeed in 
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moving from location 1 to 2 while the synchro drive one can not. These two examples of 
required maneuvering, which may occur very often in practice, indicate that all of these 
three kinds of robots posses their own limitations. The common feature of the three kinds 
of robots is that among the three parameters of xe,, y,, and 0 describing the location of a 
robot one is dependent on the other two by the form of constraint equation (2.13), or the 
orientation angle is restricted by (2.44). As a result, some kinds of maneuvering for them 
are restricted. 
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Fig. 2.11 A robot turning around a corner 
The purpose of designing an omnidirectional robot is to overcome these limitations. 
Therefore, an omnidirectional robot should be able to execute any desired path 
YP  = f(x) and have any desired orientation angle 0 along the path. In other words, the 
three parameters x e,, y, and 0 should be independent of each other. This kind of robot is 
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Fig. 2.12 Structure of the omnidirectional HERMIES-lIT robot 
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A platform with steerable drive wheels can use the steering degrees of freedom to reduce 
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the maneuvering difficulty. HERMIES-ifi, which was reported to have two drive steerable 
wheels A and B (see Fig. 2.12), functions as such a platform [159]. The original wheel 
control system for the HERMIES-ifi did not allow the drive wheels to be steered. An 
improved system that allows the wheels to be steered has been designed, constructed, and 
tested. The experimental results show that rotation about an instantaneous Center of 
rotation (ICR) can result in a substantial error, and the error can not be eliminated. In the 
following we will explain the difficulty of eliminating the error from the viewpoint of 
structure. 
Generally, the first consideration associated with the control system design is how many 
wheels should be driven and steered. For any mechanism, the number of degrees of 
freedom it possesses is the number of independent variables which would have to be 
specified in order to locate all parts of the mechanism. An omnidirectional wheeled robot 
has only three degrees of freedom due to the independence of its three parameters when 
moving in a plane, therefore, the total number of drive and steering for wheels should be 
equal to three, the number of degrees of freedom of the robot. The number of the control 
variables for the HERMIES-ifi, however, is four (two for drive and two for steering). In 
this sense, HERMIES-ifi is an overactuated system which has more actuators for drive 
and steering than the degrees of freedom of the robot. The shortcoming of such an 
overactuated system is that it is difficult to accurately coordinate the four variables for a 
desired motion. Each of the four is described by x1,,  y,, and 0, and thus, one of the four 
variables must depend on the other three. In practice, it is more reasonable to have the 
system with wheels A and B steered and one of them, instead of two, driven. 
2.6.2 Inverse kinematics 
The meaning of the inverse kinematics for an omnidirectional wheeled robot is different 
from that of the other three kinds of robots. The difference is that the orientation angle of 
the robot as well as the reference point's position and their derivatives must be given to 
calculate the needed steering angle 4 and drive angular rate co, n . In this case, there is no 
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general constraint equation. Eqs. (2.1) to (2.8) can also be used for this purpose. 
2.6.3 Direct kinematics 
In deriving the direct kinematics for an omnidirectional robot like HERMIES-ffi, we 
assume that both of wheels A and B are steered and only wheel A is driven. As shown in 
Fig. 2.13, if the steering angles a 1 and Ob 1 are given, then the position of the ICR is 
uniquely determined. The velocity of wheel B is a function of 4 	and Da  (t). 
Fig. 2.13 A schematic for the omnidirectional robot 
Fig. 2.13 shows that can be decomposed in x and y axes 
	
Xa = aC0"4)ai+O) 	 (2.55) 
= Ua 	 a1 + 0) 	 (2. 56) 
where 0 is still an unknown function that must be derived. We use the geometric method 
in the following (it can also be derived from the inverse kinematics using the algebraic 
method). 
Since the directions of line AD and BD are perpendicular to wheels A and B, respectively, 
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from Fig. 2.13, we have 
L14DB = 4 b1a1 
	 (2.57) 
Suppose the orientation line x 1 axis is perpendicular to the line joining the two wheels A 
and B, then 
ZABD = 1804b1 	 (2.58) 
The length of AD can be obtained from the sine theorem 
ABsin (LABD) 	Wsin @bl) 
AD = (2.59) 
sin(ZADB) 5m(4)bl4) a l) 
where W represents the distance between the two wheels. Thus 
a sin(4bl — $a l) 
0 = 	= 1) 	W. sin (b1) 	
(2.60) 




0 = 0(0) +J0) 	
w• '4b1 ) 
Xa = Xa  (0) + ()a cos (4ai + 0)) dt 	 (2.62) 
Ya = Ya (0) + °a" @al + 0)) dt 	 (2.63) 
2.7 Summary 
So far, the concepts of inverse and direct kinematics widely used in manipulators are, for 
the first time, introduced to wheeled mobile robots, and a unified treatment of the 
kinematics for each of the four kinds of robots has be presented. Its applications will be 
seen in the following chapters. Compared with the other kinematic models available, the 
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model established in this chapter has the following advantages: 
• The mathematical model is general in the sense that the reference point can be chosen 
at any point on the vehicle, not only on the mid-point of the rear axle (used by most of 
the researchers in robotics), on the front left wheel (defined in highway and street 
design standards), or on the vertex of the robot body (chosen by most path planning 
algorithms). 
• The model can apply to any dimension of rigid vehicle or vehicle combination, not only 
to small vehicles, because it gives a transient description of the motion for a vehicle. 
• The steering angle needed for a reference point to trace a specified path can be given, 
which is essential for automatically controlling a mobile robot by computers and useful 
for highway design to determine the minimum turning radius when the steering angle 
limit is taken into consideration. 
• The model is applicable to any kinds of path, for example, a straight line, a circle, or a 
more general curve y=f(x). 
• The analytic solutions to straight line motion and circular motion can be developed, 
which make the computation of the swept space by the vehicle more efficient and accu-
rate. 
• The model distinguishes the inverse kinematics from the direct kinematics. 
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Chapter 3 
Motion smoothness and feasibility of 
wheeled mobile robots 
3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the motion smoothness and feasibility for wheeled 
robots using the kinematic models established in chapter 2. 
When a robot (it may be an autonomous robot, an automated guided vehicle, a car or a 
truck) is required to run from a start point to a goal point in the workspace, a path has to be 
planned and a point on the robot is designated to follow this path. The path is usually 
called the reference path and the point is called the reference point P (it is also called the 
guidepoint [137] and the reference vertex [114]). 
The reference path for an automatically guided vehicle around factories or offices 
generally comprises a concatenation of line-circular segments [84, 218]. The path 
generated by the available algorithms for an autonomous robot depends on the assumption 
of the shapes of the obstacles in the workspace and the autonomous robot, and the 
algorithms. It generally consists of a collection of line-line, line-circular segments. For 
example, under the assumption of polygonal obstacles and polygonal robot body, the path 
generated by the visibility graph method [114, 115] and the cell decomposition method 
[101] comprises line-line segments, as shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The path generated by the 
generalized visibility graph [103] is a combination of line-line and line-circular segments, 
as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). The common feature of these reference paths is that at the 
transition point between segments, the path is not smooth enough. For example, at the 
line-line transition point, the first derivative of the path with respect to x is not 
continuous, and at the line-circular transition point, the second derivative of the path with 
respect to x is not continuous. In general, the smoothness of the reference path can be 
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described by the continuity of the nth derivative of the path. The natural problem is how 
the smoothness of the reference path and other factors determine the motion smoothness 





Fig. 3.1 (a) A typical line-line planned path for robots 
Start 
Goal 
Fig. 3.1(b) A typical line-circular planned path for robots 
Among the four kinds of robots, the most commonly used robots today are car-like and the 
dual drive types. Most of this chapter will be devoted to discussion of these two kinds of 
robots. The dual drive robot can be thought of as a car-like robot which has no steering 
angle limit. Therefore, all the conclusions derived directly from the general constraint 
equation (2.13) for a car-like robot also apply to a dual drive robot if no steering angle 
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limit is taken into consideration. For example, when discussing the orientation angle for 
them, we will use the phrase "the robots subject to the general constraint equation" to 
represent both of these two kinds of robots, and the conclusions are suitable for both of 
them. 
For all kinds of robots, robot orientation angle is the first important parameter which 
should be investigated. Since a robot is modelled as a rigid body with wheels mounted on 
it, the orientation angle totally determines the space swept by the robot when it moves 
along the reference path. Therefore, the analysis of the orientation angle change will find 
wide applications in the places where collision with obstacles must be avoided. In addition 
to this, discontinuity of the orientation angle at transition points will occur if the reference 
point is not chosen correctly. This implies that the requirement of tracing the planned path 
by the reference point is not feasible and the motion is infeasible. 
For a car-like robot, steering angle is an important parameter featuring its motion 
smoothness and feasibility. To make a robot move along a path, steering is necessary. 
Steering is normally affected by changing the heading of the steering wheels (for four 
wheel robots) or the single steering wheel (for three wheel robots) through the steering 
system. As we know, the design of the steering geometry must satisfy the Jeantaud 
condition. In practice, the turning capability of most of the steering mechanisms in use is 
limited, and it can be described by inequality constraints. Due to the steering angle limit, 
not all the paths are executable. At any time, only when the robot steering angle needed to 
follow a given path satisfies these constraints is the robot able to follow the reference path. 
In this sense, a study of the factors which will affect the steering angle is of importance. 
Another reason for studying steering angle lies in the fact that even when the steering 
angle limit is not exceeded in following a path, a discontinuity of the steering angle may 
occur at a transition point. The only way for a robot to cope with this discontinuity is to 
stop at the corresponding point, wait for the required adjustment of the steering angle, and 
then start again. Clearly, too many unnecessary stops are unacceptable. 
In addition to the shape of the reference path, the steering angle and orientation angle of a 
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robot depend on many other factors. The most important two are the reference point 
position and the initial orientation angle. The choice of the reference point is the first thing 
to be considered. In the past, for different purposes, there are mainly three positions which 
are chosen as the reference points, e.g. one of the vertices of the rigid polygonal body for 
simplifying the path planning algorithms [114], the middle point of the rear axle for the 
control of car-like robot or the dual drive robot [228], and the geometric center of the 
robot for finding a good representation of free space [60, 66].  In fact, the choice of the 
reference point may be somewhat arbitrary, yet its choice does affect the kinematics and 
dynamics of the robot. The desired steering and drive functions of the robot, the space 
swept out by the robot, the actuators needed to drive the robot and the control method to 
be devised for the robot all are functions of the position of the reference point. Hence, the 
analysis of the effect of the reference point position on the motion feasibility of the robot 
is necessary. 
The necessity of investigating the initial orientation angle can be seen from tracing the 
line-line combination shown in Figure 3.1(a). When the robot arrives the end of the first 
line segment, the orientation angle at that point will become the initial orientation angle 
for the second line segment; the orientation angle at the end of the second line will, in turn, 
become the initial angle for the third line, and so on. When the robot changes lanes 
consisting of circular-circular segments, there also exists an initial value problem. 
Most of the robots in use or in development today are steered by a single wheel or wheel 
pair [36, 194]. It has been proved in chapter 2 that from the steering viewpoint, a robot 
steered by a single wheel is an equivalent to that steered by a wheel pair. So in this study, 
we only consider the former kind of robot to analyze the motion feasibility of the robot. 
Although many researchers have focused their attentions on the study of the motion of 
trucks [31] and the motion of automated guided vehicles or autonomous robots [63,70], to 
date, the author has not been aware of the detailed analysis of the dependence of the 
motion feasibility of wheeled robots on the shape of the reference path, the reference point 
position and the initial orientation angle of a robot. This chapter, based on the inverse 
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kinematic model established in previous chapter, investigates this problem when a robot is 
required to follow a general path y p = f(x) . Some typical motions, i.e., pure translation, 
pure rotation, general straight line motion and circular motion are also analyzed. 
3.2 Conditions of a pure translation and a pure rotation for car-
like robots and dual-drive robots 
3.2.1 Necessary and sufficient conditions of a pure translation 
Definition 3.1: If the orientation angle of a robot is always a constant 0 0  during its 
motion, then the motion is called a pure translation. 
In the following we will give the necessary and sufficient conditions of a pure translation 
for a car-like robot or a dual drive robot. 
Theorem 3.1: The necessary and sufficient conditions of a pure translation for a wheeled 
robot which is subject to the general constraint (2.13) are that the reference path 
y,, = f(x) is a straight line which passes through the initial point y) and has the 
slope of tan (0). 
Proof. Necessary condition 
if the motion of the robot is a pure translation, then 0 = 0
1 
In this case, from (2.13), it 
can be obtained that f'(x) = 
dy
= tan 00 • The solution to this equation is 
y,, = tanO0 x + b, where b is a constant determined by the initial values (x 1  ye,) . So 
the reference path is a straight line which passes through the initial point (x 1 , yr,) and 
has the slope of tan (0). 
Sufficient condition 
Suppose the reference path is given as the form y, = tan 0 x + b. Differentiating it 
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 0 
gives 	f'(x) = 
dy 
= tanG0 . 	In 	this 	case, 	(2.13) 	becomes 
dxp 
cosO0 	= sin (0— 0) , and the solution to this equation is 0 = 00, so the motion 
is a pure translation. 
Note that this theorem holds wherever the reference point is chosen. However, condition 
of a pure rotation for robots subject to the constraint equation (2.13) discussed in the 
following depends on the position of the reference point. 
3.2.2 Necessary condition of a pure rotation 
Definition 3.2: If the motion of a robot satisfies: i p = 0, 	= 0, and 0 *0, then the 
motion is called a pure rotation. 
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Let us consider the motion of a robot subject to the constraint equation (2.13), as shown in 
Fig. 3.2. The robot is required to move from the initial point A to the intersection point B 
of the two straight line segments AB and BC, stop at B, and then turn without moving the 
reference point P (we call such a motion as a pure rotation) until the orientation angle of 
the robot coincides with the straight line segment BC. This problem arises from the 
execution of the generated path using the method presented by Brooks [23]. In this 
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method, the robot and the obstacles are assumed to be polygons and the generated path 
consists of line-line segments. The reference point is chosen so that the max1 , , (d 1 ) is 
minimized as the candidate of the reference point, where di  represents the distance of the 
ith vertex of the robot from the reference point (for more details, see [23]).  For a 
rectangular robot, the reference point chosen based on this definition is located at the 
geometrical center. In most cases, this point is not at the rear fixed axle for a car-like or a 
dual drive robot. The question we are interested in here is if the reference point is not at 
the rear axle, whether or not such a pure rotation can occur. 
L 
PMi 
Fig. 3.3 illustration of the minimum distance from the middle point of the rear 
axle to the instantaneous rotation center for a robot with steering angle limit 
In the following we will prove a theorem describing the necessary condition of a pure 
rotation for a robot subject to the kinematic constraint equation (2.13). 
Theorem 3.2: For a robot subject to the kinematic constraint equation (2.13), only when 
the reference point is at the rear fixed axle, does a pure rotation occur. 
Proof. If the motion is a pure rotation, then x, = 0, 9. = 0, and O*O.  (if 	= 0, 
= 0, and 0 = 0, then the robot does not move at all). In this case, the unique solution 
of the general constraint equation (2.13), which satisfies this requirement, is x = 0. That 
means the reference point must be at the rear fixed axle. 
Note that steering angle limit is an intrinsic characteristic of the car-like robot. In theorem 
3.2, it is not taken into account. Suppose the steering angle limit is bmax l  then the 
minimum distance of the instantaneous rotation center to the middle point of the rear axle 
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pmt . ii can be expressed in the following form (see Fig. 3.3) 
pm .n  =L/(tanömax) 	 (3.1) 
From (3.1), it can be observed that for a car-like robot which has steering angle limit (that 
means ö,flax * ±90 0 ) , even if the reference is at the middle point of the rear axle, the 
motion of a pure rotation can not occur. For the dual drive robot, since steering is 
accomplished by changing the ratio of the velocities of the two driving wheels, only when 
the reference point is located at the rear axle, does a pure rotation occur. 
3.3 Continuities of orientation angle and steering angle 
The motion smoothness of robots can be judged upon the continuities of the nth 
derivatives of the orientation angle and steering angle. An interesting problem 
investigated here is to determine the dependence of the continuities of the orientation 
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Fig. 3. 4 illustration of an independent variable to velocity 
A geometric curve, which is generated by a path planning algorithm and is required to be 
followed by the reference point P of the robot, is called a path. Mathematically, a curve 
can be represented as a general form in x-y plane 




Some characteristics associated with its shape, such as its derivatives and curvature, are 
referred to as its geometric characteristics. A trajectory is defined as the time course along 
a path. One can choose velocity from various schedules for a geometrically defined path, 
which results in various velocity proffles. Fig. 3.4 shows such an example. When a robot is 
required to trace the reference path from start point S to goal point G through the point T 
at different velocities, if every time, the robot's orientation angle has fixed value at point 
T, then we call the orientation angle an independent variable of its velocity. More 
generally, if a variable is only affected by the geometrical characteristics rather than by 
robot's velocities at any point along the path, it is called an independent variable of 
velocities. The purpose of defining such an independent variable is to show that once a 
reference path is infeasible for a robot, then adjusting its velocity and steering angle do not 
change its motion feasibility. We can see in the following that are such defined 
independent variables. 
Eqs. (2.8) and (2.13) can not be directly used for showing the independence as they 
include time variable. From (2.13), another form of the general constraint equation can be 
derived as 
xdO = (sinO—f'(x)cosO)dx 	 (3.3) 
where f'(x)  denotes the slope of the reference path y = f(x) at x,. It follows from 
differential equation (3.3) that the orientation angle of the robot is only a function of x-
axis coordinate of the reference point. 
From (3.2), (33), and (2.8), we can obtain the expression of steering angle as follows (the 
detailed derivation is omitted): 
dO 
(f (x e) cosO - sinO + 
=arctan 	 (3.4)[ 
dOJ 
f(x) sinO+cosO — yml 
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Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) indicate that 0 and 	are independent variables. 
Since the reference point at different positions will produce different effects on the 
orientation angle and steering angle, in the following two cases, x = 0 and x *0, will be 
considered when the continuities of orientation angle and steering angle are discussed. 
Case 1: x = 0 
As defined above, x = 0 corresponds to the position where the reference point is chosen 
at the rear axle. In this case, (3.3) gives 
0 = arctan (f'(x)) 	 (3.5) 
Substituting (3.5) into(3.4) and simplifying lead to 
= arctaiJ_
LK  
a! 	 1 _Yail'p) 	
(3.6) 
where ic = 	
f"(x) 	
represents the curvature of the reference path at x i,, 
(1+ (f'(x)) 2 ) 2 
["(xv) represents the second derivative of the reference path with respect to x P, and 
L = X a  1 - ' represents the wheelbase of the robot. If the reference point is at the midpoint 
of the rear axle, then Ya 1 = 0 and we obtain the widely used formula: 
4a1 = arctan(LK) 
	
(3.7) 
it is noted that (3.5) and (3.7) are independent of the initial orientation angle at any point 
on the path, that is the direction of the orientation of the robot must coincide with the 
tangent of the reference path. 
Eq. (3.5) indicates that robot's orientation angle possesses the same continuity as the first 
derivative of the reference path. At the line-line transition point shown in Fig. 3.1 (a), 
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f'(x) is not continuous. Consequently, the orientation of the robot is also not continuous. 
However, at the line-circular transition point .shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), robot's orientation 
angle is continuous as f'(x) at this point is continuous. 
Eq. (3.7) shows the dependence of the continuity of the steering angle on that of the 
followed path. The sufficient and necessary conditions for the continuity of the steering 
angle along the path is the continuity of the second derivative of the path at every point. So 
at the line-line and line-circular transition points, steering angle is not continuous. This 
prevents the robot from efficient and smooth motion. 
Using an inductive method, we can prove the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.3: If the (n+1 )th derivative of the reference path at any point with respect to xP 
is continuous, then the nth derivative of the orientation angle of the robot at the 
corresponding point with respect to x is continuous. 
Theorem 3.4: If the (n+2)th derivative of the reference path at any point with respect to x, 
is continuous, then the nth derivative of the steering angle of the robot at the 
corresponding point with respect to xp is continuous. 
Case 2: i:*O 
When the reference point is chosen away from the rear axle of the robot, x *0. In this 
case, orientation angle is the solution of the first order differential equation (3.3) and is a 
function of f'(x) and the initial orientation angle 00  of the robot. When the robot 
traverses the line-line transition point, although f'(x) at that point is not continuous, 
orientation angle will be continuous because the orientation angle at the end of the first 
line segment will become the initial angle of the succeeding line segment. The first 
derivative of the orientation angle with respect to x possesses the same continuity as 
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f'(x) does. From (3.3) and (3.4), steering angle can be derived as: 
L(sin0—f(x)cos0) 
a1 = arctan((xcosO_yalsinO).+!(xp) (Sjfl0+ya1COS0)) 	
(3.8) 
It can be seen from (3.8) that for most cases, the steering angle is not continuous at the 
line-line transition point because the orientation angle is continuous and f'(x)  is not; the 
steering angle is continuous at the line-circle transition point because both orientation 
angle and f'(x)  are continuous. 
Since the solution of the orientation angle 0 depends on the initial orientation angle 00 
when x * 0, the continuity of the orientation angle 0 may hold occasionally even if f'(x) 
is not continuous at some transition point. However, the possibility is rare. Generally, we 
have the following theorems: 
Theorem 3.5: If the nt/i derivative of the reference path at any point with respect to x p is 
continuous, then the nth derivative of the orientation angle of the robot at the 
corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
Theorem 3.6: If the (n+1 )th derivative of the reference path at any point with respect to x, 
is continuous, then the nth derivative of the steering angle of the robot at the 
corresponding point with respect to x is continuous. 
From theorems 3.3 to 3.6, it is easily seen that the position of the reference point does have 
a significant effect on the motion feasibility of the robot. Following the same path, moving 
the reference point away from the rear axle of the robot will improve the smoothness of 
the motion and steering performance. 
3.4 Steering angle limit and feasible deviation angle intervals 
The pure translation and rotation discussed in 3.2 are two basic motions adopted in the 
study of wheeled robots. However, they are not enough to describe a more general motion. 
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To analyze the motion feasibility of a car-like robot, the existence of steering angle limit 
can not be neglected. The consideration of it helps understand the critical conditions for 
distinguishing a feasible motion from an infeasible one. 
180—ô!g41 !g  180 
Yi A 
5maxa1 :5 max 
Oi(P)I 
—180 	!9 — 	 %ax  
Fig. 3.5. illustration of the steering angle inequality constraints 
In this section, a new concept of deviation angle will be introduced to further discuss the 
motion feasibility of a car-like robot when the reference path is given as a general form 
= f(x) and the steering angle limit is taken into account. 
In the range of —180 	:9 1800,  the limited steering angle can be expressed by the 
following inequality constraints: 
0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
,nax 	5 , 180 - 5 	~ 4,  ~ 180 —180 4ai - 180 + rnax 	(3.9) max 	 max 	a! 
where 5inax  is a positive constant and represents the maximum deviation of the steering 
wheel from x1-axis, see Fig. 3.5. When the steering angle is in the range of 
5max 	 it means that the direction of the velocity at the midpoint of the rear 
axle is the same as that of the positive direction of the x1axis; when the steering angle 
° 	 ° falls into the range of 180 
- ,flax 4ai 180 or —180° 	 - 180 + ,flax' the 
direction of the velocity at the midpoint of the rear axle is along the negative direction of 
the x 1 -axis. We usually refer to the former as a forward motion and the latter as a 
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backward motion. 
Let a represent the motion direction of the reference point P. 0 represent the orientation 
angle of the robot at point x, on the path f(x), as shown in Fig. 3.6. Then a can be 
expressed as: 
tan((x) = 	=f'(x) 
XP 
x 
Fig. 3.6. Illustration of the deviation angle 
(3.10) 
We define 13 = 0— a as the deviation angle of the vehicle at point x i,. Substituting (3.10) 
into (3.8), we have 
L sin 13 
= arctan(xcos13_yisin13) 	 (3.11) a! 
Differentiating (3.11) with respect to P gives 
4 al - 	 (3.12) 
dP - (Lsin13)2-i- (XCO5I3Yai5flh3)2 
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4ai  
It is clear that when < , 	<0, steering angle 4a1  is monotomc decreasing with 
d4 1 
respect to I; when x >0, To >0, steering angle 4a1  is monotomc increasing. A typical 
relationship between steering angle and the deviation angle is shown in Fig. 3.7. 
Since the steering angle varies monotonically with respect to the deviation angle, there 
exist four critical deviation angles 	and 	corresponding to the four critical 
0 	 ° steering angles ô,, 5nax' 
180 - 
5max and - 180 + ,nax The corresponding feasible 
intervals of the deviation angles for x < 0 and x> 0 are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, 
respectively. 
From Tables 3.1 and 3.2, we can draw the conclusion that if the steering angle limit is 
taken into consideration, only when the deviation angle falls into the four feasible 
intervals, i.e., the neighborhood of 0° and that of ±180°, can the steering angle limit be 
satisfied. We call these four intervals as the feasible deviation intervals, and the 
corresponding orientation angle intervals as feasible orientation intervals. 
For a given steering angle limit, in the following, we discuss the effect of x on the 




— 	L+Y a i tffll($ai) J 	(3.13) 
It can be observed from (3.13) that the farther (the larger the value of the Isl ) the reference 
point is chosen from the rear axle, the larger the magnitude of the permitted deviation 
angle. When the reference point is chosen at the rear axle, 3 = 0. It should be noted that 
above analysis applies to the initial position. 
3.5 Analysis of straight line motion 
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Fig. 3.7 The relationship between the steering angle and the 
deviation angle when the reference points are in front of the 
rear axle (P3) and behind the rear axle (P4), respectively. 
Table 3.1 The corresponding relationship between critical steering angles and critical 
deviation angles when reference point is in front of the rear axle 
Interval 4a1 ( 06max) (_5max0) (180-5max' 180) (_180 1 80 + 5max ) 
Interval (0 1 ,0) (01 (-180, 	3) 041180) 
Signs 0 	(-) 02 	(+) P3 (-) P4 (+) 
Table 3.2 The corresponding relationship between critical steering angles and critical 
deviation angles when reference point is behind the rear axle 
Interval 4 a 1 (0, 	ax) (max' 0) (180 - 5,,, 180) 
(-180, - 180 + max 
Interval (0, 	) 2' 0) (03. 
180) (-180, 	4) 






(c) k>O,x-x1<0 	(d) k<0,x-x 1<0 
straight line motion. 
y 	 y 
X 1 
(a) k>O,x-x 1>0 (b) k<0,x-x 1>O 
x 	 X 
imp 
two other typical'robot motions: 1) straight line motion, 2) circular motion. The straight 
line motion and circular motion are chosen as examples because of the following reasons: 
1) most analyses especially for practical applications assume that the reference path is a 
circle or a straight line; for example, the offiracking problem for highway design is 
defined only for a circular turn and then a straight line motion [231]. In a path planning 
problem, most of the generated paths also consist of circles and straight lines [101]; 2) the 
closed-form solutions can be derived and the effects of some parameters, such as the 
circular radius, the driving velocity, and the position of the reference point, on the driving 
characteristics can be illustrated clearly using them. 
Definition 3.3: If the reference path is a straight line, then the motion of a robot is called a 
Fig. 3.8. Illustration of the signs of k and (x-x 1) for a straight line motion 
From this definition and theorem 3.1, it can be seen that a pure translation is only a special 
case of a general straight line motion where the initial orientation angle coincides with the 
direction of the straight line. In this section, we first derive a closed-form expression for 
the orientation angle and then analyze the effects of the position of the reference point and 
the initial orientation angle on the orientation angle and steering angle of the robot when 
the limit of steering mechanism is taken into consideration. 
Let us consider the case where a robot moves along a straight line as shown in Fig. 3.8 at 
any velocity. Without losing generality, suppose the reference path is described by the 
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following equation 
y=kx+b 	 (3.14) 
where k is the slope of the straight line and b is the intercept on y axis, hence: 
f' (x) = k 	 (3.15) 
Substituting (3.15) into (3.3), we have 
	
d0 = (sin0—kcos0)dx = .J1 + k2 sin (0_ (x)dxp 	 (3.16) 
where a = arctan (k) , a constant, is defined as that in (3.10). The solution of (3.16) is 
00 
0 = 2arctan(tan ec) +a, c 
= 
(x_x 1) (3.17) 
where xPi is the initial x-coordinate, 00 = 00 — x0 is the initial deviation angle. In this 
formula, the signs of k and x,-x, 1 indicate the moving direction, as shown in Fig. 3.8. 00, 
the initial orientation angle, is in the range of ±1800. 
When a robot moves along a straight line parallel to y axis, (3.17) is not applicable. In this 
case, the solution to orientation angle is 
00  —90° 	 yp — ypi 0 = 2arctan(tan_ 2 e') +90°,c = 	 (3.18) 
In the following analysis of the straight line motion, for simplicity, suppose the straight 
line is the x-axis, the start point is located at the origin and the motion direction is along 
the positive direction of the x-axis. As defined above, in this case, x,,1 = ypi = 0, and 
a = 0, the deviation angle P of the robot is equal to its orientation angle 0. The 
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orientation angle (3.17) becomes 
0 
0 = 2arctan (tan()eC) 	 (3.19) 
where c = -a. Differentiating (3.19) with respect to x,, we have 
dO




The monotomcity of 0 with respect to the passed length x, is shown in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3 The monotonicity of the orientation angle with respect to x, when the 
reference point is chosen away from the rear axle (MI = Monotonic 
Increasing, M D = Monotonic Decreasing) 
zO 
00 <00 <1800 1800 < 00< 00 00 <00 < 180 0 -180 0 <00 <00 
0 versus Xp M D M I M I M D 
Case 1: x <0 
° 	 ° In this case, since 0 is monotomc decreasing (MD) with respect to x, when 0 <00<  180 
° whereas 0 is monotonic increasing (M 1) when —180 < 00 < 0 . If no steering angle limit 
is taken into consideration, then whatever the initial orientation angle is in the range from 
—180 0 to 180 0 , when x —* °°, then 0 — 0. When the steering angle limit is not 
neglected, it can be seen from Tables 3.1 and 3.3 that if the initial orientation angle falls 
into the feasible interval of (° 00) or (0, 02) which corresponds to (, 0 0) or 
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(00, 	respectively, when x, -4 00,  then 0 -40. The orientation angle is always kept in 
the feasible interval, and consequently, the steering angle limit is always satisfied; on the 
other hand, if the initial orientation angle falls into the other feasible interval of 
(-180, 03) or (1800 , 04) which corresponds to (180, 3 3) or (34, 180
0
), 
respectively, as x, increases, the orientation angle will approach 0 3 or 04 within a limited 
passed length. This means that steering angle limit will be reached within a limited passed 
length. After that, the reference path can not be traced any more. 
Case 2:x>0 
° In this case, since 0 is monotonic increasing (Ml) with respect to x, when 0 < 0 0 < 180 
° whereas 0 is monotonic decreasing (MD) when - 180 < 0< 0 . If no steering angle limit 
is taken into consideration, whatever the initial orientation angle falls into the range of 
0° <00 < 180 0 , - 180°  <00  <0° , when x1, 400,  then 0 -+ ± 180° . Using the similar 
analysis, we can conclude that only when the initial orientation angle is in the feasible 
range of (-180 ° , 03 ) or (180
0
, 04) , can the robot trace the straight line for any length. 
Case 3: x = 0 
° 	° This means that the initial orientation angle must only be 0 or ± 180. The locus of any 
point is also a straight line and the motion of the robot must be a pure translation. 
Otherwise, the robot can not move. 
3.6 Analysis of circular motion 
Definition 3.4: if the reference path is a circular arc, then the motion of a robot is called a 
circular motion. 
A circular motion in clockwise direction is called a right turn circular motion and a 
circular motion in counter-clockwise direction is called a left turn circular motion. Fig. 3.9 
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shows a right turn circular motion. 
'0 
Fig. 3.9 A schematic for a right turn circular motion 
The previously discussed pure rotation is a special case of a general circular motion where 
the center of instantaneous rotation always coincides with the reference point and the 
radius of the circular motion is zero. In this section, we only consider the right turn motion 
of a robot travelling along a circle of radius R from S to G, see Fig. 3.9. As discussed 
previously, some parameters, such as the robot's orientation angle and steering angle, are 
independent variables to its velocity. Therefore, for convenience and without losing 
generality, we may use parameterized expressions and assume that the motion of the 
reference point P can be described by the following equations: 
	





[) j 	cos (o)t)] 	 (3. 22) 
where (o represents the angular velocity of the reference point P, cot represents the radians 
of the passed arc. Substituting (3.22) into (3.10), we have the expression for the motion 
direction of the reference point: 
a = 900 - COt 
	 (3.23) 
At the start point, cot = 0 and a = 90°. The feasible initial orientation angle must be in 
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the neighborhood of ±900. 
The steering angle expression becomes 
4) = arctan( 
—L 
at 	 Xthfl(0+(Ot)+yai 	
(3. 
Like the straight line motion, there are three cases for x, depending on the choice of the 
reference point P. 
Case 1:xzO 
In this case, by substituting (3.22) into (2.13), we have 
ycos0—xsinO = Rocos((t+0) 	 (3.25) 
For convenience, put k = —R/. Because (3.25) is not an equation in t and 0 with 
separable variables, the method of changing the variables must be used to solve it. The 
substitution z=ot +0 gives 2 = co +0. Substituting them into (3.25) gives 
dz = o (l+kcosz) 
	
(3.26) 
Integrating (3.26) gives 
Jdt = j: 	
dz 
0 (1 + kcosz) 	
(3.27) 
where z 0 = 0(0) = 00 is the initial orientation angle of the robot at start point S. Eq. 
(3.27) is a integral of rational function of cosO. Put z' = tan (z/2) , dz' = 	(secz/2) 2 dz 
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2 so that dz =
2 
 dz, hence: 
Z
. 	2dz' 
cot = JZ  
The solution from (3.28) is 
411---k'tan() 	0 ______a 2 ,k<1 
O)t = J 	(z'—z' 0),k= 1 a 
I 1 1 c+z' 	'o k+1 I 
In 	In z,) ,c=4kl,dJi1,k>1 
[ d 	c—z' C- 0  
(3.22) 
(3.29) 
Considering the substitutions we used above, we finally obtain the expression for 0 in 
terms of k, oi, z' 0 andt: 
2arctan(a 
	 t,k< 1 
z' 0 +a tan(otb) \ 
[ 	 a— (z' 0 tan(t b))J  
	
2atan (at+z' 0) — O)t,k= 1 	 (3.30) I  
2arctan 
(C (c
. (c + z' 0) e
wtd (c - z'0) 	
cot, k> 1  
+z' 0) •e(Otd  + ( c—f 0)) 
Eq. (3.30) indicates that the orientation angle is a function of initial orientation angle, the k 
and o)t, independent of o and Ro. That means velocity has no effect on the orientation 
angle. 
Substituting (3.21) into (2.1) and simplifying, we obtain 
[x, = [L,cos (0 + y) - Rcosutl 
[Yin] 	[L,sin (0 + T) + Rsincot] 
(3.31) 
Ymi Xml where siny = -, cosy = 
	
Lm = Jx + y,1 . In order to understand better the locus of any 




(values in meters) 
Body width (W) 2.5 
Effective wheelbase 
(L)  62 
Front overhang (TF) 1.3 
Rear overhang (TB) 2.5 
L 
point in the robot, squaring the two sides of (3.31), we write 
x+y, = L+R2 -2RL,cos(O+y+o)t) 	 (3.32) 
Eq. (3.32) verifies that when the reference point moves along a circle, the locus of the 
other point is not necessarily a circle. This conclusion will be used for discussing the 
shortcomings of the path planning algorithms presently available for wheeled robots in the 
later chapter. 
Because the monotomcity of the orientation angle with respect to ot is not as explicit as 
that of the straight line motion, so in the following, the simulation result is given. Fig. 3.10. 
illustrates a schematic of a practical rigid vehicle and its key dimensions [233]. This 
vehicle will be used as the simulation model here. 
IM 
Fig. 3. 10 A schematic of the geometry of a FAT design rigid vehicle 
Fig. 3.11 shows the changes of the orientation angle with respect to cot at different k 
values and initial orientation angles when cot changes from 0° to 90°. When the initial 
orientation angle is in the range from 90° to. 120°, the orientation angle is monotonic 
decreasing and the smaller the k, the slower the change of the orientation angle. When the 
initial orientation angle is less than 90°, at the beginning, the orientation angle increases 
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and then decreases. It can also be seen that with the same k and different initial orientation 
angles, the vehicle's orientation angle tends to be the same value as 0t increases. 
Figures 3.12 (a) and (b) show the change of the steering angle with respect to ot when the 
initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of 90° and the reference point are at P3 and 
P1 (see Fig. 3.10), respectively. Three factors, namely, the reference point position, the 
initial orientation angle and k, affect the steering angle. The initial steering angle is 
dependent on the position of the reference point and the initial orientation angle, not on k. 
As stated above, moving the reference point forward increases the permitted deviation 
angle, and consequently, makes it easier to satisfy the steering limit. However, as ot 
increases, the steering angle tends to a steady value which is independent of the initial 
orientation angle but dependent on k. Moving the reference point forward makes the 
magnitude of the steady steering angle increase. In practice, k>1, from (3.24) and (3.30) 
by putting - °°, the following can be obtained 
lim 4.a! = 	
(— J ) 	
(3.33) 
_  
When the reference point is chosen at the center line, namely, Yal = 0, the condition of 




When the radius of the circular motion is 25m and the initial orientation angles are —60°, 
—90° and —120°, respectively, the steering angle change with respect to cot is shown in 
Fig. 3.13. Since the feasible steering interval corresponding to this case is in the 
neighborhood of ± 180°, the steering angle reaches its saturation limit very quickly. After 
that, the robot can not move. 
In summary, from the above analysis we can draw the following conclusions: only when 
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Fig. 3.11 The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is in front of the rear 
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Fig. 3.12 (a) The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P3 and 
the initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of 900 
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Fig. 3.12 (b) The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P1 and 
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Fig. 3.13 The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P3 and 
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Fig. 3.14 The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference ,point is behind the rear axle 
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Fig. 3.15 The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is behind the rear axle 
(P4) and the initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of 90 0 
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steering angle satisfies the steering angle limit, then the robot can move properly; the 
required steering angle tends to a steady value. The farther the reference point is chosen 
from the rear axle, the smaller the required magnitude of the initial steering angle, but the 
bigger the required magnitude of the steady steering angle. 
Case 2: , >0 
In this case, the reference point P is chosen after the rear axle. For the sake of 
simplification, the derivation for the expression of the orientation angle is omitted. Using 
the similar procedure as above, we can obtain the expression of 0 as follows: 
2arctan1"L 	
az'0 +tan((rb) 	'\ 
a l_(azo.tan(t.b))JWtk<1 
2arctan1 
- ( t z'0)) 
—o)t,k = 1 	 (335) 




[2arctan I  
C (1 +cz'0) - ((cz' 0 — 1) ewtd 	
—t,k> 1 
 ) 
where k = , a, b, c, d, and z' 0 are defined as they were in the case x < 0. The steering 
angle necessary to follow the circle is still determined by (3.24). 
Fig. 3.14 shows the change of the orientation angle with respect to wt when the initial 
orientation angles are 900.  The heading of the robot turns left while the reference point is 
making a right turn. This phenomenon is called a pirouette and was reported by 
researchers on highway design [16]. It is of practical importance for path planning 
problem. When a pirouette occurs, even if the initial steering angle satisfies the steering 
limit, the steering angle limit will be reached very quickly. Fig. 3.15 illustrates this point. 
Fig. 3.16 is an illustration of orientation angle changes when initial orientation angle are 
—90°, —120°, and —60°, respectively. Fig. 3.17 shows the corresponding steering angle 
changes. Clearly, the steering angle limit will be satisfied all the time if initial and steady 
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Fig. 3.16 The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P4 and 
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Fig. 3.17 The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P4 and 
the initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of -90° 
Case3: x = 0 
As mentioned previously, the choice of reference point has very important effect on the 
orientation angle, and consequently, on all the other parameters. 	0 is a special case 
that means the reference point is chosen at the rear axle connecting the two rear wheels. 
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Eq. (3.25) yields 
0 = 90 0 —cot 
	
(3.36) 
In this case, (3.31) becomes 
4 + y = 	+ (y,1 + R) 2 
	 (3.37) 
Eq. (3.37) indicates that the path of any point on the robot is a circle. At any instant, the 
tangent of the reference path coincides with the orientation of the robot, including the 
initial time. 
3.7 Motion smoothness of synchro drive and steering robots 
The previous sections in this chapter are devoted to the analyses of motion smoothness 
and feasibility for a car-like robot or a dual drive robot. The focus of this section will be on 
the synchro drive and steering robot. From chapter 2, we know the motion of a synchro 
drive robot can be described as follows: 
(3.38) 
= arctan(9/) —00 = arctan(f'(x)) 	 (3.39) 
= (Ji-I-))/r 	 (3.40) 
Although the motion of this type of robot is also a pure translation, the allowed reference 
path for it is not only a straight line which is the only pure translation allowed for the 
robots subject to the constraint equation (2.13) (see theorem 3.1), but also any continuous 
path Yp = f (xi,). 
Eq. (3.9) shows that when the robot traverses the line-line transition point, the steering 
angle is discontinuous at the transition point, and the robot must stop to adjust its steering 
angle. At the line-circular transition point, the steering angle is continuous and 
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consequently, the robot can move without stopping. 
Generally, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.7: If the (n+1)th derivative of the reference path at any point with respect to XP 
is continuous, then the nth derivative of the steering angle of the synchro drive and 
steering robot at the corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
3.8 Singularity of omnidirectional robots 
In chapter 2, we have established the kinematics of the Omnidirectional robot, and 
discussed the difficulty of the coordinated control of the four variables a' b' 4a1' and 
b1 
to keep all wheels satisfying the ideal rolling condition. The difficulty is caused by the 
adoption of driving and steering of both wheels A and B simultaneously. In the derivation 
of the direct kinematics, we assume that one wheel is driven and two wheels are steered. 
Theoretically, such a robot can perform any kinds of motions required. In practice, the 
control is more difficult than imagined. So far, there is no a satisfactory result achieved 
using this robot. 
In the velocity analysis of a manipulator, a matrix quantity called the Jacobian of the 
manipulator, is introduced to specify a mapping from velocities in Joint space to velocities 
in Cartesian space. The nature of this mapping changes as the configuration of the 
manipulators varies. At certain points, called Singularities, this mapping is not veritable. 
An understanding of the phenomenon is important to designers and users of manipulators. 
When a manipulator is in a singular configuration, it loses one or more degrees of freedom 
as viewed from Cartesian space. The physical explanation of the singularity is that at a 
singular point, the inverse Jacobian blows up. This results in joint rates approaching 
infinity as the singularity is approached. 
For an omnidirectional robot, a similar phenomenon to the singularities of a manipulator 
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occurs when the steering angles a1' b1 approach certain values. In these cases, the 
needed 	for a given 0 will tend to infinity. 
We rewrite (2.60), (2.62), and (2.63) here: 
Wsin(4bl) 
= Sin(4b1a1) 0 
(3.41) 
Xa = Xa(0) 10a cos( 1 +0))dt 	
(3.42) 
Ya = Ya (0) + f (D sin @al  + 0) ) dt 	 (3.43) 
Casel: 4al = bl and bl *O 
This means that both wheels are parallel but not pointing forward (see Fig. 2.13). Clearly, 
from (3.41), it follows that if 0*0,  then I) tends to infinity. The singularity occurs. 
The only motion which can avoid an infinity Ua  is 
(3.44) 
The motion is a pure translation. Furthermore, if the steering angles a1  and Ob1  keep 
constant, then from (3.42) and (3.43), we can deduce that the reference path is a straight 
line, whether the 	is a constant or not. The expression for the reference path is 
Ya = Ya (0) + tan 4ai + 0) . (Xa - Xa  (0)) 	 (3.45) 
It should be noted that the direction of the robot is not pointing forward. If the steering 
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angle varies during the motion, then the reference path is a curve. 
Case2: a1 = 	= 
In this case, the structure is like that of the dual drive robot. However, the v is unknown. 
From (3.41), we can not determine the orientation angle. The robot lost a degree of 
freedom and the motion of the robot is undetermined. 
Case 3: 4a1 * 4b1 and b1 = 
In this case, even if 0*0, i)a = 0 still holds. The motion is a pure rotation. 
Above analysis shows that an onmidirectional robot is easy to suffer from the singularity 
problem and more attention should be paid. 
3.9 Summary 
In this chapter, we have investigated in detail the dependence of the orientation angle and 
steering angle on the shape of the reference path, the initial orientation angle and the 
position of the reference point, taking steering angle limit into consideration. The problem 
solved is how to judge the motion smoothness and feasibility of a robot when it is required 
to follow a path and, if feasible, how to determine the required steering angle and the 
velocity. 
The continuity of the orientation angle is the first requirement for a smooth and feasible 
motion. However, if we choose the reference point on the rear axle of the robot and the 
first derivative of the reference path possesses a discontinuity point, a discontinuity will 
occur. This means that the reference path is infeasible. Moving the reference point away 
from the rear axle improves not only the continuity of the orientation angle, but also that 
of the steering angle, when the same path is followed. A continuous steering angle means 
that continuous motion without stopping at the transition points of the path is possible. 
Steering angle limit is the main factor affecting the maneuvering capacity of the car-like 
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robot. Theoretically, if no steering limit exists, any continuous reference path can be 
traced if the reference point is chosen away from the rear axle. In practice, steering angle 
limit can not be neglected. The concept of the deviation angle interval has been 
established to describe the motion feasibility of the robot. The advantage of developing 
the concept is that at any time, the feasible deviation angle intervals are always in the 
neighborhood of 0° and ± 180°. Through the analyses of straight line motion and circular 
motion, it is further revealed that when the reference point is in front of the rear axle, if the 
initial deviation angle falls into the feasible interval in the neighborhood of 0 0 , then the 
robot can trace the straight line or circular arc for any length. However, if the initial 
deviation angle falls into the other feasible interval, i.e., the neighborhood of ± 180°, a 
pirouette will occur and the steering limit will be reached very quickly; after that, the robot 
can not trace the reference path any more. When the reference point is chosen behind the 
rear axle of the robot, the initial orientation angle falls into the neighborhood of 90° and 
the corresponding deviation angle interval falls into the neighborhood of 0°, a pirouette 
will occur and the steering limit will be reached very quickly; after that, the robot can not 
trace the reference path any more. 
The above result tells us that if the robot moves forward, the reference point should be 
chosen in front of the rear axle whereas the reference point should be chosen behind the 
rear axle when the robot moves backward. 
For following a circular path, the position of the reference point affects both the initial 
steering angle and the steady state steering angle. The farther the reference point is chosen 
from the rear axle, the smaller the magnitude of the initial steering angle, but the bigger 
the magnitude of the steady state steering angle. Therefore, a trade-off must be made 
The aim of this chapter is to offer a better understanding of the motion of the robot. The 
results have been tested on a kinematic model of a typical vehicle. Even if the reference 
point is not at the mass center of the robot, we still can calculate the motion of the mass 
center of the robot using this model. This is important for the analysis of the dynamics of 
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the robot. More applications associated with kinematics of a wheeled robot are expected. 
The factors investigated in this chapter are, of course, not the only constraints that should 
be considered in order to guarantee feasible motions for a robot. However, they are among 
the most important ones and can never be ignored. The other dynamic constraints resulting 
from the limit of the actuators may usually be satisfied by applying the appropriate time-




Applications of kinematics in highway 
design 
4.1 Introduction 
The first stage in highway design occurs when it is decided for social, economic or traffic 
reasons to link together two areas A and B. It is then the engineer's task to select the opti-
mum terminal positions in A and B, and to specify the route between them so as to achieve 
the best possible balance between construction costs and user costs. 
The engineer, with these objectives and constraints in mind, develops a number of feasible 
alternative 'lines' (horizontal alignment) giving regard to the associated vertical align-
ment. Evolution of each line can then be accomplished (primary design) in some detail as 
a guide for the final choice. 
Once a route is selected, detailed calculations and drawings must follow as a basis for con-
tract negotiations and work in the field. The horizontal and vertical position of the center 
line must be known with great accuracy. In this stage, a mathematical model accurate 
enough to describe the turning behavior of a vehicle is required, and the minimum turning 
paths of design vehicles have to be calculated. 
4.1.1 Design vehicles 
The physical characteristics of vehicles and the proportions of various size vehicles using 
the highways are positive controls in geometric design. Therefore, it is necessary to exam-
ine all vehicle types, select general class groups, and establish representative size vehicles 
within each class for design use. Design vehicles are selected motor vehicles with the 
weight, dimensions, and operating characteristics used to establish highway design con-
trols to accommodate vehicles of designated classes. For purpose of geometric design, 
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Table 4.1 Design vehicle dimensions (ft) (after AASHTO's manual, 1990) 
Overall 
Design vehicle type 	I Symbol I Height  I Width  I Lengtl Front I Rear I WB1I WB2  I  S I T. I WB3I WB4 
Passenger car P 4.25 7 19 3 5 11 
Single unit truck SU 13.5 8.5 30 4 6 20 
Single unit bus BUS 13.5 8.5 40 7 8 25 
Articulated bus A-BUS 10.5 8.5 60 8.5 9.5 18 
4a 20a 
Combination trucks 
Intermediate semitrailer WB-40 13.5 8.5 50 4 6 13 27 
Large semitrailer WB-50 13.5 8.5 55 3 2 20 30 0 50 "Double bottom" semi- WB-60 13.5 8.5 65 2 3 9.7 20 20.9 
trailer --- full-trailer 
Interstate semitrailer WB62* 13.5 8.5 69 3 3 20 40-42 
Interstate semitrailer WB.67** 13.5 8.5 74 3 3 20 4547 








Triple double semitrailer WB-114 13.5 8.5 118 2 2 22 40 
Recreation vehicle 
Motor home MH 8 30 4 6 20 
Car and camper trailer P/T 8 49 3 10 11 18 5 
Car and boat trailer P/B 8 42 3 8 11 15 5 
Motor home and boat- MH/B 8 53 4 8 20 21 6 
trailer 
* = Design vehicle with 48' trailer as adopted in 1987 STAA (Surface Transportation Assistance Act); 
** = Design vehicle with 53' trailer as grandfathered in 1982 STAA; 
a = Combined dimension 24, split is estimated; b = Combined dimension 9.4, split is estimated; 
c = Combined dimension 9.3, split is estimated; d = Combined dimension 8, split is estimated; 
WB1, WB2, WB3, and WB4 are effective vehicle wheelbase; S is the distance from the rear effective axle to the hitch point; 
T is the distance from the hitch point to the lead effective axle of the following unit. 
each design vehicle has larger physical dimensions and larger minimum turning radius 
than those of almost all vehicles in its class. The largest of all the several design vehicles 
are usually accommodated in the design of freeways. 
4.1.2 Need for large vehicles and problems 
A review of the range of vehicles, their dimensions and turning characteristics made in A 
Policy on Geometric Design of Rural Highways, AASHTO 1965 concluded that four 
design vehicles (P, SU, WB-40, and )MB-50, see Table 4.1) would be sufficient for purpose 
of geometric design. 
Eight years later, the examination, made in A Policy on Design of Urban Highways and 
Arterial Streets, AASHTO 1973 [231], of trends in vehicular sizes, however, shown that 
in addition to the four design vehicles, two other design vehicles are required, a design 
vehicle representative of many buses in use (BUS) and a design vehicle representative of 
semitrailer-fuiltrailer combination (WB-60). 
Sustained increases in truck weights and dimensions have occurred over the past decade in 
North America and other parts of the world. The principal stimulus behind these changes 
is the reduction in unit transportation costs with increasing payload [75]. The surface 
Transportation Assistance Act (STAA) of 1982 provided badly needed new funding for 
U.S. highway facilities. No thinking person can deny that the 48-ft. semitrailer which is 
mandated nationwide, has brought about a major upheaval in the arena of geometric 
design standards [16]. Further, the double-trailer phenomenon has given rise to a renewed 
interest in the re-examination of truck turning requirements. 
In the manual of APoicy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, AASHTO 1990 
[232], three general classes of vehicles were selected, namely, passenger cars, trucks, and 
buses/recreational vehicles. The passenger car class includes compacts and subcompacts 
plus all light vehicles and light delivery trucks (vans and pickups). The truck class 
includes single-unit trucks, truck tractor-semitrailer combinations, and trucks or truck 
tractors with semitrailer in combination with full trailers. Buses/recreational vehicles 
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include single unit buses, articulated buses, motor homes, and passenger cars or motor 
homes pulling trailers or boats. The number of representative design vehicles within these 
general classes has increased to 15 (including the six design vehicles which appear in the 
1973 manual), and their dimensions are given in Table 4.1. 
The substantial increases in geometric dimensions have important implications for the 
costs of providing highway infrastructure and for highway safety [75]. There are many 
highway infrastructure design criteria that are needed to be reassessed in the light of recent 
evidence on the behavior and properties of trucks using North America highway system. 
This chapter examines one of these properties, namely, the low speed ofitracking at inter -
sections using the analytic formula for straight line and circular motions developed in 
chapters 2 and 3. 
A number of authors have pointed to the problems caused by long wheelbase trucks at 
intersections. Substantial intrusions into adjacent traffic lanes and/or onto curbs and side-
walks occur at the front of the tractor, the rear corners of the trailer, and the rear wheels of 
the trailer. Smith [189] has noted that these turning difficulties usually involve substantial 
disruption to the traffic flow at urban intersections, and lead to significant reductions in 
traffic capacity. Essentially, solutions to these problems are mainly based on the correct 
determination of the locus of the dangerous points and the swept volume of the vehicle. 
The model established in the previous chapters can give solutions to them. 
4.2 Review of the related work 
When a vehicle turns, the rear wheels track inside the path traced by the front wheels. This 
behavior is called offtracking and can lead to problems when large trucks operate in con-
fined areas. Offiracking has a history of documented study going back at least 33 years 
[64]. During the period of recorded study, several different definitions have been 
advanced, each typically reflecting the concerns of the research approach. A detailed 
explanation of the basic research methodologies and perspectives was presented in the ref-
erence [64] to help develop a basis for understanding the concepts used to define and 
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quantify offtracking. These methodologies include full-scale tests; scale-model tests; 
mathematical and graphic procedure; and more recently, computer-model simulation. 
The earliest offtracking research involved measurements using actual vehicles on test 
track curves of known radius. After that, scale-model work proved much more expeditious 
than using actual vehicles, and these tools provided most of the source drawing from 
which existing turning templates were originally developed. The tractrix integrator is the 
most widely known and used of the template-drawing scale-model devices. 
The mathematical and graphic techniques depend quite explicitly on the geometric rela-
tionships demonstrated in offtracking. In the 1964 handbook of the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE), a formula for offtracking of a single two-axle vehicle was presented as 
follows: 
1/2 	2 1/2 	 1/2 
OT= {WB2 +[(TR2 —WB2) — HT] } —(TR 2 —WB 2) +HT 	(4.1) 
where OT = offtracking; WB = wheelbase; HT = half of the front wheel track; and TR 
turning radius of outside front wheel. 
This formula is based on the well-known pythagorean theorem and becomes more com-
plex as vehicle combination is considered. The annually published handbooks carefully 
defined and explained this formula up to and through the 1972 issue. However, beginning 
with 1973 volume, SAE dropped much of the prior detail and revised the text to introduce 
the West Highway Institute (Will) offtracking formula, which is widely used for the 
design of highway. 
The statement included in 1973 SAE volume (pp.  1209) is as follows: in recent years, 
there have been developed data which are accurate enough to use for all practical pur-
pose. The method was developed by the Western Highway Institute ....... it is this method, 
easy to cakulate and simple to apply, which is recommended as a general practice [641. 
A detailed discussion of the WHI formula, its derivation, and its accuracy in comparison 
with results obtained via other methods were presented in WHI's research Committee 
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report 3 [235]. The WHI formula can be expressed as follows: 
OT = R - (R - L2) 
112 	
(4.2) 
L 2 = WB 1 2 - ac 2 + ca 1 2 - ac2 2 + Ca22 + WB 22 	 (4.3) 
where R = radius of the circular curve followed by the front axle center; WB 1 = tractor 
wheelbase; ac 1 = fifth wheel offset; ca 1 = kingpin to rear tandem centre line; ac2 = center 
line of rear tandem to pintle hook; ca2 = pintle hook to centre line of dolly axle; and WB2 
= Full-trailer wheelbase, as shown in Fig. 4.1. 








Tractor 	 Semi-trailer 	 Full-trailer 
Fig. 4.1 General illustration for a semitrailer full-trailer combination 
The problem pointed out by Heald [64] is that the WHI formula may break down for long 
units on short-radius curves. A practical example of this has been shown in reference 
[173]. The reason for that can be explained as follows using the analytic formula (3.30) 
and (3.32) for a circular motion developed in chapter 3. 
Before explaining the problem, we need to define a stead state motion as one that is 
reached when a vehicle or a vehicle combination traces a circle and the number of turns 
tends to infinity. Essentially, the Will formula describes the steady-state motion of a vehi- 
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cle or a vehicle combination, and gives only the maximum offtracking that will eventually 
be reached for a given vehicle dimension and input radius. However, for many large 
trucks, the steady state motion is not reached until the vehicle has turned more than 360 
degrees. The model presented in this thesis gives a transient description of the vehicles. 
Using this mathematical model, we can prove that the WHI formula is a special result of 
this model. This can be observed from (3.30) when cot tends to infinite. In this case, 
o + cot -, 2arcta.n (c) , a constant. The path of each point on the vehicle becomes a circle. 
The path taken by the hitch point is the input for the trailer, just like the path taken by the 
front wheel is the input for the tractor. This procedure can be extended to more trailing 
units. 
Eq. (3.30) also indicates that d is an important factor affecting the speed needed to reach 
the steady state condition. If the radius of the circle is fixed, then the bigger the length of 
the wheelbase of a truck, the smaller d, and the longer the length of the path passed by the 
reference point, the larger the error when the WHI formula is used. This explains that the 
WFH formula can give a reasonable approximation when the truck's wheelbase is small, 
but is not applicable to very large trucks. 
The assumption used in the model and the WHI is the same, i.e., all the wheels roll with-
out slipping. The only difference is that our model gives a transient description of the 
vehicle while the WHI describes the steady-state motion. 
Another method developed in reference [173] gives a transient description of the turning 
behavior. However, this method is basically a computation simulation of the tractrix inte-
grator and the accuracy is not sufficient enough. 
None of the methods discussed thus far is completely satisfactory as an everyday design 
tool. The model developed in chapter 3 can serve as tool for that purpose. 
4.3 Simulation results and discussions 
In highway design, the determination of the minimum turning paths of design vehicles is 
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Table 4.2. Comparison of the results from our model with the existing standards (SD = standard data extracted 
from AASHTO's manuals, 1973 and 1990, respectively; OURS = results from our model; ER = error) 
Design vehicle Passenger Single Single Semitrailer Combination 
type car unit truck 
umt 
bus intermediate large 
Symbol P SU BUS WB-40 WB-50 
Figure G-1 G-2 G-3 G-4 G-5 
Mm. turning 
radius (ft) 24 24 42 42 42 42 40 40 45 45 
Min. inside 1973 15.3 15.3 0% 28.4 28.5 0.4% 20.3 25.4 25% 19.9 19.4 2.5% 19.8 19.7 0.3% 
radius (ft) 	1990 13.8 11% 27.8 2.5% 24.4 4% 18.9 2.5% 19.2 1.5% 
Max. outside 1973 25.8 25.9 0.4% 43.9 44.0 0.2% 47.1 46.5 1.3% 41.2 41.5 0.7% 46.2 46.3 0.2% 
radius (ft) 	1990 25.5 1.6% 44.1 0.2% 46.5 0% 41:5 0% 46.3 0% 
Max. steering 
angle (rad) -35.6 -35.0 -44.1 -24.0 -28.6 
SD OURS ER SD OURS ER SD OURS ER SD OURS ER SD OURS ER 
THIS TURNING TEMPLATE SHOWS THE TURNING PATHS OF THE AASHTO DESIGN 
VEHICLES. THE PATHS SHOWN ARE FOR THE LEFT FRONT OVERHANG AND THE 
OUTSIDE REAR WHEEL. THE LEFT FRONT WHEEL FOLLOWS THE CIRCULAR CURVE 
NOVER, ITS PATH IS NOT SHOWN. 
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Fig. 4.2 Minimum turning paths for design vehicle BUS (after AASHTO's manuals, 1973 and 1990, respectively) 
an important problem. In the following the simulation results from the present model are 
compared with the standards given in A policy 1973 [231] and A policy 1990 [232], 
respectively. Fig. 4.2 (a) and (b) present only the minimum turning paths for the design 
vehicle BUS given in A policy 1973 and A policy 1990, respectively. The other figures 
included in them for P, SU, WB-40, and WB-50 are not cited here for the limitation of the 
space, but their dimensions are given in Table 4.1. 
The boundaries of the turning paths of the several design vehicles when making the sharp-
est turn are established by the outer trace of the front overhang and the path of the inner 
rear wheel. This turn assumes that the outer front wheel first follows a circular arc which is 
the minimum turning radius as determined by the vehicle steering mechanism and then 
follows a straight line. Thus, the path of the reference point is given as the forms of (3.14) 
for the straight line motion and (3.21) for the circular turn, respectively. Based on the geo-
metric dimensions given in Table 4.1 (the dimensions of the design vehicles for P, SU, 
Bus, )WB-40, and WB-50 in A policy 1973 and 1990 are identical), the minimum outside 
and inside wheel paths from this model and from the standards are all shown in Table 4.2. 
In the practical programming, the reference point is chosen at the front left wheel, and the 
initial orientation angle for the circular curve is 900  as required. More attention should be 
paid to the transition from the circular curve to the straight line (see Fig. 3.9). The calcu-
lated orientation angle of the vehicle at the end of the circular curve must be treated as the 
initial orientation angle for the straight line motion. 
In the calculation of the minimum radius and maximum outside radius for the WB-40 and 
WB-50, the most widely used fourth-order Runge-Kutta method [154] was used to solve 
the general constraint equation (2.13) for the trailer's orientation angle, while the orienta-
tion angle of the tractor is calculated directly from the closed-form formula (3.30) for the 
circular motion and (3.17) for the straight line motion, respectively. 
Let us compare our results with the standards. From Table 4.2, it can be observed that the 
error of the maximum outside radius is smaller than that of the minimum inside radius. 
This is because the overhang of each vehicle is much smaller than the corresponding 
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wheelbase. For small vehicles (P and SU) given in A policy 1973, both of the errors are 
reasonable. However, as the wheelbase increases (BUS), the error of the minimum inside 
radius increases rapidly, reaching 25%. If a larger vehicle is allowed, then a model that can 
describe the transient motion of the vehicle is necessary. The model described previously 
can meet this requirement. For WB-40 and WB-50, the minimum inside radius and maxi-
mum outside radius from the simulation are smaller and larger than those from the stan-
dards, respectively. 
In A policy 1990, the resolution for both minimum and maximum turning radii for large 
vehicles is significantly improved. However, on the other hand, the resolution for small 
design vehicle (P and SU) becomes very poor (11%). This phenomenon can not be 
explained because the 1990 manual did not describe the compensation method used for 
calculating the minimum and maximum turning radii for various vehicles. 
Table 4.2 also shows the maximum steering angle needed for the outer front wheel to fol-
low the circular arc. This is not given in A Policy 1973 and A policy 1990. In fact, the 
minimum turning radius should be determined from equation (3.33) provided the dimen-
sion of a design vehicle and its maximum steering angle are given. 
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Chapter 5 
On the suitability of path planning 
algorithms to four kinds of wheeled mobile 
robots 
5.1 Introduction 
The path planning problem for wheeled mobile robots has been drawing more and more 
attention since the late 1960s. Over the last decade, the number of papers published on the 
related issues has increased rapidly. The motivations behind the research arise mainly 
from the increasing demands on autonomous wheeled robots. The solution to path 
planning problem will play an essential role in the development of an autonomous robot. 
This problem is well-known as a find-path problem [114], and the complexity involved in 
solving it has been shown in reference [177]. The problem can be described as: given an 
object (a wheeled mobile robot) with an initial location and orientation, a goal location 
and orientation, and a set of obstacles located in workspace, find a continuous path for the 
object from the initial location and orientation to the goal location and orientation which 
avoids any collision with obstacles along the path. 
In order to solve this problem, a large variety of effort has been made on this seemly 
simple, but in fact very complicated find-path problem since the early 1970s. Various 
methods for dealing with the basic find-path problem and its various extensions, such as 
Vgraph, Voronoi diagram, exact cell decomposition, approximate cell decomposition and 
potential field approaches, have been developed. A systematic discussion on robot motion 
planning can be found in reference [101]. 
As pointed out previously, there are four kinds of wheeled mobile robots. The various 
mechanical structures of these robots result in their different motion characteristics. 
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Unfortunately, the effects of various mechanical structures on the path planning problem 
have not been taken seriously and correctly. Most algorithms presently available made the 
assumption that the robot is a point or a free moving rigid body such as a sofa, a piano or a 
ladder [72, 116, 174, 175].  However, for the most commonly used car-like and dual drive 
robots, this assumption is not attainable. One of the questions we are interested in here is 
what kind of wheeled mobile robots can be treated as a point or a free moving robot and 
what conditions are needed to achieve it. Our previous work [210--214] showed that all 
the algorithms available, when applied to a car-like robot with a steering angle limit, can 
not be guaranteed to generate a safe and executable path. The reason for this is that the 
point robot or the free moving robot assumption is not applicable to a car-like robot. 
The purpose of this chapter is first to give a brief but critical review of the algorithms 
presently available for wheeled mobile robots and then to investigate their suitability to 
each of the four kinds of robots. We will only consider the simplest path planning 
problem, i.e., moving a robot among known, static obstacles from start location to goal 
location. 
Let us introduce some notations and assumptions in advance. Let A be the robot being 
moved in the workspace W, and B 1  (i=1,2 ........ n) be the polygonal obstacles. Findpath can 
be described as: Find a path for A from configuration S to configuration G such that A is 
always in W and all configurations of A on the path are safe. This path is called a safe 
path. In the subsequent sections, the following assumptions are made: 
The locations of B 1  are known to high accuracy and the path of A can be controlled to 
the same precision. 
• The robot A is the only robot in W. 
• The robot and obstacles are rigid objects, i.e., objects whose points are fixed with 
respect to one another. 
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5.2 Review of the path planning approaches 
5.2.1 Path planning approaches for a point robot 
Consider the problem that a point object A is required to move from position S to position 
G without colliding with obstacles B 1 (i = 1, 2........, n). In this case, the area swept out by 
all possible paths of A that avoids obstacles B i is simply the complement of B 1 . Any path 
contained in the complement of Bi is legal, and vice-versa. Therefore, we can use the 
description of the complement of B i to represent the set of legal paths. This complement is 




Fig. 5.1 Visibility graph with polygonal obstacles 
I. Vgraph approach [115] 
The Visibility graph (Vgraph) method is one of the earliest path planning methods. An 
undirected graph describing the position of the obstacles and the start point S and the goal 
point G in the workspace is denoted by VG(N,L) where N is the union of S. G and all the 
obstacles' vertices; L, the link set, is the set of all the links (Ni, N) such that a straight line 
exists connecting the ith element of N to the jth without overlapping any obstacle. The 
graph VG(N,L) is thus called the 'visibility graph' of N, since the connected vertices in 
the graph can see (no collision) each other. The Vgraph is shown (dotted lines) in Fig. 5.1 
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under the assumption of polygonal obstacles. The shortest collision-free path from S to G 
on the plane is the shortest path in the Vgraph starting from the corresponding node S to 
the corresponding node G, as also shown in Fig. 5.1. This method for finding the shortest 
collision-free path for a point in a Vgraph is called the Vgraph algorithm, and the resulting 
shortest path, if it exists, is composed of straight lines connecting the start point and the 
goal point and passing through a number of vertices belonging to the different obstacles in 
the environment. 
The advantage of the Vgraph approach is that it is non-heuristic technique which means 
that it guarantees that the search can find a path if it exists, and the generated path is 
always the shortest one. 
II. Voronoi diagram approach [77] 
Fig. 5.2 illustration of Voronoi diagram 
The retraction approach consists of defining a continuous mapping of the robot's free 
space onto a one-dimensional network of curves lying in the free space. In 2-D space, 
robot's free space is typically retracted onto its Voronoi diagram. This diagram is the set of 
all the free configurations whose minimal distance to the obstacle region is achieved with 
at least two points in the boundary of the obstacles. Fig. 5.2 illustrates a Voronoi diagram 
method. The interesting property of this diagram is that it maximizes the clearance 
between the robot and the obstacles. Under the assumption of polygonal obstacles, the 
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Free space is decomposed into trapezoidal and triangular cells 
Fig. 5.3 (b) A path in the connectivity graph determines a channel 
Fig. 5.3 (c) A path is generated by connecting the initial configuration 
to the goal configuration through the midpoints of the intersections of 
every successive cell 
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Voronoi diagram consists of a finite collection of straight line and parabolic curve 
segments, which we call arcs. 
The initial and goal configurations are retracted in the diagram to S' and G' as shown in 
Fig. 5.2. A path is searched in the diagram between S' and G'. The free path between S 
and G generated by this approach, consists of three subpaths: the straight line path from S 
to S', a path in the diagram from S' to 0', and the straight line path from G' to G. 
Ill. Exact cell decomposition approach [101] 
Exact cell decomposition methods are perhaps the motion planning methods which have 
been the most extensively studied ones so far. They consist of decomposing the robot's 
free space into simple regions, called cells, such that a path between any two configuration 
spaces in a cell can be easily generated. A non-directed graph representing the adjacency 
relation between the cells is then constructed and searched. This graph is called the 
connectivity graph. Its nodes are the cells extracted from the free space and two nodes are 
connected by a link if and only if the two corresponding cells are adjacent. The outcome of 
the search is a sequence of cells called a channel. A continuous free path can be computed 
from this sequence. 
Fig. 5.3 (a), (b) and (c) illustrate an exact cell decomposition method in a two-dimensional 
configuration space. The free space is externally bounded by a polygon and internally 
bounded by three polygons. The free space is exactly decomposed into trapezoidal and 
triangular cells. These cells are built by drawing vertical rays from the obstacles' vertices. 
Two cells are adjacent if they share a portion of an edge of non-zero length. Once the 
connectivity graph has been constructed and a channel found, a free path is computed by 
connecting the initial configuration to the goal configuration through the midpoints of the 
intersections of every two successive cells. 
IV. Approximate cell decomposition approach [24, 301 
Another cell decomposition approach is known as the approximate cell decomposition 
approach. It consists again of representing the robot's free space as a collection of cells. 
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But it differs from the exact approach in that the cells are now required to have a simple 
prespecified shape, e.g. a rectangloid shape. Such cells do not in general allow us to 
represent free space exactly. Instead, a conservative approximation of this space is 
constructed, hence the name of the approach. As with the exact approach, a connectivity 
graph representing the adjacency relation among the cells is built and searched for a path. 
Fig. 5.4 illustrates an approximate cell decomposition method developed by Brooks and 
Lozano-perez [24]. The free space is externally bounded by a rectangle and internally 
bounded by three polygons. The rectangles are each given a status which can be: 
Empty: if the rectangle does not intersect an obstacle. 
Full: if the interior of the rectangle everywhere intersects one or more obstacles. 
Mixed: if there are interior points inside and outside the obstacles. 
The path is found by searching for a connected set of empty rectangles. If such a path can 
not be found then mixed rectangles must be divided up into smaller full, mixed and empty 
rectangles until either a path is found or failure is indicated. 
Each decomposition generates four identical new rectangles. Because this type of 
decomposition can be represented as a tree of degree 4, it is called a "quadtree" 
decomposition method. At some level of resolution, only the cells whose interiors lie 
entirely in the free space are used to construct the connectivity graph. If the search of this 
graph terminates successfully, a path in the free space is easily generated. Otherwise, it 
may mean that either the resolution of the decomposition is insufficient, or no free path 
exists between the initial and goal configurations. Often, an approximate cell 
decomposition method operates in a hierarchical fashion by using a rather coarse 
resolution at the beginning, and refining it until either a free path is found or a limit 
resolution is attained. 
Provided that they are equipped with both approximate search techniques and exact 
numerical computation techniques, exact cell decomposition methods are complete, i.e., 
they are guaranteed to find a free path whenever one exists and to return failure otherwise. 
(a) 
Empty cell 	F1 Mixed cell 	U Full cell 
(b) 
Fig. 5.4 A quadtree decomposition is obtained by recursively dividing the workspace 
and the generated Mixed cells into smaller cells. The division of a cell creates four new 
rectangloid cells of equal dimensions. Figure (a) shows the quadtree decomposition at 
depth 3. Figure (b) shows a subset of the corresponding tree. 
Approximate methods may not be complete; but, for most of them, the precision of the 
approximation can be tuned and made arbitrarily small at the expense of the running time. 
Therefore, the methods are said to be "resolution-complete". On the other hand, except in 
very simple cases, exact methods are mathematically more involved than approximate 
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ones. Hence, the latter are usually easier to implement. 
V. Potential field approach [76, 901 
This approach was pioneered by Khatib [90] and followed by many researchers [76, 208]. 
It treats the robot represented as a point in configuration space as a particle under the 
influence of an artificial potential field U around obstacles which present potential 
collision hazards in the workspace. The potential function is typically defined as the sum 
of an attractive potential pulling the robot toward the goal configuration and a repulsive 
potential pushing the robot away from the obstacles. Path planning is performed 
iteratively. At each iteration, the direction of the artificial force induced by the potential 
function at the current configuration is regarded as the most promising direction of 
motion, and the path generation proceeds along this direction by some increment. 
Fig. 5.5 Potential function due to a 2-D triangular obstacle. The potential 
is arbitrarily large inside the obstacle and decreases roughly as the inverse 
of the distance outside the obstacle 
Fig. 5.5 is an illustration of the potential field due to a 2-D triangular obstacle. The 
potential is arbitrarily large inside the obstacle and decreases roughly as the inverse of the 
distance outside the obstacle. 
Potential field approach was originally developed as an on-line collision avoidance 
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approach, applicable when the robot does not have a prior model of the obstacles, but 
senses them during motion execution [1011. Emphasis was put on real-time efficiency, 
rather than on guaranteeing the attainment of the goal. Although its efficiency, there are 
some disadvantages. First, this approach is not a purely geometric one, but dependent on 
the definition of the potential function. This means that even for the same robot and 
environment, different definitions of the potential function may lead to contrast results. 
For example, one may give a successful path and the other may report failure. Second, 
since an on-line potential field approach essentially acts as a fastest decent optimization 
procedure, it may get stuck at a local minimum of the potential function other than the 
goal configuration. Dealing with local minima is the major issue that one has to face in 
designing a planner based on this approach. It seems to be difficult to define a versatile 
potential function which has an analytical expression for various obstacle distributions in 
the workspace and meanwhile has no or few local minimums. 
The simplicity of the aforementioned approaches (I--V) stems from the assumption that 
the robot is a point. Under this assumption, the configuration of a robot is totally 
determined by the position x and y of the reference point, and the orientation angle of the 
robot is neglected. This is a good approximation for robots which are much smaller 
compared with the gaps between the obstacles. In most cases, however, this assumption 
can cause problems because a movable robot must have its own dimension. 
5.2.2 Concept of Cspace Obstacles [114] 
It can be seen that the aforementioned approaches require the robot to be a point whilst the 
obstacles are forbidden regions for that point. If the robot is not a point, then a new set of 
grown obstacles must be computed which are the forbidden regions for a 'reference point' 
on the moving object. The new grown obstacles must describe the area where the 
reference point must not fall to avoid collisions with any of the original obstacles. The 
operation of computing the new grown obstacles from the original ones and a robot A is 
called growing obstacle and shrinking the object, and the new grown obstacles are called 
Cspace Obstacles, denoted as COA(B). The formal definition of COA(B) can be described 
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as follows: 
COA(B) = {x€ Cspacel (Ar) B*Ø)} 
Fig. 5.6 shows an example of the COA(B) as shaded region when the robot and the 
obstacles are all polygons and the orientation of A is fixed. The boundary of the generated 
COA(B) consists of line segments. 
A 
Fig. 5.6 Cspace obstacles due to B for fixed orientation of A 
This concept is one of the most important in robotics. The idea was first popularized by 
Lozano-Perez [114] as a basis of the spatial planning approach for the find-path and find-
place problems and then extended by Latombe [101] as a basis of all motion planning 
approaches suitable for a point robot. 
5.2.3 Circular robots: a special case where orientation angle change has no effect on 
COA(B) 
A simple generation of the first problem (a point object) is to make the robot a circle with 
a radius R. Under the assumption of polygonal obstacles, choosing the reference point at 
the center of the robot and then growing the obstacles R units result in a COA(B) bounded 
by line segments and circular arcs. The generated COA(B) is called generalized polygons 
[103], as shown in Fig. 5.7. Obviously, any path contained in the complement of the 
COA(B) is collision-free and vice-versa. This is a special case where the orientation angle 
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change has no effect on the CO A(B) and the approaches for a point robot may be directly 
applied to the generalized CO A(B). 
Sc 
)al 
Fig. 5.7 Shortest path generated by the generalized Vgraph method 
for a circular robot with the reference point on the center 
Fig. 5.7 shows an example of the shortest collision-free path generated by the generalized 
Vgraph method [115]. Note that the shortest path generated using this method consists of a 
collection of straight lines and circular arcs. In principle, the other four approaches may 
also be adapted to the generalized polygons. However, to our best knowledge, there are no 
reports addressing this problem. 
5.2.4 Polygonal robots with fixed orientation [114] 
It can be seen that the shape of the robot has a very important effect on the path planning 
problem. A point robot or a circular robot is only a special case. A more general 
presentation of a robot's shape is a polygon. Under the polygonal assumption, the effect of 
the orientation change of the robot on the CO A(B) can not be neglected. 
The location of a mobile robot moving on a plane can be uniquely specified by three 
parameters, i.e., the position (x P , y) 
of a reference point P and the orientation angle 0 of 
the robot. If we know the configuration (x y, 0) of a robot, then we can find the 
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location of any other point (x, y) on the robot as well as the envelope of the area swept. If 
the orientation of a polygonal robot A is fixed, only the position of the reference point P is 
sufficient to specify the robot's configuration. In this case, the find-path problem for A 
among B 1  is equivalent to the find-path problem for a point robot (the reference point) 
among the COA(B). To find a path, two steps are needed: 
Compute the COA(B); 
Find the path by any one of the approaches for a point robot among COA(B). 
For the efficiency of computing COA(B), the reference point of A is not chosen in the 
center of the robot, but instead at one of its vertices, and the resulting COA(B) is still a set 
of polygons. In Fig. 5.8, the COA(B) has been computed as the shaded region, around 
which the shortest collision-free path is shown. 
G 
Fig. 5.8 A polygonal robot with fixed orientation 
Up to this stage, we have not changed the orientation of the polygonal robot. Problems 
arise when rotations in a polygonal robot are allowed. 
5.2.5 Polygonal robots with variable orientation [115] 
When A is a rigid object which is allowed to rotate, an approach of slice projection of the 
COA(B) has been proposed by Lozano-perez [115]. Fig. 5.9 shows an example, given in 
[115], of this approach by projection of (x, y, 6) on the (x, y) plane. The objects shown 
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shaded represent the (x, y) projection of three 0-slices of CO A(B) when A and B are 
convex polygons. This figure also shows a polygonal approximation to the slice projection 
and polygonal approximation to swept area from which it derives. These slices represent 
configurations where A overlaps B for some orientation of A in the specified range of 0. 
Lozano-perez [115] gave a proof that these slice projections are equivalent to the CO A(B) 
of the area swept out by A over the range of orientations of the slice. Obviously, a solution 
to a findpath problem in any of the slices is a solution to the original problem, but since the 
slices are an approximation to the COA(B), the converse is not necessarily true. 
p 
Fig. 5.9 Slice projection of COA(B) computed using (x, y)-area 
swept out by A over a range of 0 values 
This slice projection method was thought to be complete. That means if there is a path 
available, this method certainly can find it. In our opinion, there are still some difficulties 
to use it. In this section, we only analyze the drawbacks of the slice-projection when it is 
applied to the free moving robot such as an omnidirectional robot, the fundamental 
drawbacks of all the algorithms available (including the slice projection method) when 
they are applied to the car-like robots and the dual drive robots will be analyzed in the next 
section. First, we examine the steps needed for the find-path problem using the slice 
projection method. 
As noticed, when rotations of A are allowed, a number of slice projections of the CO A(B) 
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are constructed for different ranges of orientations of A. The approach suggested by 
Lozano-perez [115] for the find-path problem carries out the following steps in turn: 
Assume a slice orientation angle interval and then constructing the COA(B); 
Use any one of the approaches for a point robot to search for a path among the COA(B); 
Move between slices at configurations that are safe in both slices. 
y 	x l 
I 
I 
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Fig. 5.10 (a) A general case for a polygonal robot with variable orientation 
The path generated from the first two steps is only guaranteed to be safe when the 
orientation angle falls into the range of the slice angle during the whole path. The 
difficulty of using this method arises from the first step and the third step, i.e., how to 
choose the range of the slice orientation angle to compute COA(B), how far to move 
forward every time, and how to determine the orientation angle change during each slice. 
So far, few papers have focused on these problems. A solution suggested by Lozano-Perez 
for choosing the slice orientation angle is to divide "the complete range of 0 (orientation 
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angle) values" into k smaller ranges, and then, for each of these ranges, find the solution to 
COA(B) in that range of 0. However, he did not explain the meaning of "the complete 
range of 0 values". In addition to that, dividing "the complete range of 0 values" into k 
smaller ranges means that the orientation angle change is monotonic, which is infeasible 
for some situations. 
VI 
Fig. 5.10 (b) A critical case for a polygonal robot with variable orientation 
In order to illustrate the difficulty, let us consider two examples, shown in Fig. 5.10 (a) and 
(b). In Fig. 5.10 (a), the robot A is required to move safely from S (where the initial 
orientation angle is 1800)  to G (where the goal orientation angle is 90 0). During the 
motion from S to G5, the orientation angle is monotonically decreasing from S to 02 
through G1, monotonically increasing from 02  to 04 through G3, and then monotonically 
decreasing from G4 to 05. The orientation angle change covers the range of 0 ° to 180° 
during the whole path. If we could use the range of 00  to 1800 as the slice angle interval to 
compute the COA(B), then the path found by the above first two steps will be safe and in 
this case, the third step is not necessary. However, when the reference point is chosen at 
one of its vertices, this slice projection would be too generous to be useful. For a more 
complicated environment, orientation angle may varies over the range of 00  to 3600.  Thus, 
if the difference between the goal and the initial orientation angles is treated as "the 
complete range of 0 values", the slice projection method can not be applied to this 
example. 
In the second example shown in Fig. 5.10 (b), the robot is required to move from S to 02. 
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The only way for this critical situation is to translate the robot along the dashed line. If 
only the information about the initial and goal orientation location is used, it is also 
difficult to decide the slice angle projection. 
5.3 Suitability of algorithms for four kinds of wheeled robots 
The task of path planning for a wheeled mobile robot is to find a continuous sequence of 
the 	y, and 0, which we call a desired motion. The generated x, y, and 0 are then 
used as inputs to calculate the steering and powering variables needed to accomplish the 
desired motion. The task of the real time controller is to make the robot execute the 
desired motion as accurately as possible. At the path planning stage, it is normal to assume 
that the controller can trace the desired motion accurately. 
Definition 5.1: If all the desired motions generated by an algorithm can be executed by a 
robot, then the algorithm is defined to be suitable to the robot; otherwise, it is defined to be 
unsuitable to the robot. 
In the sequel, we will discuss the suitability of the algorithms available to each of the four 
kinds of robots. 
5.3.1 Synchro drive and steering robots 
Analysis of the kinematic characteristics in chapters 2 and 3 tells us that the orientation 
angle of this kind of robots is always fixed. Therefore all the approaches discussed in 5.2.1 
for a point robot can be used to solve the find-path problem once the COA(B) is computed 
using the slice projection method with fixed orientation. We will not discuss this problem 
any more. 
5.3.2 Omnidirectional robots 
For this kind of robots, the assumption of the robot as free moving rigid body is correct, 
because there exists no kinematic constraint equation among the 	y and 0. This means 
that any desired motion can be accomplished through steering and powering the wheels. 
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The factors which must be taken into consideration are only the size and location of the 
obstacles, and the size of the robot. All the algorithms which consider these factors are 
suitable to this kind of robots. However, as pointed out previously, how to deal with the 
change of the orientation angle is still a problem if the slice projection method is used. 
Because of the complicated structure and the difficulty of control, this kind of robots has 
not been widely used. Our discussion for path planning is focused on the car-like and dual 
drive robots. 
5.3.3 Existence and uniqueness of orientation angle for car-like and dual drive robots 
We know from chapter 2 that the general constraint equations for a car-like robot and a 
dual drive robot are identical. Provided the reference path for a wheeled robot is a 
continuous curve y = f (x), e.g., a concatenation of piecewise continuous line-line or line-
circle segments, if we can prove the existence and uniqueness of the orientation angle 
once a reference path is given, then we can understand better the shortcomings of the path 
planning approaches which treat a car-like robot or a dual drive robot as a free moving 
rigid body (including the slice projection method). 
Fig. 5.11 Rectangle R in the existence and uniqueness theorems 
Consider an initial value problem of the form 
dO 
TX
= g(0,x),0(x0) = 00 	 (5.1) 
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Problem of existence: Under what conditions does an initial value problem of the form 
(5.1) have at least one solution? 
Problem of uniqueness: Under what conditions does that problem have only one 
solution? 
The following theorems 5.1 and 5.2 state the conditions [96]. 
Existence theorem 5.1: If g (0, x) is continuous at all points (0, x) in some rectangle R 
(cf. Fig. 5.11) 
R: I - -oI <a,I0-0oI <b 
and bounded, say, 
g(0,x)---.K 
for all (0, x) in R, then the initial value problem (5.1) has at least one solution 0 (x), 
which is defined at least for all x in the interval Ix - xo I <a where a is the smaller of the 
two numbers a and b/K. 
ag 
Uniqueness theorem 5.2: If g (0, x) and 	are continuous for all (0, x) in that 
rectangle R and bounded, say, 
(a) Ig  (0, x) I :9 K, and (b) 126I I :9 M 
for all (0, x) in R, then the initial value problen (5.1) has only one solution 0 (x) , which 
is defined at least for all x in that interval Ix - xo I <a. 
Using above two theorems, we can prove the following uniqueness theorem 5.3: 
Theorem 5.3: If the reference path y = f(x) and its first derivative y' = J" (x v ) are 
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a, 
y 0 + b 1 
YO 
y0 - b 
xp 
x0 x0+a1 
piecewise continuous for all (x e. y)  in a rectangle R1 (cf. Fig. 5.12) 
R1 : Ix — xoI <ai,Iy—y01 <b1 
and bounded, say, 
(a) V(x)l ~ K1 ,and(b) Lt.I :!gM 1 
dx 
for all (x1,, y)  in R1 , then the initial value problem described by constraint equation 
(2.13) or (3.3) has only one solution. 
Fig. 5.12 Rectangle R 1 in theorem 5.3 
Proof. Let g(x,0) = sin0—f(x)cos0, then 	g(x,0) = cos0+f(x)sin0. If 
y' = f (x,) is piecewise continuous and bounded in R 1 , then g (x P , 0) and g (x 0) 
are piecewise in R, where a = a1 and b may be any positive constant, and we have 
Ig (x P , 0)1 :r. IsinOI + f (x,)  cosol :5. 1 + M 1 = K 
and 
=M 
It is clear from the uniqueness theorem (5.2) that the initial value problem described by 
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(2.13) or (3.3) has only one solution. 
Note that the existence and uniqueness of the orientation of the car-like or dual drive robot 
are not equivalent to their motion feasibility. For example, when a reference point of the 
robot is required to follow a path, even though the orientation angle exists and is unique, 
the path may be infeasible or inexecutable because the needed steering angle may exceed 
the steering angle limit. 
5.3.4 Car-like and dual drive robots 
The shortcomings of the slice projection method and the other approaches, when applied 
to the car-like and the dual drive robots, can be observed from the uniqueness of the 
orientation angle we have proven previously. This inherent characteristic indicates that 
before a reference path y = f (x) is found (if it exists), one can not assume exactly the 
robot's orientation angle change. On the other hand, to obtain Cspace obstacles, an 
orientation angle change must be assumed before a reference .path is generated. Thus, 
there is a potential conflict between the assumed orientation angle change and that 
generated when the reference path is followed by a practical robot. Therefore, even if the 
Cspace obstacles are computed without considering the kinematic constraint, there is no 
guarantee that the generated path is really collision-free because of the existence of the 
kinematic constraint. Checking for collisions is necessary. 
From the point of view of constraints taken into account in the existing algorithms, the 
algorithms available can be categorized into two types. The first type treats a wheeled 
mobile robot as a free moving rigid body (the robot is assumed as a sofa, a piano or a 
ladder) which can translate and rotate freely in the work space provided that it does not 
collide with obstacles, i.e., the motion of a wheeled mobile robot is supposed to be only 
subject to constraints from the obstacles, rather than from any kinematic constraints. The 
algorithms falling into the first type, when they are applied to these two kinds of robots, 
suffer from the fundamental drawback that kinematic constraints resulting from the 
robot's structure are not taken into account. Therefore, they are not suitable to the car-like 
and dual drive robots. Fig. 13. shows an example. If the robot is assumed to be a free 
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moving robot, it is possible for the existing algorithms to generate a path from S to 0; 
however, for a car-like or a dual drive robot, it is straightforward to conclude from 
theorem 3.1 that the path is inexecutable and G is unreachable. 
Fig. 5.13 illustration of the difference between a free moving 
rigid body and a car-like or a dual drive robot 




(a) Robot 1 
OAA 
Li L 1 
(b) Robot 2 
Fig. 5.14 Two robots with same rigid bodies but different wheel positions 
identical rigid body shape but different wheel positions. From chapters 2 and 3, we know 
that their kinematics is different. When the first type of algorithms is utilized to plan the 
paths for the two robots under the same environment, the path generated must be the same 
because of their identical body shapes. However, in practice, when the two robots are 
required to follow the same generated path, the locus of any corresponding points except 
the two reference points on the two robots will be different. That means the swept spaces 
by the two robots are different. 
The second type of path planning algorithms for wheeled mobile robots does take into 
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account the steering angle limit imposed by the steering mechanism which defines the 
minimum radius of curvature of the reference path. Path planning with this kind of 
constraint is a relatively new area of research. Following the work of Laumond [102], it 
x 
Fig. 5.15 illustration of nonholonomic constraints 
expressed in equations (5.2) - (5.4) 
has recently attracted considerable interest [101]. The kinematic constraints considered by 
the second type of algorithms can be expressed in the following form: 
.2.2 	.2 
	
x +y —p"Un 0 2!0 	 (5.2) 
- sin0 + cos0 = 0 	 (5.3) 
-- = !tan(p ) 	 (5.4) 
P ,,,, 	L1 	
max 
where .x, 	are the velocity components of the midpoint of the rear axle in x-axis and y- 
axis in terms of the global reference frame respectively, 0 is the orientation angle of the 
mobile robot, 0 is the rotating angular speed of the robot, L1 is the wheelbase of the robot, 
Pmin is the minimum radius of curvature of the midpoint of the rear axle, and(p Max is the 
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maximum steering angle determined by the steering mechanism, as shown in Fig. 5.15. 
The purpose of developing the second type of algorithms is to remedy the drawback that 
the radius of curvature of the path generated for the reference point using the first type 
may be less than 	The second kind of algorithms, however, still suffers from some 
drawbacks: 
Eqs. (5.2) to (5.4) hold only when the reference point is chosen at the midpoint of the 
rear axle. If the reference point is chosen on the other point, say, one of the vertices of the 
robot body or the mass center, the kinematics will be different. 
Eqs. (5.2) to (5.4) do not completely describe the relative positions of all the wheels to 
the rigid body. Therefore, they are not a complete description of the kinematics of a car-
like robot. For example, in Fig. 5.14 (a) and (b), the relative positions of the three wheels 
on both robots are identical, and both of the robots satisfy (5.2) to (5.4). However, the 
relative positions of the three wheels to each of the two rigid bodies are different, which 
leads to their different kinematics. 
Therefore the second type of algorithms is still not suitable to the car-like and dual drive 
robots. A complete and formal description of the path planning problem taking account of 
kinematics for a ear-like robot will be given in next chapter. 
Note that Brooks's approach [23] mentioned in chapter 3 is a special case. Although the 
kinematic constraints are not explicitly expressed in this approach, the two basic motions 
assumed are implicitly compatible with the kinematic constraints only when the reference 
point is at the fixed axle of the dual drive robot. This is the reason why in some cases the 
approach is suitable to the dual drive robot. This approach is not suitable to a car-like 
robot. 
5.4 Summary 
Path planning is a central theme for creating an autonomous wheeled mobile robot. In this 
chapter, we have given a brief but critical review of the algorithms presently available for 
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wheeled mobile robots, and shown their suitability to each of the four kinds of wheeled 
mobile robots. 
The conclusions that can be made are as follows: 
For synchro drive and steering robots, their motion is always a translation. Therefore all 
the approaches for a point robot are suitable to this kind of robots once the COA(B) is 
computed using the slice projection method with fixed orientation. 
For omnidirectional robots, the three parameters xP , y, and 0 are independent of each 
other, and there is no general kinematic constraint equation. All the algorithms which 
consider the size and location of obstacles and the size of the robot are suitable if they can 
find a desired motion. However, how to deal with the change of the orientation angle when 
using the slice projection method to find a desired motion remains a problem. 
For car-like and dual drive robots, their motion is restricted by a general kinematic 
constraint resulting from the fixed wheels. All the existing algorithms except Brooks's 
method are not suitable. Under the condition that the reference point is at the fixed axle of 
the dual drive robot, Brooks's approach is suitable to the dual drive robot, but still 
unsuitable to the car-like robot. 
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Chapter 6 
Path planning for a wheeled mobile robot 
with nonholonomic constraint and steering 
angle limit 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapters 2 and 3, we have established the kinematic models for the four kinds of robots 
and analyzed in greater depth their kinematic characteristics. In chapter 5, we have 
examined the suitability of the available algorithms to each of the four kinds of robots and 
concluded that the presently available path planning algorithms can not be directly applied 
to thecar-like and dual drive robots. The objective of this chapter is first to give a formal 
description of the path planning problem and then to develop an algorithm for a car-like 
robot (CLR) with a steering angle limit. Our attention here is focused on a CLR rather than 
on a dual-drive robot (DDR) because a DDR can be treated as a special case of a CLR 
with an equivalent steering angle limit bmax = 90° (the definition of the 5,nax  is given in 
chapter 3). In other words, any paths generated for a CLR must be applicable to a DDR 
with the same size of the robot body and the same relative position of the fixed axle to the 
robot body. 
Since the path planning algorithm presented later will use the same kinematic model as 
that used in highway design which is usually called geometric design, the algorithm is also 
called a geometric method. 
From previous analysis, it can be seen that the following four points are key ones for the 
path planning problem for a CLR and must be taken into account. 
1. Rotation. Rotation of a CLR when it follows a curved path must occur. Only in one case 
where the path followed is a straight line and the CLR's initial orientation angle coincides 
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with the direction of the straight line, does a pure translation occur. However, in practice, 
this situation rarely appears. 
Dependence of a CLR's orientation angle on its reference path. The orientation angle is 
obtained by solving the general constraint equation (2.13) when it follows a specified path.. 
Corresponding to every given initial orientation angle and every generated path, there 
exists a unique solution to (2.13) for 0. This inherent characteristic of a practical CLR 
tells us that before a path is found (if it exists), one can not know exactly the CLR's 
orientation angle when the CLR follows it. Thus, the slice projection method is not 
applicable to car-like robots. 
Saturation of the steering mechanism. Whenever a reference path (we call it an 
approximate global path) for a CLR is generated, the steering angle needed to follow this 
path must be computed to check the motion feasibility against the steering angle limit. 
Satisfaction of the goal orientation angle. 
6.2 A general formulation of path planning problem for a CLR 
In order to satisfy the kinematic constraints, we introduce the following definitions. In 
path planning problem for a CLR, we call a path from the starting point to the goal point 
feasible if and only if it satisfies both the requirements of being collision-free and being 
within the steering angle limit. A feasible path only means it is safe and can be followed, 
but it offers no guarantee of satisfaction of the goal orientation requirement. We call a 
feasible path a final path if it satisfies the goal orientation requirement. Obviously, the 
purpose for planning a path is to find a final path. 
We here attempt to give a general formulation of the path planning problem for a CLR 
while taking into account the kinematic constraints, and then a possible algorithm 
structure for solving the find-path problem is proposed. First we need to derive the 
expression of the boundary of a CLR A when its reference point follows a reference path. 
Suppose a point with coordinates (x, y) in terms of the global reference frame and (x 1 , y1) 
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in terms of the local reference frame is located at the boundary of the CLR, then the 
boundary can be represented as the following implicit form in terms of the local reference 
frame 
	
F'A(xl,yl) = 0 
	
(6.1) 
where 1'A  (x 1 , y 1 ) is compact (i.e. closed and bounded) and continuous functions of the 
coordinates (x 1 ,y 1 ). 
il 
Envelope of rA = 0 	
yp = f (xe) 
r'A = 0 
x 
Fig. 6.1 illustration of the boundary of Robot A 
From (2.1), it follows that 
IX
(xi] =  I —x)coso+(y—y)sinO1d 	(x—x) sinO+ (y —y cosO] 	 (6.2) 
Substituting (6.2) into (6.1) yields 
rA[(xxP)cosof(yyP)s1no,(xxP)srnO+(yyP)cosO] = 0 (6.3) 
In (6.3), if the reference path y = f(x) is given, then the orientation angle can be 
obtained from the general constraint equation (2.13) or (3.3). Therefore, (6.3) describes a 
family of the boundary curves for robot A in terms of the global reference frame. Fig. 6.1 
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shows such an example when robot A is a disc with radius R and the reference point at its 
center. In this example, A (x 1 , y 1 ) = x + y = R2 . Eq. (6.3) becomes 
(x_x) 2 + (y—y) 2 = R 2 . 
The boundary of the ith obstacle can be represented as the following implicit form in 
terms of the global reference frame 
rB(x,v) = O,i = 1,2. ...... . n 	 (6.4) 
Suppose the initial position of the CLR is collision-free, and the CLR and obstacles are 
compact. If there is a path taken by the reference point of the CLR such that the boundary 
curve of the CLR expressed by (6.3) and the boundary curves of the obstacles expressed 
by (6.4) do not intersect each other, this path must be a collision-free path. If a collision-
free path satisfies the requirement of the steering angle limit, it then becomes a feasible 
path. The purpose for path planning is to find a final path. Therefore, mathematically, a 
path planning problem for a CLR can be described formally as: 
Given FA  (x 1 , y 1 ) = 0, JT (x, y) = 0, the initial position (x 1 ye ,) of the reference 
point and initial orientation angle 0, of the CLR, and the goal position (Xpg Y pg ) of the 
reference point and the goal orientation angle °g  of the CLR, find a continuous function 
y, = f(x) as the reference path such that it satisfies the following conditions: 
1. ypi = f(x) and Ypg = f(Xpg). 
2.xd0 = (sin0—f'(x)cos0)dx. 
Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) have no points of intersection. 
The needed steering angle obtained from (3.8) satisfies the inequality constraint (3.9). 
The goal orientation obtained from (2.13) at the goal point satisfies 09• 
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As discussed previously, rotation of a robot, namely, the orientation angle change of a 
robot is the most difficult thing to deal with. A possible way one can do to alleviate this 
difficulty is first to find an approximate global path as fast as possible without considering 
the orientation change and then to test it for potential collisions with obstacles and 
saturations of the steering mechanism taking the kinematic constraints into account. If 
collisions or saturations are detected, then use the information obtained during the tests to 
plan a local path for correcting the collisions or saturations. The procedure for testing and 
correcting continues until a feasible path is found. After that, check the requirement of the 
goal orientation. If it is not satisfied, another local planning for adjusting the goal 
orientation angle must be devised. Clearly, this work can only be done after a feasible path 
has been found. A possible path planning algorithm may consist of the following parts: 
A coarse subalgorithm for finding an approximate globaEasy to be generated. 
A testing subalgorithm for testing the potential collisions with obstacles, saturations of 
the steering mechanism, and the satisfaction of the goal orientation. 
A local path planning subalgorithm for correcting the collisions and saturations 
encountered, and for meeting goal orientation. 
6.3 Finding an approximate global path for a CLR 
There are many ways to generate an approximate global path. Any approach discussed 
previously may be a candidate. However, a good approximate global path should meet the 
following requirements: 
• Easy to be generated. 
• Smooth. 
• Adaptive to the environment. 
• Easy to be used for checking the potential collisions and saturations. 
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• Able to offer information for recovery from possible collisions or saturations encoun-
tered. 
The third point means that the path should be a measure of the sparseness of the 
workspace. For example, finding a global path should be much easier in an uncluttered 
environment than that in a cluttered one. According to these requirements, we will here 
develop an algorithm for finding an approximate global path. 
Fig. 6.2 The boundary of the CLR is encompassed by two circles with 
the same center, different radiuses Rmax and Rmjn.  The shrinking 
radius R8 between Rmjn  and Rmax is used to generate an global path. 
The choice of the reference point is always the first consideration in path planning for a 
CLR. Its choice is affected by kinematic constraints, the algorithms devised and other 
factors. For example, when the reference point is chosen at any point on the rear axle (this 
is the case where most studies do), if the first derivative of the reference path is 
discontinuous, a discontinuity of the orientation angle will occur at the discontinuous 
point. Consequently, this will cause discontinuity of the velocity and acceleration of any 
point in the CLR. This undesired characteristic can be alleviated by moving the reference 
point away from the rear axle. When the reference point is chosen behind the rear axle, an 
undesired pirouette may occur. These two situations are examples showing the effect of 
the kinematic constraints on the choice of the reference point. The algorithmic effect on it 
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is also clear. For example, in reference [114], when the CLR and obstacles are closed and 
bounded polygonal bodies, and the slice projection technique is employed, the reference 
point is chosen at one of the vertices of the CLR to generate a polygonal Cspace obstacles, 
thus to reduce the computational complexity for the Cspace obstacles and the graph 
searching procedure followed. 
Let the CLR A be a bounded convex polygon, its boundary be .JTA  (marked by the thick 
lines in Fig. 6.2), and a, be any point on rA.  In this thesis, the reference point is chosen 
according to the following definition. Choose an arbitrary point on the robot, let d, be the 
distance from a i to this point, then there exists at least one point among all the a, which 
maximizes d,. Denote the distance as maxa E rAf The origin is chosen so that 
maxa  € rAf 
is minimized over all possible points on the robot. The coordinate axes x 1 
and Yl  are chosen so that the direction of the x 1 axis is always perpendicular to the rear 
axle of the CLR and from the rear axle to the front axle. 
For a rectangular rigid robot, the origin generated from this definition is located at the 
symmetric center; for a circular robot, it is at the center. Obviously, for these two typical 
robot structures, the definition of the origin leads to the important property that 
a € rAf 
is maximized. After the reference point is chosen as defined above, let R max 
denote the miii (maxa € rA'ti) and Rmn denote the max (min a  € rAi Consequently, 
the difference between R, and R d,, is also minimized (for a circular robot, it is zero). 
The boundary of the CLR will be encompassed by two circles, one with the central point 
at the origin and the radius of R, and the other with the same central point but different 
radius of Rmin,  as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
As pointed out in chapter 5, the shortcoming of the slice projection method [114] is that 
every time for finding a Cspace obstacle, it must assume an orientation angle range which 
is difficult to deal with. We here use a different strategy to find a global path. Although the 
slice projection technique is not adopted, we still employ the concept of Cspace obstacles 
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to represent the grown obstacles. Our strategy is first to expand the obstacles by a circle 
with radius R rather than a polygon for generating the Cspace obstacles and then to search 
the Cspace obstacles to find a shortest path. Obviously, this strategy can reduce the 
computational burden compared with the slice projection method and the smoothness of 
the generated path is significantly improved. 
Fig. 6.3 The shortest approximate global path among Cspace obstacles 
For every shrinking radius R > 	as shown in Fig. 6.2, two steps are required to find 
an approximate global path for a CLR. The first step is to compute the Cspace obstacles 
that are called the generalized polygonal obstacles [103]. The second step is to use an 
algorithm for a point robot to search the Cspace obstacles. Clearly, the encompassed part 
of the robot by the circle of radius Rs is collision-free if an approximate global path can be 
found corresponding to the shrinking radius R.  We will use this property in later sections. 
A tangent graph method for a point robot among such a generalized polygonal obstacles 
has been presented in references [103, 1121 and can be employed here to generate a 
shortest approximate global path. Fig. 6.3 shows a typical example. 
We return to discuss the benefit from the choice of the reference point. If R,, is used to 
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grow the original polygonal obstacles, any path generated for a point among the Cspace 
obstacles will certainly be a collision-free path whatever the orientation angle of the CLR 
is. In this case, test for collision with obstacles is not needed. Since 
Rmax = mm (maxa E rAa the choice of the reference point makes it most possible to 
find a collision-free, approximate global path in an uncluttered environment. 
On the other hand, if Rmin  is used to grow the obstacles, and no path is found by the 
algorithm [103, 112] for a point robot among the Cspace obstacles, then it can be 
concluded that there exists no path for the CLR however it is maneuvered among the 
obstacles because of the completeness of the algorithm used. In this case, since 
Rmi,, = max (mifla € rA"i)' the choice of the reference point increases the possibility to 
find that there is no path available in a cluttered environment. 
The foregoing two cases are easily handled. If the opposite search results are reached, 
namely, the first two iterations of using 	and 	fail and succeed, respectively, in 
finding an approximate global path, then we devise an equal-interval decreasing search 
scheme for RS  between R,7 and Rj,j . Divide the interval [Rm in , R] into n equal 
subintervals, and thus, the length of every subinterval equals to A = 
R max Rmin 
Lt 
R3 = Rmax - A and R 51  = R (i - 1) - A (i = 4. 5....... , n+1), then use R3 as the next 
shrinking radius. if the third iteration fails, choose R4, and so on until an approximate 
global path for the biggest shrinking radius Rs is found, provided that n is big enough. 
Note that this is not the only possible search order. In fact, the order of the choice of R5 in 
[Rmin , R,] is perfectly arbitrary. 
In practice, due to errors from various sources, a robot is never able to exactly follow a 
prescribed path. A path is error-tolerant if the robot will not come to harm when it makes a 
small deviation from the path. With this in mind, we call a robust path to be one that 
maintains a prescribed minimum width (and that is thereby error-tolerant). If uncertainty 
is taken into account, a safety distance Rsaje  is assumed, then the actual minimum 
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shrinking radius Rsr,,in must be equal to 
Rsmin = Rsaje + Rm i,i 
	 (6.5) 
The generated path consists of a concatenation of line-circular segments. The tangent of 
the path at every transition point is continuous. Since the reference chosen is usually not at 
the rear axle, from theorems 3.5 and 3.6 we can conclude the continuities of the 
orientation angle and the steering angle. If an approximate global path can be generated 
using a large R, then the environment is sparse; otherwise, the environment is cluttered. 
In this sense, R S  is a good measure of the sparseness of the environment. Therefore we can 
say that the approximate global path generated using this strategy satisfies the first three 
requirements. The following sections will show its other advantages. 
6.4 Detecting satisfaction of the steering angle limit 
Once an approximate path is found, the satisfaction of the steering angle must be tested. 
The formulas needed for the testing have been given in chapter 3. The general procedure 
consists of two steps: 
For every point on the path, calculate the deviation angle. 
Check whether or not the deviation angle falls within the feasible deviation angle 
intervals. 
Theoretically, checking at every point along the path is unrealistic. A natural idea is to 
check at some special points such that the tests at these points can offer enough 
information to judge the satisfaction along the whole path. Since the approximate path 
consists of the special form of curves, i.e. the combination of straight lines and circular 
arcs (see theorem 6.1), we will give a more efficient checking method. 
Theorem 6.1: The approximate global path for a CLR produced by the tangent graph 
method for a point robot among the generalized polygonal obstacles consists only of a 
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collection of straight lines and circular arcs. 
Proof. See reference [103]. 
6.4.1 Straight line motion 
Theorem 6.2: For a car-like robot moving along a straight line from point Qj to point Q2, 
if the deviation angles at Q j  and Q2  fall into the feasible intervals, then at any point 
between Qj  and Q2,  the deviation angle must also fall into the feasible intervals. 
Proof. In order to prove this theorem, we only need to prove that for any straight line 
motion, the deviation angle 0 is always monotonic with respect to x i,. For a straight line 
	
motion, a is a constant. Thus 	= -s!. -da = --. From (3.20), we can observe that for 
dx 	dx1, dx 	dx1, 
dO 	dO 	 do. 	 . 	 d. 
any 0 and , — ~ o or - ~ o holds, and - is always monotomc. Therefore, - is 
dx dx dx dx 
p 	 p 	 p 	 p 
always monotonic and the proof is complete. 
The importance of theorem 6.2 lies in the fact that it significantly reduces the complexity 
of the test procedure for the satisfaction of the steering angle limit. For every straight line, 
only two end points are needed to be tested. 
1. 
Fig. 6.4 A schematic for straight line motion 
Furthermore, if the reference point is chosen at the geometric center (it is usually in front 
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(Ut 	_1800+sin4 (1/k) 
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as the robot moves forwards (Fig. 6.4). If the deviation angle at point Qi  is in the 
neighborhood of 00,  then only point Qi  is needed to be tested for the satisfaction of the 
steering angle limit. Therefore, we further have the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.3: Provided that the reference point is chosen in front of the rear axle and the 
deviation angle at point Qj is in the neighborhood of 0°, if the steering angle limit at point 
Qj is satisfied, then the steering angle limit at point Q2  must also be satisfied. 
Proof. In this case, x < 0, the reference point is in front of the rear axle. The conclusion is 
straightforward from Tables 3.1 and 3.3. 
6.4.2 Circular motion 
Theorem 6.4: For a car-like robot moving along a circular arc from point Q to point Q2, 
if the deviation angles at Qj and Q2  fall into the feasible intervals, then at any point 
between Qj and Q2,  the deviation angle must also fall into the feasible intervals. 
k>! 	 k<-1 
Fig. 6.5 illustration of the monotony of deviation angle 
Proof. For simplicity and without losing generality, we assume that the circular motion is 
a right turn motion and Qi  coincides with S, as shown in Fig. 3.9. Therefore, (3.22), 
(3.23), and (3.25) also apply. The definition = 0— a given in chapter 3 and (3.23) 
result in = 0+ i.ot - 90 0 ,  which in turn leads to - 
d




- = l—ksin13 
dcot 
(6.6) 
where k = _. Note that the above derivation does not restrict the sign of x . That is, the 
reference point may be chosen anywhere. In the following, we will prove the monotony of 
the deviation angle 13 with respect to @t for any k and initial deviation angle (30. 
Case 1: RI :5. 1 
dp 
In this case, it is obvious that the inequality, 	= 1 - ksinl3 ~t 0, always holds. 13  is 
monotonically non-decreasing with respect to cot. Therefore theorem 6.4 holds. 
Case 2: IkI >1 
In this case, the solution of (6.6) is 




13 = 2arctan (. 




900 ~ 	 1,k>1 
where c 
= 	 13 
4k- 1' 
d = 	z'0 = tan( 2 
and sgn (k) 
= 	k 
Let X = (c-4-z'0) o:dsgn(k)  + (c—z' 0) andY = c[(c+z'0) .e(0tdh1 	- (c—z' 0)J ,then 
dY dX 
= dsgn (k) (c + z'0) eO)td 
sgn (k) and -- = cdsgn (k) (c + z' 0) . e°' sgn 	Thus we have 
dot 
d13 	dcot 	dcot 
= 2• 
2cdsgn (k) (c 2 - z') e0)t(I 
sgn (k) 
= 2 	 2 	 (6.8) x2 + 	 + 
dP 
For any given IkI > 1 and 13, either - ~ 0 or 	~ 0 holds for any cot Therefore 13 is dat 	dwt 
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always monotomc with respect to ot and theorem 6.4 holds. 
A typical change of P with respect to cot when Iki > 1 is depicted in Fig. 6.5. 
6.4.3 Combination of straight line and circular motions 
From theorems 6.2 to 6.4, we can readily reach the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.5: For a car-like robot moving along a line-circular combination, if the 
reference point is in front of the rear axle and the steering angle limit at every transition 
point from a circular arc to a straight line is satisfied, then the steering angle limit at the 
whole path must also be satisfied. 
Theorems 6.5 indicates that the transition points from circular arcs to straight lines are the 
most possible ones that may violate the steering angle limit. In the following we give a 
sufficient condition for a saturation-free tracking of the approximate global path. Since the 
steering angle for tracing a circular motion is monotonic and tends to a constant, denoted 
4aioo 
which is described in (3.33), if this constant is less than the given steering angle 
limit 5,nax'  then the steering angle at every transition point must also be less than the 
steering angle limit. From (3.13) and (3.33) we can obtain the following theorem which 
gives a conservative estimate for the minimum saturation-free shrinking radius R 8 . 
Theorem 6.6: If the shrinking radius R s satisfies 
R 	
L 	2 = I_I 	 (6.9) 4 tan Siflnax 
then the steering angle needed for tracing the approximate global path must satisfy the 
steering angle limit. 
6.5 Two sufficient conditions for collision-free tracking 
In this section, we use a geometric method to derive two sufficient conditions for 
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collision-free tracking of a straight line and a circular arc generated by the method 
described in section 6.3. 
6.5.1 Straight line motion 
e path 
Fig. 6.6 illustration of the relationship between R s and the robot for straight line motion 




________ and cosy = ___ TL ____ 	(6. 10) 
7TL 2 + W 2 	JTL 2 + W 2 
The distance of point E to the reference path, EE 1 shown in Fig. 6.6, can be expressed as 
TLsin 	I3 + Wcos EE 1 = O1Esin(4-y) 
= 	2 
 
For a straight line motion, the vertex E of the robot is the most dangerous point for 
potential collisions, because the reference point is located at the centre and the robot body 
is symmetric with respect to the center. If the maximum EE 1 corresponding to the 
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maximum max  is less than the.shrinking radius R, then the robot must be collision-free. 
In (6.11), let P = pnax' then we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.7: If the shrinking radius R s satisfies 
TLSflPmax + WCOS, nax 
R~ 	 (6.12) 2 
then the robot must be collision-free when it tracks a straight line. 
6.5.2 Circular motion 
Rs 
Rs 
Fig. 6.7 illustration of the relationship between Rs and robot for circular motion 
Fig. 6.7 shows the case of a circular motion. The expression for OE can be obtained from 
the Cosine theorem as 




(a) (b) (c) 
W 2.5 1.8 1.5 
TF 6.2 0.3 0.2 
L 1.3 2.7 1.1 
TB 2.5 0.5 0.2 







where 010 = R S  and 0 1 E = (TL2 + W2) 1/2/2. 
If the maximum OE corresponding to the maximum max  is less than 2R,  then the robot 
must be collision-free. In (6.13), let P = inax' then we have the following theorem (the 
derivation is omitted). 
Theorem 6.8: If the shrinking radius R. satisfies 
R S  > (
WCOSmax + TLsin max) + J(Wcosp,nax + TLsinIi max 
) 2 + 3 (TL2 + W2 ) 
then the robot must be collision-free when it tracks a circular arc. 
6.5.3 Illustrative example 
Fig. 6.8 Three typical vehicles and their dimensions (values in meters) 
(a) A commercial design rigid vehicle (b) An ordinary car (c) A Laboratory robot 
The sufficient conditions for saturation-free and collision-free motions given in theorems 
6.6 - 6.8 as well as Rsmin and Rms defined in section 6.3 provide some important criteria 
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for choosing the shrinking radius to generate an approximate global path. In the following 
we use three typical robot dimensions to illustrate this. 
Fig. 6.8 shows the three typical vehicles and their dimensions: (a) a commercial design 
rigid vehicle, (b) an ordinary car, and (c) a laboratory robot, and their dimensions. 
Suppose their steering angle limits are all 45° and the safety distance to the obstacles, 
Rsafe  given in (6.5), is 1 meter. Using these as our simulation parameters, the needed 
shrinking radius guaranteeing saturation-free (SF) and collision-free (CF) for straight line 
motion (SM) and circular motion (CM) is shown in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 The needed shrinking radius guaranteeing saturation-free (SF) and 
collision-free (CF) for straight line motion (SM) and circular motion (CM) 












Vehicle 450 21.960 6.69 3.03 4.15 2.25 5.15 
Car 450 24.840 2.97 1.55 1.76 1.90 3.94 
Robot 450 26.650 1.23 1.01 1.03 1.75 2.12 
Table 6.1 indicates that for short robot (i.e., the TL/W is smaller, in this example, the 
robot), since Rsmin is larger than SF Rs for CM and CF Rs for both SM and CM, any 
approximate global path generated using R snjin as shrinking radius must be saturation-free 
and collision-free; for medium long vehicle (in this example, the car), since R rn  is larger 
than CF Rs for both SM and CM but less than SF R8 for CM, the approximate global path 
generated using Rsmin as shrinking radius is only collision-free, and thus, steering 
saturation must be checked; for long vehicle (the TL/W is bigger), Rsmin is less than SF R 
for CM and CF Rs for both SM and CM, Saturation and collision testing must be carried 
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out simultaneously. 
6.6 Detecting potential collisions of a polygonal CLR with 
polygonal obstacles 
The subjects of this and next sections are to consider the problem of determining the 
collisions of a polygonal CLR with polygonal obstacles as the robot moves along a path. 
In this section, we develop the point-to-point detection method, while the envelope 
detection method is presented in the next section. 
Since only the boundary of the robot has the possibility of collisions with obstacles, the 
first problem considered here is how to determine the locus of every point on the boundary 
of the robot and then how to check the possibility of collisions with the obstacles. 
Let the vertices of the edge EF for a polygonal robot be E and F. For simplification, we 
only show in the following how to determine the loci of points on one of its edges, say EF, 
and how to test its collisions with obstacles in the workspace. The same procedure of 
derivation applies to the other edges of the polygonal robot.' 
At any instant, the positions of points E and F can be obtained from (2.1) 
= [xe icosO — ye isinO+x;l 
[Ye] 	LxeisinO+yeicosO+ypj 	
(6.15) 
= [xft cosO_yJ1 sinO+x1 
[y.J 	[xftsinO+yflcosO+yp] 	
(6.16) 
Any point in the edge EF can be expressed as an equality and an inequality: 
YY e = kei(XXe)kei= 
Ye - Yj 	
(6.17) 
Xe - X1 
mm (Xe,  x1):9 x :9 max (Xe,  x1) 	 (6.18) 
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where x and y represent the coordinates of any point on edge EF in terms of the global 
reference frame; mm (Xe, X1) means the minimum of Xe  and x1; and max (Xe,  x1) means 
the maximum of Xe  and x1. 
Note that we can also use (6.1) and (6.3) to obtain (6.17) and (6.18), but the derivation is 
less straightforward than that used here when the robot is a polygon. 
Suppose the coordinates of thejth and (j+1)th vertices of the ith polygonal obstacle B, are 
denoted by and respectively, in terms of the global 
reference frame. Then the coordinates of any point on the segment connecting b, and 
b 1+1 are given in the same forms as those of (6.17) and inequality (6.18): 
y - 	= ki, j (x - 	k 1  j = 
Y1,+i = Y,,J 	
(6.19) 
i,j+ 1 	Xi,j 
min(x,X 1+1 ) < x< max(x,,x, + 1) 	 (6.20) 
The solution of (6.17) and (6.19), i.e., the coordinates of the intersection point of the two 
straight lines, can be obtained as 
= 	
(6.21) 
kej(Yi,j - k, 3x) - 	(Ye - ke/te) 	
(6. 22) Y = 
	 kejki,j 
It is obvious that if and only if the x-coordinate of the intersection point, given in (6.21), 
does not satisfy both the inequalities (6.18) and (6.20), which means that the edge EF of 
the CLR has no collisions with the edge b1b11 of the ith obstacle B,, then EF is. 
collision-free with the edge bb, +j; Furthermore, if and only if EF has no collisions with 
all the edges of the obstacle B 1, then EF is collision-free with B 1; If and only if all the 
edges of the robot have no collisions with all the edges of the obstacles in the workspace, 
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then the robot is collision-free and the approximate path is collision-free. 
In implementing the checking algorithm using (6.21), two difficulties with slopes arise. 
The first one we can see is that for vertical line segments, the denominators of the slopes in 
both (6.17) and (6.19) are zero, and thus the slopes are infinite. In this case, there is no y-
intercept. The second one is that the denominator of (6.21) is zero when the two lines are 
parallel. These two special cases must be handled. A computer representation that uses the 
same geometrical ideas but is able to avoid these two special cases can be found in 
reference [146]. 
6.7 Envelope of a polygonal CLR 
The advantage of the checking method developed in section 6.6 for collisions is that it is 
very efficient when only some critical points such as the transition points between straight 
lines and circular arcs are required to be checked. Unfortunately, until now we have not 
been able to prove that the critical points are sufficient to offer enough information about 
the potential collisions. When every point along the reference path is needed to be 
checked, this method is not very efficient. 
The envelope of a family of curves is a very important concept used in Computer Aided 
Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM). It is actually a curve formed 
by the boundary of the swept area of the family of the curves. The underlying idea to use 
the envelope for checking collisions is that if the envelope is collision-free, then the family 
of curves forming the envelope must also be collision-free. In this section, we establish the 
expression of the envelope of the robot when it follows the approximate path to simplify 
the detection for the potential collisions with obstacles. The feature of the method 
developed in this section is that for every part (a segment of a straight line or a circular arc,. 
no matter how long, is called a part) of the whole path, only a nonlinear equation is needed 
to be solved to check the collisions. In other words, this method do not need to check at 
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every point, but to check for every part. 
6.7.1 Envelope of a family of curves 
We first derive the equations which determine the envelope of a family of plane curves. If 
a family of curves are represented in an implicit equation f(x, y, t) = 0 at time t, then 
each of the points of the boundary curve must satisfy this equation for some value of t. In 
order to derive the conditions the envelope must satisfy, let consider the intersection 
between two curves f(x, y, t) = 0 and f(x, y, t + öt) = 0. The intersection between 
them will be close to the boundary curve for small öt. At this intersection, since both 
f(x, y, t) = 0 and f(x, y, t + ôt) = 0 are zero there, we can write 
f(x, y, t + ôt) —f(x, y, t) 
 
öt 	
= 0 	 (6.23) 
It follows that the boundary point satisfies this equation in the limit as or - 0. Thus the 
envelope is found by solving the equations 
f(x,y,t) = 0 	 (6.24) 
and 
af 
W(xyt) = 0 	 (6.25) 
simultaneously. 
If, on the other hand, the curves of the family f(x, y, t)=0 are described by the parametric 
equations 
x = x(u,t) 	 (6.26) 
y = y(u,t) 	 (6.27) 
where u is the parameter describing the points on any given curve, and t is the parameter 
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distinguishing 	the 	different 	curves 	of 	the 	family, 	then 
f(x,y,t) = f (x (u, t), y ( u, t), t) = F (u, t) , say, so that F (u, t) =0.Thus 
aF afar afay - 
au 	aau avJu 
aFaf ax afay aj 
(6.29) 
for all points on any member of the family. 
For points on the envelope, however, (6.25) holds, so that (6.28) and (6.29) become 
	
afax aj ay 
= 0 	 (6.30) 
aJax af ay
+ 5 at
= 0 	 (6.31) 
af 	af 	 af 
Considering (6.30) and (6.31) as equations for - and -, we find that, unless ax ay ax 
and 
af 
= 0, we must have 
axay axay - 
FU i 	- 
(6.32) 
If, alternatively, F and 	are both zero, then the tangent to the curve f(x, y, t) = 0 is
ay 
not defined and the curve must have a cusp when this occurs. 
Thus for a family of smooth curves, we may obtain the parametric equation of the 
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envelope by eliminating either u or t from (6.26) and (6.27) with the aid of (6.32). 
6.7.2 Envelope of a polygonal CLR 
In what follows, applying the above theory to our study we derive the envelope of a 







We still consider one of its edges, say EF, as an example. Any point located between E and 





+U(Xji_ Xei )lø ~ u ~ i 	 (6.34) 
YiJ 	ei(Yfi.Y e i)j 
1i - [x 1 coso—y 1 sino+x;l 
Li - [xisinø+yicosø+yp] 	 (6.35) 
Differentiating (6.34) and (6.35), we have 
[a1 	[ax 1 	ay1 	1 
a7U I I-cosO--smOI IOu-- au I 	[(x11  Xei) cosO— (YiiYe i) 10l 
I (6.36) ay = ax 1 ay1 = [(xji Xe i) sinO+ (y11 —y1) cosoj  
Ol 
[j [ U sin O + au —cosj
[a1 
IjI 	[(—x 1 sine—y 1 coso)6+l 
	
aYI = (xicosO_ysin6)O+pj 	 (6.3?) LTtJL 
In order to eliminate (x 1 , y 1 ), substituting (6.34) into (6.37) and taking (6.35) into 
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account, we have 
[a1 




Substituting (6.36) and (6.38) into (6.32), we obtain the expression of u which is used to 
determine the locus of the envelope of EF 
ayax 
Ye FU 
U = 	ax 	ay 	 (6.39) 
[(Xi_Xe)_+ (Yf — Ye)]O 
Eq. (6.39) indicates that u is a function of x(t) and y(t). If substituting (6.33), (6.34) and 
(6.39) into (6.35), we can observe that the locus of the envelope of the family of EF can be 
expressed as the function of x(t) and y(t). Therefore the checking collision problem is 
converted into the problem of determining the intersection of (6.35) with a straight line, 
i.e., an edge of the obstacle B, expressed by (6.19) and (6.20). 
6.8 Recovery from failure 
When a CLR tracks a straight line, the deviation angle tends to zero. Thus the swept area 
of the robot will become smaller and smaller. Since the shrinking radius R5 is always 
bigger than the width of the robot, the possibility of collisions and saturations is relatively 
lower during a straight line motion than that during a turning. Generally speaking, the 
most dangerous points of collisions and saturations are located near corners of the 
obstacles, especially the vertices. The situation is worsen when a sharp turn is 
encountered. 
People can drive a car around a corner easily. That is because the curbs at corners have 
been designed using design vehicles [232] and the resulting corner curbs consist of 
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circular arcs and straight lines. In robotic community, the workspace is usually assumed to 
be full of polygonal obstacles which make the collisions and saturations occur more 
frequently. In this section, we use two curves introduced by Nelson [137] to recover from 
collisions and saturations at corners if they are found. 
6.8.1 Quintic polynomial paths 
Curves that produce a transition between parallel lanes in the same direction are usually 
called lane-change maneuvers. Here we give a brief introduction of the single quintic 
polynomial segment that provides a continuous-curvature transition between the parallel 
lanes of travel [137]. 
The general expression for a quintic polynomial in Cartesian coodinates is 
Y(X) = a0 +a 1x+a2x2 +a3x3 +a4x4 +a5x5 
Consider the lane-change maneuver in the coordinate frame shown in Fig. 6.9 (a). The six 
coefficients in (6.40) are chosen to satisfy the position, slope, and curvature constraints of 
this maneuver, namely 
Y = 	= O,K = Oatx = 0 	 (6.41) dx 
dy 
Y = Ye' 	= 0, K = 0 at X = X 	 (6.42) dx 
where K is the curvature of y (x). 
The quintic polynomial satisfying constraints (6.41) and (6.42) has only three nonzero 





- 	 Xe 	
(i;)] (6.43) 
The quintic polynomial curve resulting from (6.43) is shown in Fig. 6.9 (a). The curvature 
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function in Fig. 6.9 (b) shows that the quintic polynomial provides the desired continuous 
curvature path. The maximum curvature and curvature-rate for the function shown in Fig. 
6.9 (b) increase directly with the lane change slope ratio Y e/X e • This ratio must be chosen 
sufficiently low so that the resulting continuous steering function does not violate the peak 
steering and steering-rate constraints for a particular car-like robot. Given that these 
constraints are met, the simple three term expression (6.43) for the quintic polynomial 
applies to lane-change segments of arbitrary location and orientation in the workspace 
layout by transforming from the coordinate frame shown in Fig. 6.9 (a) to the coordinate 
frame aligned with the lane-change starting point. 
V 
x 









Fig. 6.9 (a) Lane-change maneuver using a quintic polynomial segment 
(b) curvature function of the quintic polynomial 
6.8.2 Polar spline paths 
Curves that produce a smooth transition between lines intersecting at an arbitrary angle, 
and are symmetric with respect to the intersection point, are usually called arc turns. The 
turn angle is measured in the direction of the change of heading with counter-clockwise 
positive. 
A cartesian quintic polynomial, given by (6.40), can be used to provide continuous- 
curvature turns that are close in shape to arc turns, provided the magnitude of the turn 
angle is less than about 450 For larger angles, however, the quintic begins to curve away 
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from the circular arc and "blows up", i.e., has coefficients tending to infinity, as the turn 
angle approaches 900  [137]. This problem could be avoided by segmenting a large-angle 
turn into several smaller turns, but a concatenation of curve segments requires additional 
computation that should be avoided. 
Nelson [137] introduced a single, smooth curve segment that does not deviate far in shape 
from the circular arc it will replace and yet can satisfy the position, heading, and curvature 
constraints imposed at the start and end points. The polar coordinates of the curve, with 
the curve specified by the polar length r, as a function of the polar angle ii , , are chosen so 
that the independent variable changes relatively uniformly with respect to the distance 
along the curve, regardless of the total angle. The curve r (iy) , expressed as a polynomial 
in i, has the general form 
r() = a0 +a1 w+a2 w2 +a3 1V3 +a4w4 + 	 (6.44) 
where the number of the terms needed depends on the number of conditions imposed. 
Consider arc turns in the coordinate frame shown in Fig. 6.10. Here, R is the radius of the 
circular arc connecting the two line segments, and c1 is the total angle of the turn. The 
position, slope, and curvature constraints on the polynomial (6.44) for the desired arc turns 
are 
r=R,r' = 0,K = Oatw = 0 	 (6.45) 
r=R,r' = 0,K=0atiy= 4' 	 (6.46) 
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where s is the distance along the reference path, and a is the angle of the tangent to the 
reference path. 
15 15 
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Fig. 6.10 Polar spline segments for arc turns of (a) 45, (b) 75, (c) 90, and 
(d) 105. The corresponding circular arc turns are shown as dotted lines 
For a path defined in polar coordinates (r,), the tangent angle can be expressed as 
a = rc/2 + iy - arctan (r'/r) 	 (6.48) 
Differentiating (6.48) with respect to v gives 
dot - 1 rr"—r'2 
d - 	r2 +r'2 
(6.49) 
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where r" = 
d2 
dxV 
The infinitesimal change in path length ds is given in polar form by 
ds = (r2 + r'2) 
1/2 
dV 	 (6.50) 
Using (6.49) and (6.50) in (6.47) yields the desired expression for the curvature, namely 
r2 + 2r' 2 — rr" 
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Fig. 6.11(a) Curvature functions for the spline segments of Fig. 7.10. The curvature 
functions for the corresponding circular arcs are shown in dashed lines (b) percent 
increase in peak radial length for single segment polar splines as compared to 
circular arc turns as a function of turn angle 
Using the position and slope constraints of (6.45) and (6.46) in (6.51), it follows that the 
zero curvature constraints in (6.45) and (6.46) are equivalent to requiring that r" = 0 at 
w = 0 and xV = 4. Applying these constraints on r, r' and r" yields four nonzero 
coefficients in (6.44), namely a 0 = R, a2 = R12, a3 = —R/4, and a4 = R/ (24) 2). 
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This polar spline fit between line segments can thus be written as 
 IV 
r() - R (1 	-- 	+ 	 (6.52) - 	 24)) 
The (x, y) coordinates of the polar spline are then obtained from x = rcosw and 
y = rsinjF. 
The continuous-curvature polar splines resulting from (6.52) are shown in Fig. 6.10 for 
four values of the turn angle 4). The curvature functions (6.51) for these four polar spline 
segments are shown in Fig. 6.11(a). The paths and curvature functions for the 
corresponding circular arc turns are also shown (dashed lines in Fig. 11(a)) for 
comparison. For turn angles of 90° or less, the polar spline curvature functions are very 
close to parabolic in shape and are very close to the cubic spiral curves of Kanayama and 
Hartman [85],  which are optimally-smooth curves in the sense of minimizing the integral-
square-curvature rate (centripetal jerk). In this sense, the single-segment polar spines 
provide a simple means to achieve near-optimally smooth arc turns of 90° or less. 
These results suggest that the polar spline is a very appropriate choice for producing 
continuous-curvature arc turns of arbitrary angle. It has a closed-form expression, which is 
a simple function of the turn radius R and turn angle 4). The curve it produces is 
symmetric, has near-optimal smoothness in the sense described above, and is reasonably 
close to the circular arc, although both these qualities begin to degrade for turn angles 
greater than 90°. 
The peak value r of r (w) in (6.52) occurs at the mid-point of the turn, where 
w = (D/2. The ratio of this peak value to the radius of the circular arc is thus given by 
r 	4)2 
-  R - 1+— 
32 
(6.53) 
where 4) is the turn angle in radians. The second term in (6.53), which represents the 
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fractional increase in the peak value of the polar spline radial over that of the circular arc, 
is plotted in Fig. 6.11(b) for turn angles up to 2000.  For right angle turns, the increase is 
only about 8 percent, but it grows as the square of the turn angle, and for 180° turns, it is 
over 30 percent. 
The minimum curvature radius also occurs at the mid-point of the turn. The ratio of this 
minimum radius to the radius of the circular arc is given by 
Pmin - ( 1 + (/32) 2) 2 
R - 1.5+ ((I/32)2 	
(6.54) 
 
6.8.3 Modification of the approximate global path 
Once a saturation of steering angle or a collision with obstacles is found at a corner, the 
following three strategies are used to find a modified approximate global path, as shown in 
Fig. 6.12. 
Use a quintic polynomial fit to produce a lane-change maneuver away from the vertex 
of the obstacle. 
Use a polar spline fit to produce a smooth, curvature-continuous maneuver. 
Use another quintic polynomial to produce another lane-change maneuver. 
In Fig. 6.12, the original global path consists of the straight line AG, the circular arc GH, 
and the straight line BE The modified path consists of the straight line AB, the quintic 
polynomial BC, the polar spline CD, the quintic polynomial DE, and the straight line EF. 
The principle of designing the quintic polynomial fit and the polar spline fit is to have a 
proper clearance to the corner, neither too far nor too close. Our experience shows that the 
saturation-free shrinking radius given in (6.9) is the most suitable candidate for the radius 
R of the circular arc turns a polar spline will replace. The turn angle 4 in (6.52) is 
determined by the original global path. The difference between R and R. corresponds to 
the Ye  in (6.43) while the xe  in (6.43) corresponds to the length of BG in Fig. 6.12 and is 
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determined by the minimum curvature requirement of the quintic polynomial. 
Fig. 6.12 Modified path shown as the segments of the quintic polynomial 
BC, the polar spline CD, and the quintic polynomial DE 
The advantage of these strategies is that they make best use of the clearance everywhere. 
In other words, it allows a narrow space to be passed by running a straight line motion, 
thus avoids any waste of effective space. 
After the modification of the approximate global path, the checking of collision is carried 
out again. This time, if collision is found at the corner, then we can say that the channel is 
too narrow to be passed. 
6.9 Summary 
In this chapter, a path planning algorithm taking into account the nonholonomic constraint 
and steering angle limit has been presented. Essentially, path planning is to find a path 
which avoids the obstacles and is able to be traced. Although the algorithm is heuristic, it 
has the advantages of robustness, efficiency, smoothness and reliability over the previous 
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algorithms. Our experience shows that during normal environment, the path generated is 
quite similar to that traced by a man-driven car or truck. 
Ill 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and scope for future research 
7.1 Conclusions 
This thesis presents a complete and systematic investigation into some fundamental issues 
relating to the development of an autonomous wheeled mobile robot, and makes several 
important contributions to an improved understanding of motion feasibility and 
smoothness for each of four kinds of wheeled mobile robots. The most important 
accomplishments are: 
The concepts of inverse and direct kinematics widely used in manipulators are, for the 
first time, introduced to wheeled mobile robots, and a unified treatment of kinematics for 
each of the four kinds of robots is presented. This model is the best in the sense that it is 
general, applicable to any dimension of vehicle or vehicle combination, and to any path. It 
also gives the steering angle and the velocity needed for a reference point to tracing a 
specified path. 
The concept of feasible deviation angle and its relationship with steering angle limit are 
developed. This is important for enabling intelligent sensor-based robots to avoid 
obstacles. 
Four typical motions, i.e., pure translation, pure rotation, straight line motion and 
circular motion for car-like and dual drive robots are defined. The conditions and analytic 
formulas for each of these four motions are given and their applications are discussed. 
The geometric highway design problem encountered by very large vehicles or vehicle 
combinations is solved. 
A critical review of the path planning algorithms presently available is made and the 
reason why these algorithms are not suitable for the most widely used car-like or dual 
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drive robots is examined in detail. 
6. A formal formulation of the path planning problem is given and a robust, efficient and 
reliable path planning algorithm for a car-like robot, taldng into account nonholonomic 
constraint and steering angle limit is developed. This algorithm may also apply to a dual 
drive robot. 
In addition, several phenomena which should prove of interest to other robot researchers 
are also observed and discussed. These include: the phenomenon of a pirouette for a car-
like and a dual drive robot, the translation property of a synchro drive and steering robot 
and the singularity for an onmidirectional robot. 
7.2 Future research 
The theory described here is the first but necessary step on the long road in the 
development of competent autonomous robots. The promising areas for future research 
include: 
The dynamics for each of the four kinds of wheeled mobile robots 
There is a considerable amount of work on the dynamics of a vehicle which is mainly 
focused on its handling and ride characteristics [1,185,186,219], but this dynamics has no 
relevance to an autonomous robot. Although research on wheeled robots has been 
conducted for more than twenty years, there exists no widely accepted dynamic theory for 
wheeled mobile robots. This is in contrast to the extensive theory developed for 
manipulators. 
Nonholonomic motion planning 
This problem can be described as: given two arbitrary configurations of a system with 
nonholonomic constraints (a wheeled mobile robot system is one such system), find the 
input control variables which satisfy the nonholonomic constraints and drive the system 
from one configuration to the other. In recent years, there has been a considerable amount 
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of work on the nonholonomic motion planning problem [101,105,111,1341. This problem 
is also referred to as the controllability of nonholonomic systems [104] and the 
stabilization problem [153]. Actually, as the input control variables are always a function 
of the configuration variables of a robot system, this nonholonomic motion problem can 
also be treated as the trajectory generation problem, and vice-versa. This is our on-going 
research. Some results which are not included in this thesis have been achieved [236]. 
Control of each kind of wheeled mobile robots 
This topic includes traditional control methods, i.e. kinematic-based control, dynamic-
based control and nontraditional control methods, e.g. fuzzy logic based control and 
neural network based control. A comparative study of fuzzy logic based control and neural 
network based control for backing up a truck-and-trailer has been reported. A comparative 
study of traditional and nontraditional methods seems necessary. 
Sensing and computer vision 
This has probably been the most active research area in the past. A wide variety of sensing 
technologies are available: ultrasonic, infrared and laser range sensing; and monocular, 
binocular, and trinocular vision have all been explored. The difficulty is in interpreting the 
sensed data, that is, in deciding what the sensor signals tell us about the external word. The 
trend is to attack this problem by so-called sensor fusion, that is, by combining the outputs 
of multiple feature detectors possibly operating on a variety of sensors or simply multiple 
observations of the same objects. It seems that Kalman ifitering is the most promising 
method [15,20,53,168]. 
Integration of all aspects mentioned above into a Computer Aided Design System 
Finally, the problem of integration of all aspects mentioned above into a Computer Aided 
Design System must be encountered and solved. This CAD system would provide a 
controller for a mobile robot capable of (1) sensing its environment, (2) interpreting this 
sensor information to refine its knowledge of its position and the environment's structure, 
(3) planning a path from an initial to a goal position in the presence of known or perhaps 
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unknown obstacles, and (4) execute the commands from the computer to achieve the 
desired motion. 
In summary, creating an autonomous wheeled mobile robots is a real challenge. The 
kinematic models developed, the analyses carried out, and the path planning algorithm 
presented here can be used as a basis for future research. 
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SUMMARY 
In the problem of automatically controlling a wheeled 
vehicle so that a given reference point on the vehicle 
follows a prescribed path, several factors determine how 
the task can be accomplished; they are the shape of the 
path, the initial orientation angle, the steering angle limit 
and the position of the reference point on the vehicle. If 
the required steering angle exceeds the limit set by the 
steering mechanism or the required orientation angle is 
discontinuous at any point along the path, then the path 
cannot be followed. This paper investigates this motion 
feasibility problem, taking steering angle limit into 
consideration. First of all, we determine the dependence 
of the continuity of the orientation angle, steering angle 
and their derivatives on the continuity of the reference 
path and its derivatives, then discuss the relationship 
between the steering angle limit and the feasible 
deviation angle intervals. Furthermore, we analyze in 
detail two typical motions, namely straight line motion 
and circular motion; some simulation results have been 
given based on a practical vehicle dimension. 
KEYWORDS: Vehicle; Motion; Steering angle; Automatic 
control. 
1. INTRODUCTiON 
When a vehicle (it may be an autonomous robot, an 
automated guided vehicle, a car or a truck) is required to 
run from a start point to a goal point in the workspace, a 
path has to be planned and a point on the vehicle is 
designated to follow this path. The path is usually called 
reference path and the point is called reference point P 
(it is also called guidepoint by Nelson and reference 
vertex by Lozano-Perez2). Due to the existence of the 
steering angle limit, the required steering angle may 
exceed this limit; in this case, the path can not be traced. 
The reference path for an automatically guided vehicle 
around factories or offices generally comprises a 
concatenation of line-circular segments. 3-4 The path 
generated by the available algorithms for an autonomous 
vehicle depends on the assumption of the shapes of the 
obstacles in the workspace and the autonomous vehicle, 
and the algorithms. It generally consists of a collection of 
line-line, line-circular segments. For example, under 
the assumption of polygonal obstacles and polygonal 
vehicle body, the path generated by the visibility graph 
method23  and the cell decomposition method' 7 corn-
pi-ises line-line segments, as shown in Figure 1(a). The  
path generated by the generalized visibility graphS 9  is a 
combination of line-line and line-circular segments, as 
shown in Figure 1(b). The common feature of these 
reference paths is that at the transition point between 
segments, the path is not smooth enough. For example, 
at the line-line transition point, the first derivative of the 
path is not continuous, and at the line-circular transition 
point, the second derivative of the path is not 
continuous. In general, the smoothness of the reference 
path can be described by the continuity of the nth 
derivative of the path, and the motion smoothness of the 
vehicle can be judged upon the continuities of the nth 
derivatives of the steering angle and the orientation 
angle. Thus an interesting problem investigated in this 
paper is to determine the dependence of the continuities 
of the orientation angle and steering angle on that of the 
nth derivative of the reference point. 
The steering angle and orientation angle are two 
important parameters featuring the motion feasibility of 
a vehicle. To make a vehicle move along a path, steering 
is necessary. For wheeled vehicles, steering is normally 
affected by changing the heading of the steering wheels 
(for four wheel vehicles) or the single steering wheel (for 
three wheel vehicles) through the steering system. In 
practice, the turning capability of most of the steering 
mechanisms in use is limited, and it can be described by 
inequality constraints. Due to the steering angle limit, 
not all the paths are executable. At any time, only when 
the vehicle steering angle needed to follow a given path 
satisfies these constraints is the vehicle able to follow the 
reference path. In this sense, a study of the factors which 
will affect the steering angle is of importance. 
Another reason for studying steering angle lies in the 
fact that even when the steering angle limit is not 
exceeded in following a path, a discontinuity of the 
steering angle may occur at a transition point. The only 
way for a vehicle to cope with this discontinuity is to stop 
at the corresponding point, wait for the required 
adjustment of the steering angle, and then start again. 
Clearly, this is not desirable. 
Vehicle orientation angle is another important 
parameter which should be investigated. Since the 
vehicle is modelled as a rigid body with wheels mounted 
on it, the orientation angle totally determines the space 
swept by the vehicle when it moves along the reference 
path. In addition to this, a discontinuity of the 
orientation angle at transition points will occur if the 
reference point is not chosen correctly. This implies that 
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Fig. 1(b). A typical line-circular planned path for vehicles. 
the requirement of tracing the planned path by the 
reference point is not feasible. 
In addition to the shape of the reference path, the 
steering angle and orientation angle of a vehicle depend 
on many other factors. The most important two are the 
reference point position and the initial orientation angle. 
The choice of the reference point is the first thing to be 
considered. It may be somewhat arbitrary, yet its choice 
does affect the kinematics and dynamics of the vehicle. 
The desired steering and drive functions of the vehicle, 
the space swept out by the vehicle, the actuators needed 
to drive the vehicle and the control method to be devised 
for the vehicle all are functions of the position of the 
reference point. Hence. the analysis of the effect of the 
reference point position on the motion feasibility of the 
vehicle is of importance. 
The necessity of investigating the initial orientation 
angle can be seen from tracing the line-line combination 
shown in Figure 1(a). When the vehicle arrives the end 
of the first line segment, the orientation angle at that 
point will become the initial orientation angle for the 
second line segment; the orientation angle at the end of 
the second line will, in turn, be the initial angle for the 
third line, and so on. When the vehicle changes lanes 
consisting of circular-circular segments, there also exists 
an initial value problem. 
Most of the vehicles in use or in development today 
are steered by a single wheel or wheel pair. 71° It has 
been proved that from the steering viewpoint, a vehicle 
steered by a single wheel is an equivalent to that steered 
by a wheel pair. Hence in this study, we only consider 
the former kind of vehicle by using the mathematical 
model developed in reference 11 to analyze the motion 
feasibility of the vehicle. 
Although many researchers have focused their 
attentions on the study of the motion of trucks 2 and  
the motion of automated guided vehicles or autonomous 
vehic3es, 7 ' ° ' 4243' to date, we have not been aware of 
the detailed analysis of the dependence of the motion 
feasibility of wheeled vehicles on the shape of the 
reference path, the reference point position and the 
initial orientation angle of the vehicle. This paper 
investigates this problem when the vehicle is required to 
follow a general path Yp =f(x) and two typical paths, 
i.e. straight line and circle. 
Section 2 gives a brief description of the kinematic 
model. In section 3, the relationship between the 
continuities of the orientation angle, steering angle and 
that of the reference path is discussed when reference 
point is chosen at different points on the vehicle. The 
steering angle limit and its effects on the feasible 
deviation angle intervals are discussed in section 4. The 
subject of section 5 is the analysis of motion feasibility 
when the reference path is a straight line. This is 
followed in section 6 by the analysis of motion feasibility 
when the circular motion is carried out. Finally, the 
conclusions are drawn in section 7. 
2. KINEMATIC MODEL FOR A VEHICLE 
To analyze the motion feasibility of a wheeled vehicle. 
an  appropriate kinematical model is necessary. In this 
section, we briefly introduce the kinematic model 
developed by Wang and Li nne tt . t Figure 2 is a plan 
view of a general vehicle model investigated. From the 
point of view of operating function, wheels used in the 
vehicle can be categorized into two types, free wheels 
and fixed wheels. If a wheel can rotate about a vertical 
axle, it is defined as a free wheel, otherwise, it is defined 
as a fixed wheel. Based on this definition, steered wheels 
are free wheels and wheels on the fixed axle are fixed 
wheels. However, when they are described by a 
mathematical model, a fixed wheel may be regarded as a 
special free wheel, so in Figure 2 all the wheels are given 
in the form of free wheels. For most of the vehicles in 
ni 
Fig. 2. Global (Oxy) and local (0x 1 y,) reference coordinate 
frames, reference point P coincides with 0. 
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use and in development. B and C are fixed wheels, i.e. 
bI = = 0. A global reference coordinate frame 
(Oxy) is introduced to describe the motion of the vehicle 
in terms of the position of the reference point (x e , yp) 
and the orientation angle 0 of the vehicle. We also define 
a local reference coordinate frame (0 1 x 1 y1 ), whose 
origin 01 is placed at the reference point P of the vehicle 
with Yi axis parallel to the rear axle BC. We use M to 
represent any point in the rigid vehicle body when 
discussing the motion of the rigid vehicle body and also 
use it to represent a wheel connected to the 
corresponding point when discussing steering angle. The 
coordinates of point M are denoted by M(x,_, y.,,) in 
terms of the global reference frame and M(x,. 1 , y) in 
terms of the local reference frame. So the coordinates 
are constants with respect to the local reference frame. 
The angle 0m' (m =a, b, c) is that between the 
vertical plane of the wheel M and the positive x axis, and 
between the vertical plane of the wheel M and the 
positive x 1 axis. It is noted that 0,,,, 0, 0,, are all in the 
range from —180° to 180°. The relation between p,,,, 8, 
and 0, 1 can be written as: 
(1) 
The coordinates of point M in the global frame are 
related to the coordinates of point M measured in the 
local frame by the transformation: 
[Xml = [
x.,
Xmi cos 0 Ymi sinO +x4,1
y,,J 	SIflO+Ym1COSO+Ypi 	
(2) 
In the paper, when x, y are functions of time t, we use x, 




- respectively. Differentiating 
equation (2) with respect to time, we have: 




Where 1,,,, k,,, x,,, yb,, are the absolute velocity 
components of point M and the reference point P along 
x. y-axes and 0 is the absolute angular velocity of the 
vehicle body. Differentiating equation (3) again, we have 
the absolute acceleration expressions: 
IL,., 
1y- 
= [(—x,_ 1 cos 0 +y,., srn 0) 0 ±(—x,., 1 sin 0— Y...i cos 0) .0 + I,, 
1. (_x,,,sin0-y,,1cos0)82+(x,,1C0S0_Y,..15rn0)0+jp 
(4) 
When the whole vehicle is considered, the ideal rolling 
condition of all the wheels must be satisfied, that is the 
motion direction of every wheel rolling forward or 
backward, whether steered or not, must coincide with 
the tangent to the vehicle body trajectory at the 
corresponding wheel center. Mathematically, the above 
condition can be expressed as: 
d  
tan(4'm )° 	(y) y, 	 (5) 
d(X m ) 	Xm 
From equations (1) and (5) we can obtain q,,,, the angle 
relative to the vehicle orientation line, which is the 
steering angle for a steering wheel. 
O.,=atan 	 (6) 
As mentioned above, when the wheels in the vehicle are 
fixed wheels, then their angles relative to the vehicle 
orientation line are constants. In this study, wheels B, C 
are considered as fixed wheels so that 0,,I = =0. 
Therefore, from equation (6), the following constraints 
are imposed: 
tan8= 	 (7) 
Xb 
tan0= 	 (8) 
X c 
Substituting equation (3) into (7) and (8) respectively 
and simplifying, we obtain: 
X8,I.O=X P S1fl0 - y,cos0 	 (9) 
x 1 .=isin0—ycos0 (10) 
The Yi  axis is parallel to the vehicle's rear axle, so. 
letting XbI = x1 =x, equations (9) and (10) become: 
x'0=x,sin8—y,cos0 	(11) 
Equation (11) is what we need to solve for the vehicle's 
orientation angle 0 and angular velocity 0 when the 
reference point velocity components x,, and y, are 
specified. Due to the fact that equation (11) describes the 
general relationship between the reference point's 
position relative to the rear axle, its velocity, the 
vehicle's orientation angle and its first derivative when 
the reference point is chosen at any point in the vehicle. 
it is called the general constraint equation. 
Once 8 and 0 are known, the position and absolute 
velocity of any point can be determined by equations (2) 
and (3) and the steering angle from equation (6). 
3. THE CONTINUITIES OF ORIENTATION 
ANGLE AND STEERING ANGLE 
A geometric curve, which is generated by a path 
planning algorithm and is required to be followed by the 
reference point P of the robot, is called a path. 
Mathematically, a curve can be presented as a general 
form in x - y plane: 
y=f(x) 	 (12) 
Some characteristics associated with its shape, such as its 
derivatives and curvature, are referred to as its geometric 
characteristics. A trajectory is defined as the time course 
along a path. One can choose velocity from various 
schedules for a geometrically defined path, which results 
in various velocity profiles. If a variable is only affected 
by the geometrical characteristics rather than by vehicle's 
velocities at any point along the path, it is called an 
independent variable of velocities. 0, 0. 1 are such 
defined independent vanables. In this section, we discuss 
the effects of the continuities of the reference path and 
its derivatives on the continuities of the orientation angle 
and steering angle of the vehicle. 
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Equations (6) and (11) cannot be directly used for this 
purpose as they include time variable. From (11), 
another form of the general constraint equation can be 
derived as: 
, dO = (sin 8 -f'(x)cos 8) dx, 	(13) 
where f'(x,) denotes the slope of curve f(x,) at x,,. It 
follows from differential equation (13) that the 
orientation angle of the vehicle is only a function of 
x-axis coordinate of the reference point. 
From equations (3), (6) and (13), we can obtain the 
expression of steering angle as follows (the detailed 
derivation is omitted): 
dO' 
f'(x,)coso -sin 0 +x_ 1 - 
(14) 
(f'(x,) sin 0+ cos 0- Yi 
dO 
Since the reference point at different positions will 
produce different effects on the orientation angle and 
steering angle, two cases , =0 and , #0 will be 
considered. 
3.1. The casex=O 
As defined above, , = 0 corresponds to the position 
where reference point is chosen at the rear axle. In this 
case, from equation (13), 
0 = tan (f'(x,)) 	 (15) 
Substituting expression (15) into (14) and simplifying, 
/ LK, \ 
= tan ! i ( 16) 
Where f"(x) represents the second derivative of the 




represents the curvature of the reference path at the 
same point, L =Xai - represents the wheelbase of the 
vehicle. If the reference point is at the midpoint of the 
rear axle, then y 1  = 0 and we obtain the widely used 
formula: 
0.1 = tan (LK,) 	 (17) 
It is noted that equations (15) and (17) are independent 
of the initial orientation angle at any point on the path, 
that is the direction of the orientation of the vehicle must 
be the tangent of the path. 
Equation (15) indicates that vehicle's orientation angle 
possesses the same continuity as the first derivative of the 
path. At the line-line transition point shown in Figure 
1(a), f'(x,) is not continuous, therefore, the orientation 
of the vehicle is also not continuous. However, at the 
line-circular transition point shown in Figure 1(b), 
vehicle's orientation angle is continuous as f'(x) at this 
point is continuous. 
Equation (17) shows the dependence of the continuity 
of the steering angle on that of the followed path. The  
sufficient and necessary condition for .the continuity of 
the steering angle along the path is the continuity of the 
second derivative of the path at every point. So at the 
line-line and line-circular transition points, steering 
angle is not continuous. This prevents the vehicle from 
efficient and smooth motion. 
Using an inductive method, we can prove the 
following theorems: 
Theorem 3.1: If the (n + 1)th derivative of the path at 
any point with respect to i, is continuous, then the nth 
derivative of the orientation angle of the vehicle at the 
corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
Theorem 3.2: If the (n + 2)th derivative of the path at 
any point with respect to x, is continuous, then the nth 
derivative of the steering angle of the vehicle at the 
corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
3.2 The case 
When the reference point is chosen away from the rear 
axle of the vehicle, , * 0. In this case, orientation angle 
is the solution of the first order differential equation (13) 
and is a function of f'(x,) and the initial orientation 
angle O  of the vehicle. When the vehicle traverses the 
line-line transition point, although f'(x) at that point is 
not continuous, orientation angle will be continuous 
because the orientation angle at the end of the first line 
segment will become the initial angle of the succeeding 
line segment. The first derivative of the orientation angle 
with respect to x, possesses the same continuity asf'(x,) 




L(sin 0 -f'(x,) cos 0) 
cos 0 - y j sin 8) +f'(x)(,r sin 8 + Ys cos 8) 
(18) 
It can be seen from (18) that for most cases, the steering 
angle is not continuous at the line-line transition point 
because the orientation angle is continuous and f'(x) is 
not; the steering angle is continuous at the line-circle 
transition point because both orientation angle and 
f'(x,) are continuous. 
Since the solution of orientation angle 6 depends on 
the initial orientation angle 6 when x * 0, the continuity 
of orientation angle 8 may hold occasionally even if 
f'(x,) is not continuous at some transition point. 
However, the possibility is rare. Generally, we have the 
following theorems: 
Theorem 3.3: If the nth derivative of the path at any 
point with respect to x e,, is continuous, then the nth 
derivative of the orientation angle of the vehicle at the 
corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
Theorem 3.4: If the (n + 1)th derivative of the path at 
any point with respect to x,, is continuous, then the pith 
derivative of the steering angle of the vehicle at the 
corresponding point with respect to x, is continuous. 
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From Theorens 3.1 to 3.4, it is easily seen that the 
position of the reference point does have a significant 
effect on the motion feasibility of the vehicle. Following 
the same path, moving the reference point away from the 
rear axle of the vehicle will improve the smoothness of 
the motion and steering performance. 
4. STEERING ANGLE LThffI AND THE 
FEASIBLE DEVIATION ANGLE INTERVALS 
To analyze the motion feasibility of a vehicle, the 
existence of steering angle limit cannot be neglected. The 
consideration of it helps to understand the critical 
conditions for distinguishing a feasible motion from an 
infeasible one. In the range of —180° 	110. the 
limited steering angle can be expressed by the following 
inequality constraints: 
- 	 i,l &TU 
1800 
- 	 15- 	15-  180°, 
—180°:54,,S-180° +ö,0 (19) 
Where ã,,,., is a positive constant and represents the 
maximum deviation of the steering wheel from x 1 -axis, 
see Figure 3. When the steering angle is in the range of 
ô it means that the direction of the 
velocity at the midpoint of the vehicle is the same as that 
of the positive direction of the x 1 -axis; when the steering 
angle falls into the range of 1800 — 6,1 180° or 
- 1800 - 1800 + the direction of the velocity 
at the midpoint of the rear axle is on the negative 
direction of the x1-axis. We usually refer to the former as 
a forward motion and the latter as a backward motion. 
Let a' represent the motion direction of the reference 
point P, 6 represent the orientation angle of the vehicle 
at point x,, on the path f(x), as shown in Figure 4. Then 
can be expressed as: 
tan (ar) = =f'(x) 	 (20) xp 
We define 6 = 0 - a as the deviation angle of the vehicle 
at point xe,,. Substituting equation (20) into (18), we 
have: 






Differentiating equation (21) with respect to fi  
xl 
Fig. 4. An illustration of the deviation angle P . 
It is clear that when r <0, 	<0, steering angle 	is dfl 
monotonic decreasing with respect to ; when , >0, 
0, steering angle 4 is monotonic increasing. A dfl 
typical relationship between steering angle and the 
deviation angle is shown in Figure 5. 
Since the steering angle varies monotonically with 
respect to the deviation angle, there exist four critical 
orientation angles fit, P2 , P, and P. , corresponding to 
the four critical steering angles 5,,, —5,,,.., 180 0 - 
and 1800 + &_n.  The corresponding feasible intervals 
of the deviation angles for , <0 and >0 are shown in 
Table I and Table II, respectively. 
From Tables I and II, we can draw the following 
conclusion that if the steering angle limit is taken into 
consideration, only when the deviation angle falls into 
the four feasible intervals, i.e. the neighborhood of 0° 
and that of ±180°, can the steering angle limit be 
satisfied. We call these four intervals as the feasible 
deviation intervals and the corresponding orientation 
angle intervals as feasible orientation intervals. 
For a given steering angle limit, in the following, we 
discuss the effect of , on the maximum deviation angle. 
From equation (21), it is easy to obtain: 
(0.  
p = tan 	L +ytan ()) 	
(23) 
It can be observed from equation (23) that the farther 
(the larger the value of the I) the reference point is 
chosen from the rear axle, the larger the magnitude of 
Fig. 5. The relationship between the steering angle and the 
Fig. 3. An illustration of the steering angle inequality 	deviation angle when the reference points are in front of the 
constraints, 	 rear axle (P3) and behind the rear axle (P4), respectively. 
m 	 Vehicle monon 
Table I The corresponding relationship between cntical steering angles and critical orientation 
angles when reference point is in front of the rear axle 
<0 
Interval f.,, (0°, 5,.,,,) (-6,.,,. 0') (180° - 6..,,, 180') (-180'. -18(r + 6,.,,) 
Interval fi (, 0) (0°, 	2)  
Signs A (—) fl(+) ,( — ) 
Table [I 	The corresponding relationship between critical steering angles and critical orientation 
angles when reference point is behind the rear axle 	- 
Interval 4,,, ((°, 6,..,) (-6,,.,, 0') (18(r- 5..,,, 1801 ) (-180°, -180° + 6...,) 
Interval (0°, fi,) (fi2, 0°) (fi3, 180') (— 1800,  fl) 
SIgns fl,(+) fl(—) fi,(—) 
the permitted deviation angle. It should be noted that 
above analysis applies to the initial position. 
5. THE ANALYSIS OF STRAIGHT LINE 
MOTION 
When the reference path is a straight line, the motion of 
the vehicle is called straight line motion. Straight line 
motion is the most basic and widely adopted kind of 
motion. In this section, we analyze the effects of the 
position of the reference point and the initial orientation 
angle on the orientation angle and steering angle of the 
vehicle when the limit of steering mechanism is taken 
into consideration. 
For simplicity and without losing generality, suppose 
the straight line is the x-axis, the start point is located at 
the origin and the motion direction is along the positive 
direction of the x-axis. Mathematically, it is: 
y,=O, x32~ 0 	 (24) 
As defined above, in this case, a = 0, the deviation angle 
$ of the vehicle is equal to its orientation angle 0. The 
main problem is how to determine 0. 
When the reference point is not chosen at the rear 
axle, the orientation angle can be expressed as a function 
of the initial angle 0, the relative position of the 
reference point to the rear axle ,r and the passed length 
' I' 
0=2tan (tan (109  ec  ) 	(25) 
where c =x lx. Differentiating equation (25) with 








The monotonicity of 0 with respect to the passed length 
x,, is shown in Table III. 
5.1 The case<O 
In this case, since 0 is monotonic decreasing (MD) with 
respect to x,, when 0° < 00< 180° whereas 0 is monotonic 
increasing (MI) when -180°< 0<0°, if no steering 
angle limit is taken into consideration, then whatever the 
initial orientation angle is in the range from -180° to 
180°, when x-ix, then 8-.0. When the steenng angle 
limit is not neglected, it can be seen from Table I and III 
that if the initial orientation angle falls into the feasible 
range of (0 1 , 0°) or ((°, 0) which equals to (fi,, 0°) or 
(0°, fi), respectively, when x-'x, then 0-'0, and the 
orientation angle is always kept in the feasible range, so 
the steering angle limit is always satisfied; if the initial 
orientation angle falls into the other feasible range of 
(-180°, 0 3) or (180° . 04 ) which equals to (-180°. ) or 
180°), respectively, when x,,-', then the 
orientation angle will reach 03 or 04 within a limited 
passed length, that means that after the steering angle 
limit is reached, the path can not be traced. 
52 The case 
In this case, since 0 is monotonic increasing (MI) with 
Table Ill The monotonicity of the orientation angle with respect to x,, when 
reference point is chosen away from the rear axle of the vehicle (MD = Monotonic 
Increasing. MD = Monotonic Decreasing) 
<0 
00 <0<180 -180°c0,,<0° 0°<8,,<180° -180°<0,<0° 
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respect to x, when 0° < 8 < 180° whereas 0 is monotonic 
decreasing (MD) when —180' < 00< 0° , if no steering 
angle limit is taken into consideration, whatever the 
initial orientation angle falls into the range of 
0°<0<180°, -180°<0<O°, when x,.-ø, then 
6-' ±180°. Using the similar analysis, we can conclude 
that only when the initial orientation angle is in the 
feasible range of (-18(°. 03) or (1800 , 04 ), can the 
vehicle trace the straight line for any length. 
5.3 The case4=O 
This means that the initial angle must only be 0° or 
±180° . The locus of any point is also straight line and the 
motion of the vehicle is a translation. Otherwise, the 
vehicle can not move. 
6. THE ANALYSIS OF CIRCULAR MOTION 
If the reference path is a circular arc, the motion of the 
vehicle is called circular motion. In this section, we 
consider the rigid vehicle travelling along a circle of 
radius R from S to T, see Figure 6. We may assume that 
the motion of the reference point P can be described by 









Where w represents the angular velocity of the reference 
point P. wi represents the radians of the passed arc. 
Substituting equation (28) into (20), we have the 
expression for the motion direction of the reference 
point: 
	
cy9O° — wI 	 (29) 
At the start point. wt = 0 and a = 90°. The feasible initial 
orientation angle must be in the neighborhoods of ±90°. 
The steering angle expression becomes: 
tan t 
/ 	-L 	
(30) iil = 	
tan(0 + 
Like the straight line motion, there are three cases 
depending on the choice of the reference point P, 
namely, corresponding to the signs of ,r. 
6.1 The case x <0 
In this case, the orientation angle can be given in the 
Fig. 6. A schematic for circu'ar motion.  





' a — (ztan(wt 
2tan(wt+z)-wt, 
I 2 —I / _________ tan (c 	 J-wt, 	k>1 ' 
(31) 
Where 
R 	, 	/0\ 	1i 	\[1—k2 
k=--, zo =t3fl). a=yj— b= 
2 
d=VP1. 
Equation (31) indicates that the orientation angle is a 
function of initial orientation angle, the k and wi, 
independent of w and Rw. That means velocity has no 
effect on the orientation angle. 
Because the monotonicity of the orientation angle with 
respect to wi is not as explicit as that of the straight line 
motion, so in the following, the simulation result is 
given. Figure 7 illustrates a schematic of a practical rigid 
vehicle and its keythmensions. 37 This vehicle will be 
used as the simulation model in this section. 
Figure 8 shows the changes of the orientation angle 
with respect to wt at different k values and initial 
orientation angles when wi changes from 0° to 90°. When 
the initial orientation angle is in the range of from 90° to 
120°, the orientation angle is monotonic decreasing and 
k.10.910 
k.3 33. 90 * '0 '0 *'0 	 -O 75,90 
k- 10.120 
k.3,120 
• 	--0-- .O 75,120 
3380 
--•-- t.0.75.e0 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 00 70 80 00 (dig) 
Fig. 8. The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is in front of 
the rear axle and the initial orientation angle is in the 
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Fig. 9(a). The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P3 and 
the initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of 900 . 
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Fig. 10. The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is in front of 
the rear axle (P3) and the initial orientation angle is in the 


























0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Fig. 9(b). The change of the steering angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is chosen at P1 and 
the initial orientation angle is in the neighborhood of 900 . 
the smaller the k, the slower the change of the 
orientation angle. When initial orientation angle is less 
than 900, at the beginning, the orientation angle 
increases and then decreases. It can also be seen that 
with the same k and different initial orientation angles, 
the vehicle's orientation angle tends to be the same value 
as WI increases. 
Figure 9(a) and (b) show the change of the steering 
angle with respect to WI when the initial orientation 
angle is in the neighborhood of 90° and the reference 
point are at P3 and P1 (see Figure 7), respectively. 
Three factors, namely, the reference point position, the 
initial orientation angle and k, affect the steering angle. 
The initial steering angle is dependent on the position of 
the reference point and the initial orientation angle, not 
on k. As stated above, moving, forward the reference 
point increases the permitted deviation angle, conse-
quently, makes it easier to satisfy the steering limit. 
However, as tot increases, the steering angle tends to be 
a steady value which is independent of the initial 
orientation angle but dependent on k. Moving forward 
the reference point makes the magnitude of the steady 
steering angle increase. In practice, k> 1, from 




•,= lam 	,=tan' J, (k>1) 
(32) 
when reference point is chosen at the center line, 
namely, y,, = 0, the condition of equal initial and steady  
steering angles is: 
tan (0) = 	- 1 	 (33) 
When initial orientation angles are —60°, 900  and 
- 120° , the orientation angle change with respect to tot is 
indicated in Figure 10. The steering angle reaches its 
saturation limit very quickly, after that, the vehicle can 
not move. 
In summary, from the above analysis we can draw the 
following conclusions: Only when the initial orientation 
angle falls into the neighborhood of 9(° and satisfying the 
steering angle limit, then the vehicle can move properly, 
the needed steering angle tends to a steady value. The 
farther the reference point is chosen from the rear axle, 
the smaller the magnitude of the initial steering angle is 
needed, on the other hand, the bigger the magnitude of 
the steady steering angle is needed. 
62 The case >0 








wt.z),tot 	 k=1  _(  I 2tan' (L c (1+cz)_((cz_l).e)) tot, k>1 
(34) 
Where k = Rh. a, b, c, d, and zL are defined as those in 
the case , <0. The steering input necessary to follow the 
circle is still determined by equation (30). 
Figure 11 shows the change of the orientation angle 
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Fig. 11. The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is behind the rear 
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 (409) 
Fig. 12. The change of the steering angk with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is behind the rear 
axle (P4) and the initial orientation angle is in the 
neighborhood of 90°. 
with respect to wt when initial orientation angles are 90° . 
The heading of the vehicle turns left while the reference 
point is making a right turn. A pirouette occurs. Even if 
the initial steering angle satisfies the steering limit, the 
steering angle limit will be reached very quickly. Figure 
12 illustrates this point. 
Figure 13 is an illustration of orientation angle changes 
when initial orientation angle are —90°, —120° and -&)° 
respectively. Figure 14 shows the corresponding steering 
angle changes. Clearly, the steering angle limit will be 
satisfied all the time if initial and steady steering angles 
fall into the feasible intervals. 
6.3 Thecasej,O 
It is obvious that equations (15) and (28) yield: 
0=90°—wt 	 (35) 
In this case, equation (2) becomes: 
X±Y,,=X,,i+(ym I+R) 	 (36) 
Equation (36) indicates that the path of any point in the 
vehicle is a circle. At any instant, the tangent of the 
reference path coincides with the orientation of the 
vehicle, including the intial time. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have investigated in detail the 
dependence of the orientation angle and steering angle 
on the shape of the reference path, the initial orientation 






















0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Fig. 13. The change of the orientation angle with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is behind the rear 
axle (P4) and the initial orientation angle is in the 
neighbhorhOOd of —90°. 
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160 r ,.0 
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Fig. 14. The change of the steering angk with respect to the 
passed arc length when the reference point is behind the rear 
axle (P4) and the initial orientation angle is in the 
neighborhood of —90°. 
steering angle limit into consideration. The problem 
solved is how to judge motion feasibility of a vehicle 
when it is required to follow a path and, if feasible, how 
to determine the required steering angle and the 
velocity. 
The continuity of the orientation angle is the first 
requirement for smooth motion of a vehicle. However, if 
we choose the reference point on the rear axle of the 
vehicle and the first derivative of the reference path 
possesses a discontinuity point, a discontinuity will occur. 
This will cause difficulty in the localization of the vehicle. 
Moving the reference point away from the rear axle 
improves not only the continuity of the orientation angle, 
but also that of the steering angle, when the same path is 
followed. A continuous steering angle means that 
continuous motion without stopping at the transition 
points of the path is possible. 
The steering angle limit is the main factor affecting the 
maneuvering capacity of the vehicle. Theoretically, if no 
steering limit exists, any continuous reference path can 
be traced if the reference point is chosen away from the 
rear axle. In practice. the steering angle limit cannot be 
neglected. The concept of the deviation angle has been 
established to describe the motion feasibility of the 
vehicle. The advantage of developing the concept is that 
at any time. the feasible deviation angle intervals are 
always in the neighborhood of 0° and ±180°. Through 
the analyses of straight line motion and circular motion, 
it is further revealed that when the reference point is in 
front of the rear axle, if the initial deviation angle falls 
into the feasible interval in the neighborhood of 0°, then 
the vehicle can trace the straight line or circular arc for 
any length. However, if the initial deviation angle falls 
into the other feasible interval, a pirouette will occur and 
the steering limit will be reached very quickly; after that, 
the vehicle cannot trace the path any more. When the 
reference point is chosen behind the rear axle of the 
vehicle, the initial feasible deviation angle falling in the 
neighborhood of ±180°  means that the straight line or 
circular arc can be traced for any length and the other 
feasible interval will cause the pirouette. 
The above result tells us that if the vehicle moves 
forward, the reference point should be chosen in front of 
the rear axle whereas the reference point should be 





For following a circular path, the position of the 
reference point affects the initial steering angle and the 
steady state steering angle. The farther the reference 
point is chosen from the rear axle, the smaller the 
magnitude of the initial steering angle, but the bigger the 
magnitude of the steady state steering angle. Therefore, 
a trade-off must be made. 
The aim of this paper is to offer a better understanding 
of the motion of the vehicle. The results have been 
tested on a kinematic model of a typical vehicle. Using 
this model, even if the reference point is not at the mass 
center of the vehicle, we still can calculate the motion of 
the mass center of the vehicle, this is important for the 
analysis of the dynamics of the vehicle. More 
applications associated with kinematics of a wheeled 
vehicle are expected. 
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SUMMARY 
The problem associated with planning a collision-free 
path for a wheeled mobile robot (WMR) moving among 
obstacles in the workspace is investigated in this paper. 
A kinematic model, including the general nonholonomic 
constraint equation, is developed first, followed by the 
analysis of some general maneuvering characteristics of 
the WMR. The analytic solutions to the typical path 
curves, such as circle and straight line, which are 
important in the path planning problem, are also 
derived. From the analysis of the established kinematic 
model, some factors which affect the path planning 
problem for a WMR and therefore must be taken into 
account are revealed and the general description of the 
path planning problem for a WMR is formuated. In 
conclusion, a possible architecture of the algorithm for a 
practical WMR is presented. 
KEYWORDS: Kinematics; Path planning; Mobile robot; 
Kinematic model. 
1. INFRODUCI1ON 
A major objective of current research for wheeled 
mobile robots is to provide the capability to automati-
cally plan a collision-free path among obstacles. This 
problem is well-known as a find-path problem.' The 
importance of a find-path problem is obvious and the 
complexity involved in solving it has been shown! The 
problem can be described as: given an object (a wheeled 
mobile robot) with an initial location and orientation, a 
goal location and orientation, and a set of obstacles 
located in space, find a continuous path for the object 
from the initial location and orientation to the goal 
location and orientation which avoids any collision with 
obstacles along the way. 
To achieve this purpose, numerous efforts have been 
conducted to solve this seemly simple, but in fact very 
complicated problem during the past decade. Various 
methods for dealing with the basic find-path problem and 
its various extensions, such as roadmap, exact cell 
decomposition, approximate cell decomposition and 
potential field approaches, have been developed. A 
systematic detailed discussion on robot motion planting 
can be found in reference 3. 
Three kinds of constraints should be taken into 
account for the basic path planning problem, namely 
planning a path for a WMR moving among a set of fixed  
obstacles in the work space. The first is the size and 
location of the obstacles in the work space. The second 
results from the wheels mounted on the rigid robot body, 
it can be expressed as a general nonholonotnic kinematic 
constraint. The third comes from the steering mechan-
ism, the saturation limit of steering angle determines the 
capability to trace a path. We refer to the second and 
third kinds of constraints as the kinematic constraints. It 
is not necessary to include the velocity and acceleration 
at the path planning phase, because it will be shown that 
changing the velocity has no effect on the swept space of 
the WMR at low speed when it is tracing a path. This 
will be proved by the independence of the orientation 
angle of the WMR to its velocity. However, when the 
path planning problem is extended to include other 
robots or moving obstacles or both in the workspace, 
velocity and accekration limits can't be ignored. 
From the point of view of constraints taken into 
account in the existing algorithms, these can be 
categorized into two types. The first type treats a 
wheeled mobile robot as a free rigid body which can 
translate and rotate freely in the work space provided 
that it does not collide with obstacles, i.e. the motions of 
a WMR are supposed to be only subject to constraints 
from the obstacles, rather than from any kinematic 
constraints. Most of the algorithms developed belong to 
this type.` 20 All the algorithms falling into the first type 
suffer from the fundamental drawback that kinematic 
constraints due to the robot's structure are not taken into 
account. Therefore, the paths generated by these 
algorithms will not always be reliable. In other words, 
when an actual robot is required to move along the 
generated path using this kind of algorithm, there still 
exists possibility of colliding with obstacles or finding that 
the path is inexexutable. This is illustrated in Figure 1. In 
which, Robot 1 and Robot 2 have the identical rigid 
body shape, but the wheels are mounted in different 
positions, and therefore, their second and third kinds of 
constraints are totally different. When the first type of 
algorithms is utilized to plan the paths for the two robots 
under the same environment, there will be the same 
paths generated for their same body shapes. However, in 
practice, when the two robots are required to follow the 
same generated path, the locus of any corresponding 
points except the two reference points in the two robots 
will be different. That means the swept spaces by the 
two robots are different. This will be clearly shown in 
section 2. 
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(a)RobotI 	(b)Robot2 
Fig. 1. Two robots with same rigid bodies, different wheel 
positions. 
The second type of path planning algorithms for 
wheeled mobile robots does take into account the limit 
imposed by the steering mechanism which defines the 
minimum radius of curvature of the reference point's 
path. Path planning with this kind of constraint is a 
relatively new area of research. Following the work of 
Laumond, 21  it has recently attracted considerable 
interest. 3  The kinematic constraints considered by the 
second type of algorithms can be expressed in the 
following form: 
pmjn62>0 	 (1) 
-isinO+ycosO=O (2) 
1 	1 
- = - tan (q',,,) 	 (3) 
Pmin L 1 
Where i, j are the velocity components of the midpoint 
of the rear axle in x-axis and y-axis in terms of the global 
reference frame respectively, 0 is the orientation angle of 
the mobile robot, 0 the rotating angular speed of the 
robot, L 1  the wheelbase of the robot, p,,,,,, the minimum 
radius of curvature of the midpoint of the rear axle, q ma 
the maximum steering angle determined by the steering 
mechanism (See Figure 2). 
The purpose of developing the second type of 
algorithms is to remedy the drawback that the radius of 
curvature of the path generated for the reference point 
using the first type may be less than pmm• However, the 
second kind of algorithms still suffers from some 
drawbacks: 
a. Equations (1) to (3) hold only when the reference 
Fig. 2. An illustration of nonholonomic constraints expressed 
in equations (1)—(3). 
Y 
x 
Fig. 3. An illustration of the difference between a free rigid 
body and a wheeled mobile robot. 
point is chosen on the midpoint of the rear axle. If the 
reference point is chosen on the other point, say one of 
the vertices of the robot's body or the mass center of the 
WMR, what kind of the general kinematic constraints 
can be found? What form can the general steering limit 
be expressed as? These questions will be answered in the 
later sections. 
b. The algorithms still take no account of the fact that 
there is unique corresponding relationships between the 
orientation angle of a WMR and the path followed, 
which is determined by the rolling conditions of the 
wheels in the rigid robot body. This is the fundamental 
drawback. 
Understanding the difference between a free body 
WMR and a practical WMR is the key to understand the 
shortcomings of the available algorithms, including the 
first and second types. A intuitional example of showing 
it is depicted in Figure 3. The free rigid body WMR is a 
rectangle and its free space is the part enclosed within 
the two circles with the same center. It can successfully 
move from the initial position and orientation S to the 
goal position and orientation G. However, for a practical 
WMR, the goal position and orientation is unreachable if 
the motion is restricted to the space between the circles. 
This will be seen in section 3. 
In this paper, the study begins with the development 
of a general kinematic model for a wheeled mobile 
robot, which clearly distinguishes a practical WMR from 
a free rigid body. By analyzing the kinematic model, we 
draw some conclusions which are of significance to path 
planning problems and on which the remainder of the 
paper is built. Based on the kinematical model and the 
kinematic constraints, a possible architecture of the path 
planning algorithm for mobile robots among a set of 
fixed polygonal obstacles is presented. 
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we first 
develop a general kinematic model for a WMR based on 
the ideal rolling conditions of the wheels mounted on the 
rigid body, followed by the analysis of its some general 
maneuvering characteristics. The derivation of the 
analytic solutions to two typical motions, circular and 
straight line motions, is the subject of section 3. The 
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effect of the kinematic constraints on the path planning 
problem is discussed in section 4 and then a general 
description of the path planning problem is formulated. 
The possible architecture of a path planning algorithm is 
also included in this section. Section 5 gives a coarse 
subalgorithm for an approximate global path for 
arbitrary shapes of WMRs moving among fixed 
polygonal obstacles. Emphasis is put on the discussion of 
the effects of the choice of the reference point on the-
computational efficiency. A general technique for 
detecting a potential collision between a polygonal rigid 
body and fixed polygonal obstacles is proposed in section 
6. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 7. 
2. KINEMATIC MODEL FOR A WHEELED 
MOBILE ROBOT 
To analyze the characteristics of a mobile robot 
associated with the path planning problem, namely the 
constraints imposed on it, a correct kinematic model is 
needed. In this section, we derive the mathematical 
model for a wheeled mobile robot, establish the general 
kinematical constraint equation, and then draw some 
conclusions useful for path planning problems. 
2.1. Basic kinematic description of a wheeled mobile 
robot 
Figure 4 is a plan view of the wheeled mobile robot 
model investigated in this paper. From the point of view 
of operating function, wheels used in the robot can be 
categorized into two types, free wheels and fixed wheels. 
If a wheel can rotate about a vertical axle, it is defined as 
a free wheel, otherwise, it is defined as a fixed wheel. 
Based on this definition, steered wheels are free wheels 
and wheels on the fixed axle, are fixed wheels. However, 
when they are described by a mathematical model, a 
fixed wheel may be regarded as a special free wheel, so 
in Figure 4, all the wheels are given in the form of free 
wheels. A global reference coordinate frame (Oxy) is 
introduced to describe the motion of the robot in terms 
of the position of the reference point (xv , y,) and the 
orientation angle 0 of the robot. We define a local 
reference coordinate frame (0 1 x 1 y1 ), whose origin is 
placed at the reference point P of the robot with Yi  axis 
parallel to the rear axle BC of the robot. We use M to 
represent any point in the rigid robot body when 
discussing the motion of the rigid robot body and also 
use it to represent a wheel connected to the 
corresponding point when discussing wheel motion. The 
coordinates of point M are denoted by M (x,,,, YA,)  in 
terms of the global reference frame and M (Xm i, y,,,) in 
terms of the local reference frame. So the coordinate of 
central point of a wheel is constant with respect to the 
local reference frame. 
The angle 4,,,, (m = a, b, c) is measured from the 
vertical plane the wheel M makes to the positive x axis, 
and 0,,,, from the vertical plane of the wheel M to the 
positive x axis. The relation between p,,,, 0, 0. 1 can be 
written as: 
(4) 
The coordinates of point M in the global frame are 
related to the coordinates of point M measured in the 
local frame by the transformation: 
[xml 
= [x.1cos e—y, . 1 sinO +x,1
yJ 	x,1sin0+y,tcos0+y] 
The relationships between reference point velocity, 
orientation angle 0, robot turning angular rate and 
central velocities of wheels A, B, C are found by 
differentiating equation (5) with respect to time: 
= [(-x,,, 1 sinO -ymi  cos 0)0 +i 
(Xmi COS0Ym iSIflO)0p j (6) 
Where 1,,,, j,,,, I,,. 	are the velocity components of the 
corresponding wheel central point and the reference 
point along x, y-a.xes in terms of the global reference 
frame, 0 is the rotating angular rate of the robot body in 
terms of the global reference frame. Differentiating 
equation (6) again, we have the acceleration expressions: 
Fig. 4. Global (Oxy) and local (0 1 x 1y) reference coordinate 
frames, reference point P coincides with 0, 
(—x,,, 1 cos 0 +y,,,i sin 9). 62 
	
1m1 	+(—x1sin6—y,1cos0)O+Ip 
,,J (Xm i sin - Ymi cos 9). (7 ) 
+(xmi cos9—y,nisin0) 0+y, 
Equations (5), (6), (7) give the mathematical description 
of any point on the robot boy in terms of the reference 
point position, velocity, acceleration and orientation 
angle as well as their derivatives. When the whole robot 
is considered, the ideal rolling conditions must be 
satisfied: 
The direction of every wheel rolling forward or 
backward, whether steered or not, must coincide with 
the tangent to the robot body trajectory in the 
corresponding wheel center. 
The velocity of every wheel center point must be 
equal to the product of wheel rotating angular velocity 
about its own horizontal axle and its radius. 
Mathematically, the above conditions can be expressed 
x 
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Where w,,, (m = a, b, c) represents the angular velocity 
of wheels A, B, C, respectively; Y. the velocity of the 
center point of wheels A, B, C; and r the radius of every 
wheel. v,,, is equal to the vector sum of i, and jm : 
	
(v)2 = (x)2  + (j,,)2 	 (10) 
From equations (4), (8), we can obtain 	the relative 
angle to the robot orientation line, which is the steering 
angle for steering wheel. 
(11) 
When the wheels in the robot are fixed wheels, then their 
relative angles to the robot orientation line are constants. 
For example, in Figure 3, wheels B, C are fixed wheels 
and 4b1 = 0, 1 = 0, therefore, from equation (11), the 
following constraint is imposed: 
tan8==& 	 (12) 
Xb X 
As defined above, Yi  axis is parallel to the robot's rear 
axle, so that Xbi = xc = . Substituting equation (6) into 
(12) and simplifying we obtain: 
j:Ô=xsin0—y,,ccsO 	 (13) 
Equation (13) is what we need to solve for the robot's 
orientation angle 0 when the reference point velocity 
components x,, and , are specified. Due to the fact that 
equation (13) describes the general relationship among 
reference point's position relative to the rear axle, its 
velocity and the robot's orientation angle and its first 
derivative when reference point is chosen at any point in 
the robot, it is called the general constraint equation. It 
can be seen that equations (1)—(3) are the special results 
when x = 0 in equation (13). It can be noted that YbI' Y 
are not included in equation (13), which illustrates the 
fact that only x effects on robot's orientation angle. 
22 The independence of robot's orientation angle 8, 
steering angle to its velocity 
A geometric curve, which is generated by a path 
planning algorithm and is required to be followed by the 
reference point P of the robot, is called a path. 
Mathematically, a curve can be presented as a general 
form in x-y plane: 
y=f(x) 	 (14) 
Some characteristics associated with its shape, such as its 
derivatives and curvature, are referred to as its geometric 
characteristics. A trajectory is defined as the time course 
along a path. One can choose velocity from various 
schedules for a geometrically defined path, which results 
in various velocity profiles. If a wheeled robot moves 
along any curve at different velocity profiles, how the 
velocities affect the robot's orientation 0 and steering 
angle is an important problem for path planning of a 
mobile robot. If a variable is only affected by the 
geometrical characteristics rather than by robot's 
velocities, it is called an independent variable of 
velocities. If 0 is an independent variable, it is easily 
derived that the swept space by a robot travelling along a 
specified path will be also independent of the robot's 
velocities (suppose the robot's motion is so low that ideal 
rolling occurs). When the limited steering angle of the 
steering mechanism is taken into consideration, whether 
or not the steering angle is an independent variable is of 
interest. In this subsection, we will prove that they are 
such defined independent variables. 
Let f'(x) denote the slope of curve f(x) at x,,, we 
have: 
dy,, =f'(x) dx,, 	 (15) 
Substituting equation (15) into equation (13) gives: 
dO 	 dr 
= (sin 0 —f'(x,,)cos 0) 	 (16)
dt 
Which reduces at once to, 
d0 = (sinG —f'(x) cos 0) dx,, 	(17) 
Equation (17) is another form of the general constraint 
equation. Although the explicit analytic solution 0 to the 
above equation can't be obtained, it is obviously 
dependent on x,, rather than on the velocity of the 
robot's reference point. 
From the general constraint equation (17), the 
following two conclusions can be made: 
When a WMR moves along a curved path, it is 
impossible for it to purely translate without rotation. As 
shown later, it is only when it moves along a straight line 
and its initial orientation angle coincides with the 
direction of the straight line that pure translation occurs. 
When a WMR moves along a path, its instantaneous 
orientation angle is unique at every point on the path. 
This characteristic distinguishes a WMR from a free rigid 
body and has direct effects on path-planning problem for 
a WMR. 
The robot's steering angle is presented by equation 
(11). After proving that 0 is an independent variable, we 
must show that the ratio of 0 to 1,,, is independent of 
robot's velocities. 
Substituting equation (6) into equation (11) yields: 
I 	 8 
I (X m ' cos 0 —y,,, 1 sin O)--- +f'(x,,) 
—0 
(_Xmi SIfl8Ymi S0)4'1 
xp 
 
From equation (17), it follows that: 
= (sin 0 —f'(x,,)  cos 0)  
1,, 
Equations (18) and (19) indicate that Oh,, and 0. 1 are 
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jndependeflt of the robot's velocity, so the steering angle 
of the robot is an independent variable. 
3. TWO TYPICAL MO11ONS: CIRCULAR 
MOTION AND STRAIGHT LINE MOTION 
In this section, we use the mathematical model from the 
previous secton to analyze the two typical robot motions: 
1) circular motion. 2) straight line motion. Exactly 
speaking, circular motion or straight line motion means 
that the path followed by the reference point is a circle 
or a straight line because paths of the other points on the 
robot are not necessarily a circle or a straight line. The 
circular motion and straight line motion are chosen as 
examples because of the following two reasons: a) most 
analyses, especially for practical applications, assume 
that the reference point path is a circle; for example, the 
offtracking problem is defined only for circular turn. 
b) the effects of some parameters, such as the circular 
radius, driving velocity, the position of the refence point, 
on the driving characteristics can be illustrated clearly. In 
path planning problem, most of the generated paths also 
consist of circles and straight lines. 3 
3.1 Right turn circular motion 
A circular motion in clockwise direction is called a right 
turn circular motion, and the circular motion in 
counter-clockwise direction is called a left-turn circular 
motion. As proven above, some parameters, such as the 
robot's orientation angle and steering angle, are 
independent variables to its velocity. Therefore, for 
convenience and without losing generality, we may use 
parameterized expressions. Consider a WMR travelling 
along a circle of radius R at a constant rate from starting 
point S. see Figure 5. We may assume that the motion of 
the reference point P can be described by the following 
equations: 
fx11i+RcOS(Wt—qo)l 	
(20) L y jL9—Rsin(wt— q o)] 
[jP ]
ip Rwsin(wf — q'0)1 
 L—Rwcos(a1—q0)i 	
(21) 
Where i, 9 present the coordinates of the center of the 
circle, w the angular rate, q,0 , 00 <360°, presents 
the initial phase angle. There are three cases depending 
on the choice of the reference point P, corresponding to 
the signs of , in equation (13). Suppose that L, 
Y 
Fig. 5. A schematic for right turn circular motion.  
represents the distance from P to the rear axle, then 
=—L., r =O and 1=L, correspond to the following 
three cases where the reference point is chosen in front 
of, at and behind the robot's rear axle, respectively. In 
the following, we will study these three cases 
respectively. 
I. Thecasei=—  L, 
In this case, by substituting equation (21) into (13), we 
have: 
L rO =i, sinO — 9,, cos 8 = Rw cos(wl + 8— q'o) 
(22) 
As it is not possible to separate the variables in equation 
(22), the method of changing the variables must be used 
to solve it. The substitution z = wt + 0 - q'0 gives 
I = w +0. In equation (22), putting k = R/L, for 
convenience: 
dz 
=w.(1—kcosz) 	 (23) 
dt 






 ,(l kcosz) 
where z0 = 80 - q'0 , and 0o is the initial orientation angle 
of the robot at start point S. Equation (24) is an integral 




z'=tan 	dz'=) dz 
sothat 	 2 
dz= 	2 -dz', 
1 + (z) 
hence: 	 2dz' 
O)(J (1—k)+(1+k)(z')2 	
(25) 
The solution from euuation (25) is: 
1/i-
stan (az')—tan (az 0), 
k<l !!, k =i 
Wt 	






d 	cz'+l 	cz+1/ Vk-1 
d=VPi, k>1 
Considering the substitutions used above, we finally 
obtain the expression of 0 in terms of k, w, z and 1: 
1 11 	az,+tan(wtb) 2tan 	. 1 _(cz . tan ( w1 .b))) Wt+0 
k < 1 




—w+97 0 , k>1 
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sin-', 	=, Lm=V+yui. 
In order to understand better the locus of any point in 




Equations (27) and (29) show that when the reference 
point moves along a circle, the locus of any other point is 
not necessarily a circle. This verifies the correctness of 
the example depicted in Figure 3. 
y 	 Y 	 Y 
XP 	
Zpj 
(i) ki-zO (b) kz-xjO 	(c) 	p Xpi4 	(d) k4Zp zp4 
F*g.6. Aniflustrationotthesignsofka1d(Xp-1,). 
3.2 Straight Line motion 
Let us consider the case when a robot moves along a 
straight tine as shown in Figure 6, at any velocity. 
Without losing the generality, suppose that the motion of 
the reference point P is described by the following 
equation: 
y,,=kx,,+b 	 (34) 
Where k is the slope of the straight line and b the 
intercept on y axis, hence: 
	
f'(x,,)=k 	 (35) 
Substituting equation (35) into (17), we have: 
H. the casexO 
L, = 0 is a special case that means the reference point is 	
' . dO = (sin 0 - k cos 0) dx,, 
chosen at the axle of the two rear wheels. It is obvious = \ft+ k 2 sin (0 - y) dx,, 	(36) 
that equation (13) and (21) yields: Where 
0=2700 -wt+9'0 	 (30) 
At any instant, the tangent of the reference path 
coincides with the orientation of the robot. In this case, 
equation (29) becomes: 
(x,,, -i)2+(y,,, _9)2=4,, +(y,,, + R)2 	(31) 
Equation (31) indicates that the path of any point in the 
robot is a circle. 
III. The case 
Using the similar procedure as above, we can obtain the 
expression of 0 as follows: 




k<1, z - z 0 , k=1 
wt= 	 ,- (32) 
1 
(In
c+z' c+z\ 	/k+1 







2 tan' ( 
(c + z) 	- (c - 
\ (c+z)'e°'+(c-zt)/ 
-w:+q' 0 , k>1 
Where k, a, b, c. d and z are defined as those in the 
case = -L,.. Equation (29) also applies to this case. 
k 	 1 
SIfl Y = +k2 COS Y = yl+k2P 
y is a constant ranging from -90° to 90° for a followed 





= V'i k2 (x,, - 
IT 
and x,,, is the initial i-coordinate. In this formula, the 
signs of k and x,, - x,, indicate the moving direction, as 
shown in Figure 6, the sign of X indicates the relative 
position of reference point on the robot to its rear axle. 
00 , the initial orientation angle, is in the range of 0° to 
36&r. 
From equation (37), it can be drawn that if and only if 
the initial orientation angle 00 satisfies the following 
relation: 
80 =y+n180°, n=0,1 	(38) 
then 0 = Oo holds at any instant, which means the motion 
of the WMR is a translation. 
When a WMR moves along a straight line parallel to y 
axis, the solution to orientation angle for a WMR is: 
(
tan8k0 = 2 tan 	
2 	




When x = 0, the orientation of the robot must be in the 
same direction as the tangent of the path at any instant. 
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4. EIYECI OF KJNEMA11C CONSTRAINTS ON 
AND THE GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE 
PATH PLANNING PROBLEM FOR A WMR 
In the previous sections, we have established the 
kinematic model and analyzed the kinematic characteris-
tics of a WMR. From the analysis, it can be seen that the 
following four points are the key ones for path planning 
problems for a WMR and must be taken into account. 
Rotation. Rotation of a WMR when it follows a 
curved path must occur. Only in one case where the path 
followed is a straight line and the WMR's initial 
orientation angle coincides with the direction of the 
straight line, does pure translation occur. However, in 
practice, this situation rarely appears. 
Relationships between orientation angle and the path 
followed. A WMR's orientation angle is obtained by 
solving the general constraint equation (17) when it 
follows a specified path. Corresponding to every given 
initial orientation angle and every generated path, there 
exists a unique solution to equation (17) for 8. This 
inherent characteristic of a practical WMR shows that 
before a path is found (if it exists), one can not know 
exactly the WMR's orientation angle when the WMR 
follows it. This implies that the orientation of a WMR 
can not be arbitrary. 
Saturation of the steering mechanism. Whenever we 
generate an approximate global path for a WMR, 
equation (18) must be used to check the feasibility of the 
generated path against the steering limit of the steering 
mechanism. 
Goal. The goal orientation must be satisfied. 
In order to satisfy the kinematic constraints, we first 
introduce the following definitions. In path planning 
problem for a WMR, we call a path from the starting 
point to the goal point feasible if and only if it satisfies 
both the requirements of being collision-free and being 
within the saturation limits. A feasible path only means it 
is safe and can be followed, but it offers no guarantee of 
the satisfaction of the goal orientation requirement. We 
call a feasible path a final path if it satisfies the goal 
orientation requirement. Obviously, the purpose for 
planning a path is to find a final path. 
In the remainder of this subsection, we attempt to give 
a general formulation of the path planning problem for a 
WMR while taking into account the kinematic 
constraints, and then a possible algorithm structure for 
solving the find-path problem is proposed. 
Suppose that the boundary of the WMR is presented 
as the following form in terms of the local reference 
frame: 
FA(XmI,YmI)0 	 (40) 
The boundary of the ith obstacle is presented as the 
following form in terms of the global reference frame: 
rB,(x,,,,ym )=O. 1=1,2..... n 	(41) 
Where rA(xm,. y,,,,) and r9,(xm , y_,) are compact (i.e. 
dosed and bounded) and continuous functions of the 
coordinates (x,,, 1 , y,,,,) and (Xm , y,,,). In most cases, they 
are piecewise continuous functions. From equation (5), it 
follows that: 
[
x,,, i 1[(xm zp)cosO+(yiuyp)sin81 
Y. t.—(x,_—x)sinO+(y,,,—y,)cos8J 
(42) 
Substituting equation (42) into (40) yields the expression 
of the boundary of the WMR in terms of the global 
reference frame: 
IA ((X,,, —x)cos0+(y., — y)sin 0, 
—(xm —x,)sinO+(y,.—yp)cos8)=O (43) 
As the initial position of the WMR is collision-free, and 
the WMR and obstades are compact, if there is a path 
taken by the reference point of the WMR such that the 
boundary curve of the WMR expressed by equation (43) 
and the boundary curves of the obstacles expressed by 
equation (41) do not intersect each other, this path must 
be a collision-free path. In equation (43), the orientation 
angle 0 is determined by the general constraint equation 
(17). 
If a collision-free path satisfies the requirement of the 
saturation limit, it then becomes a feasible path. The 
purpose for path planning is to find a final path as de-
fined above. Therefore, mathematically, a path planning 
problem for a WMR can be described formally as: Given 
L'A(Xm , Y,ni) = 0. ra,(x m , y,,,) = 0, the initial pOsition 
(i,,, yb,,) of the reference point and initial orientation 
angle Oi of the WMR, and the goal position y,,,) of 
the reference point and the goal orientation angle 0 of 
the WMR, find a continuous function y,, =f(x) as the 
reference point's path such that it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
y,,, =f(x,,,) and y,5 =f(x 5 ) 
equations (41) and (43) have no points of intersection 
while the WMR's reference point follows the whole path. 
the steering angle obtain from equation (18) satisfies 
the steering limit of the steering mechanism on the whole 
path. 
the goal orientation obtained from equation (17) at 
the goal point satisfies Os. 
A very common approach to the path planning 
problem for a WMR is the configuration space 
approach.' The idea is to build the explicit repre-
sentations of the subsets of the WMR's configuration, 
the free space, which a reference point of the WMR can 
occupy without colliding with any obstacles. Concep-
tually, a configuration space method can be viewed as 
shrinking a WMR to a point while at the same time 
expanding the obstacles to the shape of the WMR. 
Therefore, two steps are needed to find a safe path. 
First, computing the Cspace obsetacles, and then a graph 
search method is employed. More generally, due to the 
size of a practical WMR, any algorithms considering a 
WMR as a point must take the first step to compute the 
Cspace obstacles by shrinking the WMR and then 
growing the obstacles. So the first step is the basis for 
most algorithms for planning a collision-free path for a 
WMR. If the orientation of the WMR is fixed, then the 
computation of the Cspace obstacles is not a very difficult 
job. 24 However, as already pointed out, in most cases, 
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the orientation angle of the WMR changes along the 
path. rotations must be dealt with. As we know, to 
obtain Cspace obstacles, an orientation angle of a WMR 
must be assumed before a reference path is generated. 
Thus, there is a potential conflict between the assumed 
orientation angle and that generated when the reference 
path is followed. Therefore, even if the Cspace obstacles 
are computed without considering the kinematic 
constraints, there is no guarantee that the generated path 
is really collision-free because of the existence of the 
kinematic constraints. The generated global path is only 
an approximation to the real one. On the other hand, an 
approximate global path is indeed necessary as it is a 
very useful guide to avoiding the blind try to find a safe 
path for the WMR. For this reason, we discard the 
time-consuming computation of the Cspace obstacles 
used in reference 1, use the following strategy to grow 
the obstacles, and still call the grown obstacles as Cspace 
obstacles. 
For any generated path is to be followed and it must 
be safe and executable, the kinematic constraints can not 
be ignored in the path planning phase. In this sense, a 
path generated by the available algorithms can not be 
guaranteed to be collision free and they must be 
modified. A possible way one can do to alleviate this 
difficulty is first to find an approximate global path as fast 
as possible and then test it for potential collisions with 
obstacles and saturation of the steering mechanism. If 
collisions or saturation are detected, then use the 
information obtained during the tests to plan a local path 
for correcting the collision or saturation. The procedure 
of testing and correcting continues until a feasible path is 
found. After that, check the requirement of goal 
orientation. If it is not satisfied, another local planning 
for adjusting the goal orientation angle must be devised. 
Clearly, this work can only be done after a feasible path 
has been found. A possible path planning algorithm may 
consist of the following parts: 
A coarse subalgorithm for finding an approximate 
global path 
A testing subalgorithm for testing collision with 
obstacles, saturation of the steering mechanism, and goal 
orientation 
A local path planning subalgorithrn for correcting 
collision, saturation and goal orientation 
5. Finding an approximate global path for a WMR 
The choice of the reference point is the first 
consideration in path planning for a WMR. Its choice is 
affected by kinematic constraints, the algorithms devised 
to compute the Cspace obstacles and other factors. For 
example, when the reference point is chosen at any point 
on the rear axle, if the first derivative of the followed 
path is discontinuous, a discontinuity of the orientation 
angle will occur at the discontinuous point and, in turn, 
this also causes discontinuities of the velocity and 
acceleration of any point in the WMR. This undesired 
characteristic an be alleviated by moving the reference 
point away from the rear axle. This is an example of the 
effect of the kinematic constraints on the choice of the 
fig. 7. The boundary of the WMR is encompassed by two 
circles with the same center. 
reference point. The algorithmic effect on it is also clear. 
In reference 1, when the WMR and obstacles are closed 
and bounded polygonal bodies, and the slice projection 
technique is employed, the reference point is chosen at 
one of the vertices of the WMR to generate a polygonal 
Cspace obstacles, thus to reduce the computational 
complexity of the followed graph searching procedure. 
Let the WMR A be a bounded convex polygon and its 
boundary be rA (marked by the thick lines in Figure 7.). 
Let a, be any point on 1A Choose an origin, i.e. the 
reference point P, and two coordinate axes x1, Yi. Let d, 
be the distance from a 1 to the origin. In this paper, the 
origin is chosen so that max Q, €rA di is minimized over all 
possible origins. For a rectangular rigid body, it is 
located at the symmetric center. For a circular body, it is 
in the center. Obviously, for these two typical structures, 
this choice also has the important property that 
min€r 4 d, is maximized. After the reference point is 
chosen as defined above, let Rmu denote the 
mm (maxQ ErA d,) and denote the max (minQr A d1 ). 
Consequently, the difference between R, and Rmjn is 
also minimized. The boundary of the WMR will be 
encompassed by two circles, one with the central point at 
the origin and the radius of R, and another with the 
same central point but different radius of R,,,,. As shown 
in Figure 7. The direction of the x 1 axis is always chosen 
to be perpendicular to the rear axle of the WMR and 
from the rear axle to the front axle. 
In this paper, for every shrinking radius R € 
I R,,,,, R,,,,,,I, shown also in Figure 7, two steps are 
required to find an approximate global path for a WMR. 
The first step is to compute the grown obstacles. We 
expand the obstacles by a circle with radius R to reduce 
the computational burden. The second step is to use an 
algorithm to search the Cspace obstacles, which is called 
generalized polygonal obstacles. 5 Fortunately, the 
tangent graph methods for a point robot among such 
generalized polygonal obstacles have been presented by 
references 25 and 26 and can be employed here. Clearly, 
the encompassed part of the robot by the circle of radius 
R is collision-free if an approximate global path can be 
found corresponding to the shrinking radius R. 
If R 	is used to grow the polygonal obstacles, any 
path generated for a point among the grown obstacles 
will certainly be a collision-free path whatever the 
orientation angle of the WMR is and it is an approximate 
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global path. In this case, test for collision with obstacles 
is not needed. For R, = mm (max. r4 d1 ), the choice 
of the reference point makes it most possible to find a 
collision-free, approximate global path. 
If 	is used to grow the obstacles, and no path is 
found by the algorithm s for a point robot among the 
grown obstacles, then it can be concluded that there 
exists no path for the WMR. In this case, for 
R,,_ = max (min,,. FA d,), the choice of the reference 
point increases the possibility to find that there is no path 
available in a cluttered environment. 
The above mentioned two cases are easily handled. If 
the opposite search results are reached, namely, the first 
two iterations of using R, and Rmn  fail and succeed in 
finding an approximate global path respectively, then we 
devise an equal-interval decreasing search scheme for R 
between R,,, and R m,n. Divide the interval [Rmm , R,pj 
into n equal subintervals, thus, the length of every 
subinterval equals to 
= R— R.  
Let R 3 =Rmu 	and R,=R 1 —& i=4,5..... n + 
I, then use R 3 as the next shrinking radius. If the third 
iteration fails, choose R 4 , and so on until an approximate 
global path for the biggest shrinking radius R is found 
provided n is big enough. Note that this is not the only 
possible search order. In fact, the order of the choice of 
R in IRmui . R,,..J is perfectly arbitrary. 
In practice, if uncertainty is taken into account, a 
safety distance 5 is assumed, then the actual minimum 
shrinking radius Rc equals to 5 + R m, n . 
6. DETECI1NG THE POTENTIAL COLLISIONS 
OF THE POLYGONAL WMR WITH 
POLYGONAL OBSTACLES 
In this section, we consider the problem of determining 
the collisions of the polygonal robot with polygonal 
obstacles as it moves along a path. Because only the 
edges of the robot have the possibility of collisions with 
obstacles, the first problem considered here is how to 
determine the locus of every point on the boundary of 
the robot and then check the possibily of collisions with 
the obstacles. 
Let the vertices of the robot by E, F, G, H, as shown 
in Figure 4. For simplification, in the following, we only 
show how to determine the locus of points on one of its 
edges, say EF, and test its collisions with obstacle in the 
workspace, the same procedure of derivation applies to 
the other edges of the polygonal robot. 
At any instant, the positions of points E and F can be 
obtained from equation (5): 
[Xç
i 
 = [x, l cos - Yi sin 6 + x1 (44) 
LY 	x I sin9+yeI cOs6+yp i 
11,1 = [Xf cos 6 -y sin6 + x1
y,i 	x,ismne+y,icoso+ypi 	
(45) 
Any point in the edge EF can be expressed as the form 
of an equality and an inequality: 
y—y,=k,(x—x), kejrlC (46) 
Xe - Xi 
	
mm (ii , x1 ) s x :5 max (xe , x1 ) 	(47) 
Where x and y present the coordinates of any point on 
edge EF in terms of the global reference frame, 
mm (xe , x) means the minimum of x and x,, 
max (xe , x,) means the maximum of x,, and x,. 
Suppose that the coordinates of the jth and (j + 1 )th 
vertices of the ith polygonal obstacle Bj are denoted by 
b, Ax, 1 , y,,) and b 1 ,. respectively in terms 
of the global reference frame, then the coordinates of the 
points on the segment connecting b 1 and are given 
in the same form as equation (46) and inequality (47): 
y—yt.,=k,.Xx—x1.,), 	 (48) Xi.i+ I —Xi.) 
mm (x11, x11 .,. 1 ) <x <max (x,, 	(49) 
The solution of equation (46) and (48), namely the 
coordinates of the point of intersection of the two 
straight lines, can be obtained as: 
x 
= (k,x - y) - (k1i,1 - y,.) 	(50) 
k—k 1 , 
= k(yd./ - k 11x1 ,) - k14(y. - kr) 	
(51) 
kejrktj 
It is obvious that if and only if the i-coordinate of the 
point of intersection, given in equation (50), satisfies two 
inequalities (47) and (49), then the edge EFof the WMR 
have no collisions with the edge bb ~ 1 of the ith 
obstacle B,; Furthermore, if and only if EF have no 
collisions with all the edges of the obstacles B,, EF is 
collision-free with B,, because the initial position of EFis 
collision-free and B, is compact polygon; If and only if all 
the edges of the robot is collision-free with all the 
obstacles in the workspace, then the approximate path is 
collision-free. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have clearly shown the difference 
between a free rigid body and a practical wheeled mobile 
robot from the viewpoint of kinematic constraints. The 
interdependence of its orientation angle on the path 
followed makes the path planning problem for a wheeled 
mobile robot much more complicated. 
The conclusion drawn from this difference is that the 
path generated by the algorithms available is not 
definitely safe and executable. By safe we mean that 
there still exists the possibility to collide with obstacles. 
By executable we mean that the needed steering angle 
may exceed the maximum limit of the steering angle. 
The general constraint equation reflects the inherent 
characteristic of a wheeled mobile robot. However, as 
the steering saturation results from the Ackermann 
layou t .V it is possible to remove the saturation limit by a 
new design of the steering mechanism. Consequently, 
the path planning algorithm for a WMR is simplified. 
Robo kinematics 
Another direct benefit from such a no saturation limit 
steering mechanism is the improvement of the 
maneuverability of the WMR. A mechanism which might 
be used for this purpose has been described in reference 
28. 
Path planning taking account of the kinematic 
constraints for a WMR is an area for the future research. 
In this work, we only addressed how to find an 
approximate global path and how to test for the collision 
with obstacles and for the steering saturation. More 
effort will have to be conducted for designing the local 
path without collision and saturation. This work must be 
built on the better understanding of the combination of 
the available algorithms and the kinematic characteristics 
of a wheeled mobile robot. 
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VEHICLE KINEMATICS AND ITS APPLICATION TO 
HIGHWAY DESIGN 
By Yongji Wang,' and J. A. Linnett 2 
(Reviewed by the Highway Division) 
AasmACT: 
This paper presents a mathematical model for computing the path of any 
one point on a wheeled vehicle, which may be a bus, an articulated truck, or a wheeled 
robot, and the steering angle necessary for a reference point to travel a specified curve. 
This problem arises in applications that require determination of the swept space of a 
vehicle and in the automatic control of a mobile robot while the reference point on the 
vehicle moves along a specified path. The mathematKal model LS applicable to any 
dimension of a rigid vehicle or vehicle combination. It can be shown that the widely used 
Western Highway Institute (WHI) formula for highway design is a special case of the 
mathematical model presented in this paper. Based on this model, some inherent char-
acteristics of wheeled vehicles, such as curvature, radius of instantaneous rotation of a 
point on the vehicle, and their relationship; and the independence of vehicle's orientation 
angle, steering angle, curvature, and radius of instantaneous rotation to its velocity, are 
also analyzed. The analytic solutions of two typical motions, circular and straight-line 
motions, have been developed, and the comparison of the simulation results with the 
existing standards has been conducted. 
INTRODUCTiON 
A driving hazard problem was proposed by Baylis (1973) and revised by Bender (1979). The 
problem can be described as follows: when making a left turn at a crossroad, one moves to the 
left as far as possible on one's side of the roadway and then turns. Unfortunately, the rear of 
the vehicle swings rightward as the left turn is begun—toward the unsuspecting driver passing 
on the right (Fig. 1). This can be quite noticeable if the turning vehicle is a long bus. Hence, 
the problem—just how far to the right will the back corner of the bus (P in Fig. 1) swing 
towards the right as the bus driver negotiates the left turn—was proposed. 
Another similar problem studied by Freedman and Riemenschneider (1983), is how to de-
termine the path of the rear wheels of a bus while the front wheels of the bus track a given 
path. The solution to this problem is useful for highway design and for the placement of curbs 
at intersections. 
A third problems which is related to the previous ones but a little more complicated arises 
from the motion of a trailer-truck and was dealt with by Fossum and Lewis (1981) and Alexander 
(1985). A comprehensive discussion of the maneuvering of vehicles such as buses or articulated 
trucks was carried out by Alexander and Maddocks (1988). In their work, attention was focused 
on intrinsic properties of rigid-body trajectories, such as curvature and centers of rotation. They 
derived a relation between the radius of rotation of the body and the radii of curvatures of the 
trajectories of the wheels. Based on that relation, the problems of circular steering, offtracking, 
and optimal steering were considered. 
chers from the mathematical field, many others In addition to the aforementioned resear  
(Alexander and Maddocks, 1989; Graettinger and Krogh 1989: Hemami et al. 1992; Kanayama 
et al. 1990; Muir and Newman 1987; Steer 1989) have focused their attentions on the kinematics 
of mobile robots and different methods have been developed. The motion problems of wheeled 
vehicles have also attracted the interest of many researchers devoted to road design for vehicles. 
especially large vehicles (Billing and Mercer 1986; Heald 1986; Sayers 1986: Smith 1986). 
A mobile robot is a wheeled vehicle that executes the commands of computers rather than 
of a driver. However, from the viewpoint of the structure of the vehicle, a mobile robot has 
the identical kinematical model as the ordinary human-driven wheeled vehicle, due to their 
same structure. Therefore, research on wheeled vehicles can contribute insights to the problems 
related to both human-driven vehicles and problems associated with intelligent and autonomous 
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robots. Therefore, the investigation into this problem is of practical importance. In the present 
paper, a different method is proposed. Compared with the other models, it has the following 
advantages. 
• The mathematical model is general in the sense that the reference point can be chosen 
at any point on the vehicle, not only on the midpoint of the rear axle or the front left 
wheel. 
• The model can apply to any dimension of rigid vehicle or vehicle combination, not only 
to small vehicles, because it gives a transient description of the motion for a vehicle. 
• The steering angle needed for a reference point to trace a specified path can be given, 
which is essential for automatically controlling a mobile robot by computer and useful 
for determining the minimum turning-radius when the steering angle limit is taken into 
consideration. 
• The analytic solutions to straight-line motion and circular motion have been developed, 
which make the computation of the swept space by the vehicle more efficient and 
accurate. 
STEERING GEOMETRY 
Fig. 2 shows a vehicle cornering without any side-slip of the wheels. For a road vehicle, 
steering is normally affected by changing the heading of the front wheels through the steering 
system. At low speeds. there is a simple relation between the direction of motion of the vehicle 
and the steering wheel angle, and the turning behavior mainly depends on the geometry of the 
steering linkage. The prime consideration in the design of the steering s stem geometry is 
minimum tire-scrub during cornering. This requires that during the turn all tires should be in 
pure rolling without lateral sliding. Let us assume for simplicity that the planes of all four wheels, 
two front wheels (D. E) and two rear wheels (B, C), are vertical. Then the condition to be 
satisfied is this: the perpendicular to the planes of the front vheels, drawn through their centers. 
must meet at a projected point on the back axle. This establishes the proper relationship between 
the steering angle of the inside front wheel a, and that of the outside front wheel a,,. When the 
local right-hand coordinate frame Oxy is introduced, as shon in Fig. 2, it is evident that a,, 
and a, are negative angles. Therefore, in Fig. 2 it can be seen readily that a, and a,, should 
satisfy the following relationship: 
w 
cot a,, - Cot a, 	-- 	 (I) 
where W = track: and L = wheelbase of the vehicle, respectively. Eq. (1) is usually referred 
to as the Jeantaud condition. which must be fulfilled if tire wear is to be kept to a minimum 
(Hillier and Pittuck 1966). 
A mechanism that might be used in the steering of a four-wheeled vehicle with theoretically 
perfect satisfaction of the Jeantaud condition has been designed using suitably shaped oval 
wheels (or cams). which engage without slipping (Synge 1973). In practice. the Ackermann 
layout (Hillier and Pittuck 1966) is widely used, although it does not completely achieve the 
Jeantaud condition and is only accurate in three positions: straight-ahead. and one position in 
each lock. Since pneumatic tires are used, any slight inaccuracy can be overcome by the deflection 
of the tires. 
It is obvious that the steering angle of the inside front wheel, a, is greater than that of the 
outside front wheel. a, when a vehicle turns. In our study. to gain simplicity without losing 
generality, we introduce a virtual steering angle a when we discuss the steering angle needed 
to follow a prespecified path. where a is the angle between the path of the midpoint of the two 
front wheels and the center line of the vehicle (Fig. 2). 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR RIGID VEHICLE 
Three types of vehicle are considered: rigid, articulated, and drawbar. In this section. we 
derive the mathematical model for a rigid vehicle, which is the basis of the other two types, 
and prove that the established mathematical model satisfies the Jeantaud condition. Some useful 
characteristics will be analyzed. 
Basic Kinematic Description of Rigid Vehicle 
Fig. 3 is a plan view of the rigid vehicle model investigated in the present paper. From the 
point of view of the operating function, wheels used in the vehicle can be categorized into two 
types: free wheels and fixed wheels. If a wheel can rotate about a vertical axle. it is defined as 
a free wheel; otherwise, it is defined as a fixed wheel. Based on this definition, steered wheels 
are free wheels and wheels on the fixed axis, i.e.. the two rear wheels, are fixed wheels. However. 
when they are described by a mathematical model, a fixed wheel may be regarded as a special 
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free wheel. Therefore. in Fig. 3 all the wheels are given in the form of free wheels. A global 
reference coordinate frame (Oxy) is introduced to describe the motion of the vehicle in terms 
of the position of the reference point P(x, y) and the orientation angle 0 of the vehicle. We 
define a local reference coordinate frame (0 1x 1 y 1 ), whose origin is placed at the reference point P of the vehicle with y-axis parallel to the rear axle BC of the vehicle. We use M to represent 
any point in the rigid vehicle body when discussing the motion of the rigid vehicle body, and 
also use it to represent a wheel connected to the corresponding point when discussing wheel 
motion. The coordinate of point Al is given by M(x,,,. v,,,) in terms of the global reference frame and M(x,,,, y,,,1) in terms of the local reference frame. The coordinate of the central point of a 
wheel is constant with respect to the local reference frame. 
The angle ,, (m = a, b, c, d, and e) is measured from the vertical plane that the wheel M 
makes to the positive x-axis, and d',,, is measured from the vertical planes of the wheel M to 
the positive x-axis (see Fig. 3). The relation between ,,, 0. and 4>,,, can be written as 
	
d,,,=d,,,+o 	 (2) 
The coordinates of point M in the global frame are related to the coordinates of point M measured in the local frame by the transformation 
(Xz)
=(x,,,1 cos 0 - y,,,, sin 0 + 	
(3)  sin 0 + v,.,, cos 0 + v,,J 
The relationships between reference point velocity, orientation angle 0. vehicle turning angular 
rate, and wheel central velocities of wheels A. B, and C are found by differentiating (3) with 
respect to time 
— x,,, sin 0 - v, cos 0)0 + 1p1  
k1 	L (x,, 1  cos 0 - y=, sin 0)0 + 	 (4) J 
where i 	x,,. and v = velocity components of the corresponding wheel central point and 
reference point along the x- and y -axes in terms of the gichal reference frame: and 0 = rotating 
angular rate of the vehicle body in terms of the global reference frame. Differentiating (4) again, 
we have the acceleration expressions 
cos 0 + y,,, sin 0) 	+ ( — x sin 0 - y cos 0)ö + I,,1 
(Y'..! 	[ ( — x,, sin 0 - v 	cos 9).92 + (x,,,, cos 0 - v,,,1 sin 0)0 + 	j 
Eqs. (3). (4). and (5) give the mathematical description of any point on the vehicle body in 
terms of the reference point position, velocity, acceleration, and orientation angle, as well as 
their derivatives. When the whole vehicle is considered, the ideal rolling conditions must be 
satisfied: (1) The direction of every wheel rolling forward, whether steered or not, must coincide 
with the tangent to the vehicle body trajectory in the corresponding wheel center: and (2) the 
velocity of every wheel center point must be equal to the product of wheel rotating angular rate 
about its own horizontal axle and its radius. 
Mathematically. the foregoing conditions can be expressed as 
tan((b,,,) = 
d(x,,,) 	= 	 (6) 
(7) 
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where w,., (m = a. b, c, d, and e) = rotating angular rate of wheels A, B. C, D, and E. 
respectively; v,,, = velocity of wheel center point of wheels A. B. C, D. and E; and r = radius 
of every wheel. Here. v,, = vector sum of .r,,, and rny,,, 
(i,..)2 = (x,,) + (y_) 	 (8) 
From (2) and (6). we can obtain &, the relative angle to the vehicle orientation line, which 
is the steering angle for the steering wheel 
= arctan () - 0 	 (9) 
When the wheels in the vehicle are fixed wheels. dbI 4o,j = 0, and, from (9), the following 
constraint is added: 
tan0= Yb —= Y— 	 (10) 
Assume that XbI = x, , = x. Substituting (4) into (10) and simplifying we obtain 
= x sin 0 - y cos 0 	 (11) 
Eq. (11) is what we need to solve for the vehicle orientation angle 0 when the reference point 
velocity components x,, and y,, are specified. It is interesting that y and y are not included 
in (11), which illustrates the fact that only Lt has effects on a vehicle's orientation angle. Eq. 
(11) also indicates that 
When different fixed wheels in the vehicle have the same x-coordinates in terms of the 
local reference frame, that means they are installed in the same fixed horizontal axle, 
and only one constraint is added. 
If a vehicle has more than one fixed horizontal axle, two constraint equations are added. 
In this case, the two equations must conflict with one another, and the vehicle cannot 
move properly. Therefore, in a rigid vehicle the number of the fixed horizontal axles 
cannot exceed one. 
Satisfaction of Jeantaud Condition 
In the following, we prove that the mathematical model established in the foregoing satisfies 
the Jeantaud condition [(1)]. Suppose that the coordinates of the outside front wheel (D), the 
inside front wheel (E). and the two rear wheels (B and C) are denoted by D(xdl , Yai).  E(x,, 1 , 
y,.). B(xi, Ybi)' and C(x, respectively, in terms of the local reference frame. Then we 
have the following equations (Fig. 2): 






 Y'i  
(Xd: - x, 1 ) = (X,: -
Yh - Y.I 	Y - Y,.p/ 	\W/ 	 (14) 
From (9). we obtain the following relationship: 
x,,, + v tanS 
cot(4,,) = . 	. 	 (J5 y,,,—xtanO 
Substituting (4) into (15) 
 
—y,O + 1,, cos 0 + y sinO 	
(16) '8 + y,, cos 8 - .r.,, sin 8 
When choosing M to be D and E. respectively, and taking (11). (13). and (14) into account, 
we have 
	
= 	- YdI) - W cot(a,) - cot(a,) = Cot(4.d) - cot(41) (17) 
- XbI) - 	L 
Eq. (17) illustrates that our mathematical model satisfies the Jeantaud condition and therefore 
its correctness is verified. 
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Curvature, Radius of Instantaneous Rotation, and Their Relationship 
The expressions of the curvature and the radius of instantaneous rotation of any one point 
in the vehicle will be given in this subsection by using the basic kinematic description developed 
previously with respect to the position of the reference point, the vehicle orientation angle, and 
their derivatives. Some conclusions will also be made. 
When x and v are expressed in terms of a parameter t, using x and I to denote dxdt, d 2x1 
dt 2 , etc.. we have dy/dr = (dy/dt)/(d.r!dz) = ?/1. while dv/d.r = dy/x)/dx = dyx)/di' 
dtidr = (x9 - 1v)4 3 . Therefore, for any point M in the vehicle, the curvature K,,, can be 






- (.t,,ç,,) - 
- [(x,) + 
(18) 
Let R,,, = radius of instantaneous rotation of point M in the vehicle. Then R, is defined as 
the ratio of v,,, to e 
R = 	
= +, (.v...)]' 	
19 
	
," 0 0 	 ) 
Taking (9) into consideration, we obtain the relationship between K,,, and R. 
[(1) 2 + (/)212(1.) -
= 	+ 	 ( 20) R_k,,, = 	0 	[(1, ) 2 + ()2J3 	 9 
Eq. (20) reaches the same result as proposition 2 in Alexander and Maddocks (1988), which 
results in the followtng conclusions. 
• It is apparent that the center of instantaneous rotation of a point in the vehicle and its 
center of curvature do not necessarily coincide. Their relationship is described by (20). 
• If a point lies in the fixed aide, then (b,,, = 0. and the two aforementioned points do 
coincide - 
Independence of 0, a, ic, and Rm to Velocfty 
A geometric curve in space is called a path. Mathematically, a curve can be presented by the 
following form in x, y plane: 
= f(x) 	 (21) 
Some characteristics associated with its shape, such as its derivatives and curvature, are referred 
to as its geometric characteristics. A trajectory is defined as the time course along a path. One 
can choose its velocity from various schedules for a geometrically defined path, which results 
in various velocity profiles. If a wheeled vehicle moves along any curve at different velocity 
profiles, how the velocities will affect the vehicle's orientation 0 and steering angle a is an 
important problem. If a variable is only affected by the geometrical characteristics, rather than 
by vehicle's velocities, it is called an independent variable of velocities. If 0 is an independent 
variable, it is easily derived that the space swept by a vehicle traveling along a specified path 
also will be independent of the vehicle's velocities (suppose the vehicle's motion is so low that 
ideal rolling occurs). In this case, the highway degn problem can be treated geometrically. 
When the limited steering angle of the steering mechanism is taken into consideration, whether 
or not the steering angle is an independent variable is of interest. In this subsection, we will 
prove that 0 and a are such defined independent variables. 
Eq. (11) cannot be directly used for this purpose, because it includes the time variable. From 
(II), another form of the general constraint equation can be derived 
.rd0 = [sin 6 - f'(x)cos OJ dx 	 (22) 
where f'(x) = slope of curve f(x) at x,,. It follows from the differential equation (22) that the 
orientation angle of the vehicle is only a function of the x-axis coordinate of the global reference 
frame. 
From (4) and (9). we can obtain the expression of the steering angle as follows (the detailed 
derivation is omitted): 





f'(x)sin 0 + cos B - 	, 
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Eqs. (22) and (23) show that vehicle's orientation angle 0 and steering angle a depend only on 
the geometric characteristics of the followed curve. 
The fact that x,, and R,,, are independent variables may be seen directly from (18) and (19); 
therefore the proofs are omitted. 
ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR RIGID VEHICLE 
In this section, we use the mathematical model from the previous section to analyze the two 
typical vehicle motions, circular motion and straight-line motion. The circular motion and straight-
line motion are chosen because of the following two reasons: (I) Most analyses, especially for 
applications, assume that the reference point path is a circle and a straight line (for example, 
offtracking problem is defined only for circular turn): and (2) the effects of some parameters, 
such as the circular radius, driving velocity, the position of the reference point, etc., on the 
driving characteristics can be illustrated clearly. 
Circular Motion 
Consider the rigid vehicle traveling at a constant rate along a circle of radius R from S to T 







\y 	R sin(wI) ,J  
= IRwsin(w1)1 
\Y! 	LRw cos(wt)] 	
(25) 
There are three cases forx in (11). depending on the choice of the reference point P. Suppose 
that L, represents the distance from P to the rear axle. Then x = - L,, x = 0, and x = L, 
correspond to the cases in which the reference points are chosen in front of, at. and behind the 
vehicle's rear axle. respectively. In the following, we will study these three cases. 
Case I:x = —L, 
In this case, by substituting (25) into (11), we have 
L,0 = . cos 0 - x.,, sin 0 = Rw cos(wz + 8) 	 (26) 
For convenience, let k = RL,. Because (26) is not an equation in t. 0 with separable variables, 
the method of changing the variables must be used to solve it. The substitution z = WI + 0 




= w'(I + kcos:) 	 (27) 
Integrating (27) 
 dz Id! = L.i +cos:) 	 (28) 
where :, = 0(0) = 0,, = initial orientation angle of the vehicle at start point S. Eq. (28) is an 
integral of rational function of cos 0. Let :' = tan(:2): and dz' = 1/2'[sec(z/2)]'dz, so that 







The solution from (29) is 
II 	':'' ;I + k 
- I arctan 	- arctan 	I; for a = / 	b = b1 a 	 a J 
WI = :' - :,: 	fork = I 
I [
In'c+:'\ IC +_:\1 k
wi ( 	. ,J—ln 	.)I: 	forc=




d = Vk - I: 	k > I 
 
Considering the previous substitutions, we finally obtain the expression of 8 in terms of k, w, 
z. and t 
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Straight Line Motion 
I z + atan(wi b) 
} - 
	
8 = 2 arctan 	
- 	
ui. 	fork < I 	 (3 1 a) 
a 12tan(wIb)I 
8 = 2 arctan(u1 + z) - wi; 	for k = 1 	 (31b) 
I (c + z1 e 	- (c - 
8 = 2 arctan I c• 	WI: 	for k > 1 	(3 Ic) 
[ (C + z,)e' + (c - 
When calculating the steering angle a from (9), we must know 0, which can be obtained by 
differentiating (31). Another reason for calculating 0 lies in the fact that 0 cannot exceed some 
value that corresponds to the driver's reaction rate (Billing and Mercer 1986). Substituting (24) 
into (3) and simplifying, we obtain 
= IL.,, cos(0 + ) - R cos wI 	 32 
\y,,,) 	[L,,,sin(0 + 	+ Rsinwt 
where sin 	= y,,, 1 /L,,,. cos 	= x,,, 1 /L.,.: and L.,,, = Vx,, 1 + y. In order to understand better 
the locus of any point in the vehicle, squaring the two sides of (32). we write 
x., + y = L + R 2 - 2RL_ cos(0 + 0 + wt) 	 (33) 
Eq. (31) verifies that 0 is only dependent on wt, rather than dependent on w alone. If R is 
fixed, w represents the velocity of the reference point P; and wt represents the radians of the 
arc traveled. Eqs. (31) and (33) show that 
• When the vehicle moves along a path, the geometry of the path. such as its slope, 
curvature, and the choice of reference point, rather than the velocity of the reference 
point, decide the orientation angle of the vehicle. 
• When reference point moves along a circle, the locus of the other point is not necessarily 
a circle. 
Case 2: x = 0 
As mentioned previously, the choice of reference point has a very important effect on the 
orientation angle as well as on all the other parameters, such as position. velocity of a point in 
the vehicle, and steering angle. L, = 0 is a special case that means the reference point is chosen 
at the axle of the two rear wheels. It is obvious that (26) yields 
8 = 90° - WI 
	 (34) 
In this case. (33) becomes 
x,, + y.,, = x 1  + ( Y,.,t + R) 2 	 (35) 
Eq. (35) indicates that the path of any point in the vehicle is a circle. At any instant, the 
tangent of the reference path coincides with the orientation of the vehicle, including the initial 
time. 
Case 3: x = L, 
In this case, the reference point P is chosen aftei the rear axle. For the sake of simplification, 
the procedure of deriving the vehicle's orientation angle 0 is omitted. Using a procedure similar 
to the foregoing, we can obtain the expression of 0 as follows: 
11 	az + tan(wt'b) 	
- WI: 	fork < 1 	 (36a) o = 2 arctan 
- 1a:tan(wIb)11 
o = 2 arctan
Z' 1 - wl: 	k = 1 	 (36b) 11 - ( W1.z)J 
0 = 2 arctan 	
. (1 + czç) + (cz - l)e°' I - WI; 	fork> 1 	(36c) 
Ic (1 + cz) - [(cz0 - 1)e"1J 
where k, a, b.c. d, and z are defined as they were in case 1. x = — L, Eq. (33) also applies 
to case 3. 
Let us consider the cases in which a vehicle moves forward from position T in the direction 
shown in Fig. 4, at a constant acceleration a with the initial velocity Rw. The question is how 
long it will take for the vehicle to adjust its orientation angle 0 to coincide with its moving 
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direction. Without losing the generality, suppose the motion of the reference point P is described by the following equations: 
	
(YX") 	




(;") = (Rw + at") 
\ 	0 	/ 	 (38) 
Casel:x= —L, 
Substituting (38) into (11), we have 
L,é = — x,,sin 0 = —( Rw + ax)sin 8 	 (39) 
The solution of (39) is 
° 	
( 	 )] 	 I O 	2Rg + at0 = 2 arctan [ 	---tan -exp = 2 arctan tan S. 2 
This is a very interesting result, which illustrates the following: 
• The length needed by a vehicle to adjust its own orientation angle within the required 
accuracy limitation is independent of the velocity, and infinite length is needed to reach 
0 = 0 theoretically. 
• One important factor affecting on the adjustment of 8 is the position of the reference 
point P. namely L,. The larger L, is, the longer the path needed for the vehicle to travel 
to reach the required limitation. Of course, O o has direct influence on 0. 
In our coordinate frame, when 0 = 0°, the orientation of the vehicle is in the same direction 
as its moving direction. The problem we are interested in is under what condition the orientation 
will reach the required accuracy limitation from 00. Assuming that the accuracy limitation is 5°, we have the following form: 
101 < 5° 	 (41) 
That is 
—0.0437 < tan 	<0.0437; 	for k' = 	 (42) 
This is the inequality we need in order to analyze the relationship between 0, x. and L. It 
will find its applications in road design for road vehicles and in workspace design for mobile 
robots working in the factory environment. 
The position of any point in the vehicle for straight-line motion can be obtained by substituting 
(40) into (3) 
I 	1(1 + x) - 2v,,, tan y -- (x - x.,,1)tan-y 	
43 + ta&-y [(y_1 + y) + 2x,,, tan 'y + (y, - y,,,1)tan"y ( ) 
where tan 'y = tan(0 11 /2)e. 
Case 2.' ! = 0 
When x = 0, the orientation of the vehicle at any instant must be in the same direction as 
the tangent of the path. In straight-line motion, the orientation must coincide with the direction 
of the road. 
MAThEMATICAL MODEL FOR SERIALLY LINKED VEHICLE 
In the previous sections, a mathematical model dealing with the motion of a rigid vehicle has 
been developed. Before studying the motion of a combined vehicle, it is useful to distinguish a 
vehicle unit from a combined vehicle. A vehicle unit is composed of: (1) A rigid body; (2) a 
fixed axle on which some wheels are mounted: and (3) some steering wheels or a hitch point. 
In this sense, a rigid vehicle is a single-unit vehicle with two front steering wheels like that in 
Fig. 2. A combined vehicle, such as an articulated vehicle or a drawbar vehicle, can be regarded 
as a combination of two or more vehicle units linked in series at their hitch points (Fig. 5). 
From a motion analysis standpoint, multiple axles of an axle group operating together within 




AG. 4. CIrcular and Straight Une Motions FiG. 5. ArtIculated Vehicle 
TABLE 1. DesIgn Vehicle Dimensions 
Design Vehicle Type  
Passenger Singie-und Single-unit Semitrailer Combination 
Vehicle dimensions care tluckb bus' intermediated large 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Wheelbase 3.35 6.10 7.62 12.19 1524 
Front overhang 0.91 122 2.13 1.22 0.91 
Rear overhang 1.52 1.83 2.44 1.83 0.61 
Overall length 5.79 9.14 12.19 15.24 16.76 
Overall width 2.13 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.59 
Height - 4.11 4.11 4.11 4.11 
Note: Dimensions are in m. 
'Passenger car = Pfor Fig. 0-I mA Policy.. 	(1973). 
t'Single-unit truck = SU for Fig. 0-2 in A Policy... (1973). 
'Single-unit bus = BUS for Fig. 0-3 in A Policy . . . (1973). 
'Semitrailer intermediate = WB-40 for Fig. 04 in A Policy . . . (1973). 
'Combination large = WB-SO for Fig. 0-5 in A Policy . . . (1973). 
a single suspension system, which is simplified as a rigid body, are treated as though they were 
a single axle located at the geometric center of the group. 
Fig. 5 shows a two-linked vehicle model. The first vehicle unit is one with two steering wheels, 
while the second has a hitch point instead of two steering wheels. Two local reference coordinate 
frames (O 1 x 1 y) and (Ox 2 y 2 ) are each put on one of the two vehicle units. For convenience. 
the origin of the second frame coincides with the hitch point. We know that for the first vehicle 
unit. if the position and velocity of the reference point O are given, then the orientation angle 
of vehicle unit I can be obtained by solving the differential equation. (11). The position and 
velocity of the hitch point O. which is a point in the vehicle unit 1, can be calculated using (3) 
and (4). That means that the position and velocity of the second vehicle unit's reference point 
0 have been obtained. Consequently. by means of the identical procedure used in the calcu-
lations of the vehicle unit one, the position and velocity and other interesting parameters of all 
the points in the second vehicle unit can be calculated. If more than two vehicle units are serially 
linked - the procedure for dealing with the motion problem of the complicated ' chicle is analogous 
to the previous one. In every step, a numerical method must be used to solve a simple first-
order differential equation [(11)]. 
SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMMENTS 
The WHI offti -acking formula is widely used for highway design. In their 1973 volume, the 
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) included the following statement (Heald 1986): 
In recent years, there have been developed data which are accurate enough to use for 
all practical purposes. The method was developed by the Western Highway Institute. . . - 
It is this method, easy to calculate and simple to apply. which is recommended as a 
general practice. 
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TABLE 2. ComparIson of Results from Present Model with Existing Standards 
DESIGN VEHICLE TYPE 
Passenger Car' Single-lint Truck' Single-Und Bus' Semitrailer kitermediate' Combina8on Large' 
Present Present Present Present Present 
Stjliindardj model I Error Standard model Error Standard model Esor Standard model Error Standard model Error 
(1) (2) 1 	(3) 1 	(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) 
Minimum turning radius (m) 731 731 - 128 12.8 - 12.8 128 12.19 - 13.71 13.71 
Minimum ,nsidc radius (ml 4.66 4.66 0% 866 869 04% 6.19 7.74 L :2.19 6.06 5.91 2.5% 6.03 6.00 03 Maximum outside radius (m) 786 7.89 0.4% 1338 1341 0.2% 14.35 14.17 256 12.65 07% 14.08 14.11 0.2% Maximum steering angle (rad) - -0.62 - - -0.61 - - - -077 - -042 - - - -0.50 - 
Passenger car = P for Fig. 0.1 in A Polks 	(1973). 
'Singk-unit truck = SU for Fig. 0-2 in A Policy . 	(1973). 
'Singk-unii bus = BUS for Fig 0-3 in A Policy . . (1973). 
'Scmiirailer intermediate = WB4() for Fig. 04 in .4 Polics- . (1973). 
Comhination large = WB.50 for Fig 0-5 in 4 Pc/icr 	(1973( 
Heald (1986) also pointed Out that the WI-Il formula may break down for long units on short-
radius curves. Essentially, this formula describes the steady-state motion of a truck or truck 
combination. The model in the present paper gives a transient description of the vehicles. Using 
this mathematical model, we can prove that the WI-Il formula is a special result of this model. 
This can be observed from (31) when wt tends to infinite. In this case. 0 + wt -e 2 arctan(c). 
a constant. The path of each point on the vehicle becomes a circle. Eq. (31) also indicates that 
d is an important factor affecting the speed needed to reach the steady-state condition. If the 
radius of the circle is fixed, then the bigger the length of the wheelbase of a truck, the smaller 
d. and the longer the length of the path passed by the reference point, the larger the error when 
the WHI formula is used. This explains that the WHI formula can give a reasonable approxi-
mation when the truck's wheelbase is small, but is not applicable for very large trucks. 
The assumption used in the model and the WHI is the same, i.e., all the wheels roll without 
slipping. The only difference is that our model gives a transient description of the vehicle while 
the WHI describes the steady-state motion. 
In highway design, the determination of the minimum turning paths of design vehicles is 
essential. In the following, the simulation results are compared with the standards (Figs. Gi-
GS) given in A Policy . . . (1973). The boundaries of the turning paths of the several design 
vehicles when making the sharpest turn are established by the Outer trace of the front overhang 
and the path of the inner rear wheel. This turn assumes that the outer front wheel first follows 
a circular arc, which is the minimum turning radius as determined by the vehicle steering 
mechanism, and then follows a straight line. Figures G1-G5 of A Policy . . . (1973) are not 
shown here due to limitation of space; however, the design vehicle dimensions are given in 
Table 1. Based on these geometric dimensions, the minimum outside and inside wheel paths 
from this model and from the standards are all shown in Table 2. 
In the practical programming. the reference point is chosen at the front left wheel, and the 
initial otientation angle for the circular curve is 900.  More attention should be paid to the 
transition from the circular curve to the straight line (Fig. 4). The calculated orientation angle 
of the vehicle at the end of the circular curve must be treated as the initial orientation angle 
for the straight line motion. 
Table 2 shows that the error of the maximum outside radius is smaller than that of the minimum 
inside radius. This is because the overhang of each vehicle is much smaller than the corresponding 
wheelbase. For small vehicles (i.e., passenger cars and single-unit trucks), both of the errors 
are reasonable. However, as the wheelbase increases (i.e., for a single unit bus), the error of 
the minimum inside radius increases rapidly, reaching 25%. If a larger vehicle is allowed, then 
a model that can describe the transient motion of the vehicle is necessary. The model described 
previously can meet this requirement. For semitrailer intermediate vehicles and combination 
large vehicles, the minimum inside radii and maximum outside radii from the simulation are, 
respectively, smaller and larger than those from the standards. Table 2 also shows the maximum 
steering angle needed for the outer front wheel to follow the circular arc. This is not given in 
A Policy . . . (1973). 
CONCLUSIONS 
A mathematical model has been developed for computing the path of any one point on a 
wheeled vehicle as well as the steering angle necessary for a reference point to travel a specified 
curve. This model has constituted the basis for the analysis of the motion of wheeled vehicles. 
The key problems that have been solved are: (I) How to describe the constraints added due to 
the existence of fixed wheels on the vehicle; and (2) how to solve (11) to obtain the orientation 
angle of the vehicle. It has been proven that the model satisfies the ideal rolling condition, i.e.. 
the Jeantaud condition, which is normally given in the geometric form by (I). When a path is 
specified, a vehicle may pass a fixed point in the path at different velocities. To consider the 
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effect of velocity on vehicle's orientation angle, steering angle, curvature, and radius of instan-
taneous rotation of any point on the vehicle, an independent variable has been defined as one 
that is only affected by the geometric characteristics of the curve, rather than by the vehicle's 
velocity. It has been shown that the vehicle's orientation angle, steering angle, curvature, and 
radius of instantaneous rotation of any point are all such independent variables. This explains 
shv the design for an intersection of an urban road can be treated as a pure geometric problem. 
In the model, to obtain the vehicles orientation angle, only a simple first-order differential 
equation [(II)] is required to be solved. The other parameters can be obtained using the given 
analytic formulas. For the case when the path follossed is a typical one, such as a circle or a 
straight line, direct analytic formulas have been given. Compared with other models, it has the 
following advantages. 
• The mathematical model is general in the sense that the reference point can be chosen 
at any point on the vehicle, not only on the midpoint of the rear axle or the front left 
wheel. 
• The model can apply to any dimension of rigid vehicle or vehicle combination, not only 
to small vehicles, because it gives a transient description of the motion for a vehicle. 
• The needed steering angle for tracing a specified path can be given by the reference 
point, which is essential for automatically controlling a mobile robot by computer, and 
useful for determining the minimum turning radius when the steering angle limit is taken 
into consideration. 
• The analytic solutions for straight-line motion and circular motion have been developed, 
which make the computation of the space swept by the vehicle more efficient and 
accurate. 
• It makes the programming easier. 
The model can simulate all the highway vehicles and handle arbitrarily complex turn geom-
etries. Therefore, for a particular sehicle of interest virtually any geometric design can be 
evaluated. 
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APPENDIX II. NOTATION 
The following 5 .v 'nbols are used in this paper: 
A. B. C. U. E = wheels: 
a. b. c. d. k, k' = 	coefficients: 
L = 	wheelbase of vehicle: 
L1 = 	wheelbase of tirst vehicle unit; 
L. = distance between hitch point and rear axle of second vehicle unit; 
= 	length between point il and point P; 
L, = distance of reference point P to rear axle: 
M = 	any wheel on vehicle, and its corresponding point; 
(Oxv) = 	global coordinate frame: 
(Oxv,) = 	local coordinate frame: 
P = 	reference point: 
R = 	radius of circular motion: 
R, = 	radius of instantaneous rotation of point M; r = 	radius of wheel: 
W = 	track of vehicle: 
i,,) = 	absolute coordinates of point M with respect to global coordinate frame: 
,,) 	= relatise coordinates of point M with respect to local coordinate frame: x = relative position of reference point P to rear axle; 
= coefficient: 
= coefficient: 
a = virtual steering angle; 
a, = steering angle of inside front wheel: 
= steering angle of outside front wheel; 
= angle measured from point M to x-axis; 
'1' 	= coefficient: 
O = 
0,, 	= 
orIentation angle of vehicle with respect to global coordinate frame; 
initial orientation angle: 
K,,, 	= curvature of point M. 
= velocity of center point of wheel M: 
46- 	= angle measured from vertical plane of wheel M to positive x-axis; = angle measured from vertical plane of wheel M to positive x1 -axis; = rotating angular rate of reference point P for circular motion: and 
rotating angular rate of wheel M. 
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